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FOREWORD 

Every person goes through the stages of his formation and development 
growing and developing by them. The same is in nature — a Human, as the 
highest biological type of Planet Earth goes through his stages of formation and 
development. But there is also a third type of stages of formation with which an 
every person sometimes encounters in his life but most often does not notice it 
— the Cosmic one. We didn’t get used to it and a Human is considered to be 
completely unable to live Cosmically. It is not true. It is simply the Position of the 
Observer of one of the first two types of formation: a Human by himself or a 
Human of Nature. All collective types of relationships we relate to the first type 
of formation — A Human by himself to which they, in fact, led in present. The 
third kind of formation has always referred to secret, initiated or different 
exotic-oriented types of formation. Just because space life was perceived outside 
of the general planetary living as something high, inaccessible and even 
fantastic. But we went into Cosmos. And it’s time to transfer this fantastic and 
unreal into quite real developing and perception of Cosmos. As the great 
Tsiolkovsky said: «It’s time to go out from the baby bed of infancy life of 
humanity». And the formation already of a child where we are seems to be after 
the infancy state, implies not only natural development stages, but also 
relatively independent education. And now we enter this stage by entering and 
exploring the Cosmos. For the infant state we knew four basic forms of 
formation in Cosmos: 

 The Planetary phenomenon of a Human that was formed by the Planetary 

Thinking just recently. 

 The Solar phenomenon of a Human that still cause controversies about the 

possibility of this. 

 The Galactic phenomenon of a Human that still exists as “about the Gods who 

arrived from Heaven” 

 The Metagalactic phenomenon of a Human that still is not taken even on faith 

not speaking about the knowledge. 

But the World moves further, and it’s time to leave in past our ternary and 
three-dimensional perception that does not lead further then Galaxy. Moreover, 
three Tsarstvoes of Nature are known and only the Fourth one is the Tsarstvo of 
a Human. Apparently, that is why there is so much worship of gods-animals in 
religions and even apostles have animal insignias. But this is about the 
archetypes of the past, about the basis from which we are exiting, trying to enter 
a new world of cosmic relationships. And there will be a new world, and there 
will be a new light — a cosmic one. It is clear that for the fourth Tsarstvo of a 
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Human the most interesting is the format of the fourth cosmic phenomenon — 
the Metagalactic. As they say, in nature and even more in Space nothing is 
accidental. And we decided the same, forming the metagalactic format of our 
research and development. Gradually, practically forming the Metagalactic 
Position of the Observer and the organization of the phenomenon of a Human 
metagalactically for many years. There are very and very curious results. So 
curious that they completely change the worldview of a Human, and most 
importantly, the outdated Paradigm of Science for nowadays. But there is no a 
new one. And it is not even offered by present restricted thinking. Is it maybe 
because we continue to insist on the trinity of perception when pluralistic 
multipolar views prevail even in politics? And the new one goes only by new 
Ways. First by unclear, ridiculed and rejected ones as it used to be with the great 
eccentric Tsiolkovsky. And often a new thing is on the surface, we simply do not 
notice it because of the backwardness of our views and rude toughness of our 
positions including the Scientific Positions of the Observer. And there is the 
Anthropic Principle on the surface of the science that says: "the whole Universe 
creates us." But in certain types of sciences the Metagalaxy is implied under the 
universe. And we decided to find out why and what for it creates us. There is an 
interesting result: “the whole Metagalaxy creates every Person”, where 
"sozidat’" means external factors of realization, and "create" means internal 
factors of realization forming by the microcosm of interaction. One of the 
interesting results of it is a deeper understanding of the development of the 
brain. Without going into details, we will inform that by synthesis of 
microcosmic fundamental interactions the brain of a Human accumulates nuclei 
of his own synthesis of interaction with the environment, of it perception and 
control. It is not difficult to guess that the total maximum of the planetary 
development of the brain is three nuclei corresponding to the three-
dimensionality and trinity of our existence. It is clear that some have two, some 
have one and some have just prerequisites for the formation of nuclei. Their 
development depends on education, upbringing and, paradoxically, a person’s 
worldview that allows or blocks such development by his own position. For 
seventeen years of intensive recognitions, seventeen nuclei of the brain 
development are managed to be formed by today. Is it a lot or a little? Sixty four 
main bases of a human are known in genetics. So, a quarter of possible is 
reached. It is clear that in the "classical" planetary position of a scientific 
observer, this sounds like an indescribable and amateurish heresy. But we are 
talking from the Metagalactic Position of the Observer. And there are other 
Standards, other Laws, other Imperatives and other Axioms of Being. And in 
general, there is a lot of other things. At the same time, the planetary, solar, 
galactic positions of the observer are into the metagalactic one as a part. After 
all, even by cosmic standards, the lower formations are included into the highest 
ones as a part. Having become sustainable metagalactically, we began to 
generalize all this material into eight Paradigms of metagalactic relationships by 
different ways in one Stratagemia of Metagalactic development and perspective 
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existence. Why eight but not one as we got used to? So, the Metagalaxy is big. 
And it has its own Laws of Paradigmatic implementation. The first of the 
Paradigms — the Paradigm of the Science of Initially Highest Father is before 
you. Metagalactic implementation to You! 

VS
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PARADIGM OF SCIENCE  

OF INITIALLY HIGHEST FATHER  

1. Part 1. General. Paradigm of Initially Highest Father  

There is the phenomenon of Initially Highest Father with certain states and 
expressions emanating around him that are defined today by us as "the 
synthesness of everything in everything." At the same time, the visible nuclei in 
the center of the Metagalaxy, the Galaxy and other organizational phenomena of 
Cosmos are the centering of the dimensionally expressed level spheres of 
emanating states and expressions of Initially Highest Father in their expression 
into the environment by the horizon of the material phenomenon. Synthesis of 
spheres of dimensionally organized Matter with nuclear centering fixation of the 
phenomenon we call the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father. 
Synthesis of nuclei of different spheres of the organization of Matter by 
dimension, speed, space and time we call Shunyata. Each individual sphere of a 
certain organization of Matter by dimension, speed, space and time we call 
Reality if it is Metagalactic organization of Matter and Initially Highest Reality if 
it is High Whole Reality of Metagalaxy Fa. All High Whole Realities are included 
into the Initially Highest Wholeness of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 
Father, where our Metagalactic organization becomes one of the spheres of 
many metagalactic organizations or simply Metagalaxies, in their level 
Metagalactic self-organization among themselves. Hierarchical Self-organization 
of Metagalaxies is determined by the quality of the centering nucleus of the 
sphere of Matter organization supporting a certain state of material organization 
and expression, facilitating to the realization of states and expressions of the 
Primordially Higher Father who creates the biological organization of the 
highest quality of acting matter in the formation and expression of higher 
biological types of life capable of expressing states of organization of Initially 
Highest Father by themselves. When organizing such biological beings for 
expression of the states and expressions of Initially Highest Father there are 
different types of Realities, Initially Highest Realities and High Whole Realities 
determining certain types of dimensional, speed, spatial and temporal 
organization and expressing themselves in a highest biological being of Cosmos 
organization. This allows to transfer Matter from the lowest to the highest 
degree of organization, transferring it to the next degree of self-organizing unity 
of everything in everything. The boundaries of the Synthesness of everything in 
everything is the Initially Highest Wholeness of the Initially Highest Home of 
Initially Highest Father (IHW IHHIHF) which we represent spherically. The 
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concentration of Synthesness of Initially Highest Father (IHF) is fixed on each 
Person according to the Obraz and Podobie of Initially Highest Father, self-
actualizing the Human as such. Accordingly, the Initially Highest Wholeness of 
the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father expresses 4096 Parts of 
Initially Highest Father and a Human, 4096 Systems of Parts of Initially Highest 
Father and a Human, 4096 Apparates of Systems of Parts of Initially Highest 
Father and a Human, 4096 Particulars of Apparates of Systems of Parts of 
Initially Highest Father and a Human by Obraz and Podobie of Initially Highest 
Father, forming 16384 spheres of Syntezness of High Whole Realities of being 
Initially Highest Father a Human by Parts, Systems, Apparates and Particulars. 
Each sphere of High Whole Reality (HWR) of Synthesness fixes different types of 
Matter that are concentraded inside this sphere realizing the corresponding 
Metagalactic and any other: Galactic, Supergalactic, Universal and other 
hierarchically lower phenomena in Matter. 

A Human expressing the Obraz and Podobie of Initially Highest Father by 
himself gets his own sphere of self-actualization of the expression of Initially 
Highest Father by synthesized Matter — the Metagalaxy Fa. So, Initially Highest 
Father actualizes by Himself by the Initially Highest Wholeness in expression of 
Metagalaxy Fa and His Parts, Systems, Apparatuses and Particulars are realized 
by High Wholenesses of Spheres of the Initially Highest Wholeness. A Human by 
Obraz and Podobie of Initially Highest Father is formed by physicality, 
expressing his actualization of Obraz and Podobie of Initially Highest Father 
16384 Spheres of High Whole Realities by his own actualization of Metagalaxy 
Fa — by 4096 Parts of a Human, by 4096 Systems of Parts of a Human, by 4096 
Apparats of Systems of Parts of a Human and by 4096 Particulars of Apparates 
of Systems of Parts of a Human. By this, the Matter of the Metagalaxy Fa is both 
focused on a Human in his natural creation and educes his self-actualization in 
managing it, in organization of a Jump of Matter to the next level of development. 
In this sense, evolutionary explosion-jumps are characteristic not only for the 
evolution of nature but in general, are the basic properties of the Matter as such, 
where the evolution of Nature reflects the properties and qualities of Matter 
itself, actualizing its development by itself.  

If Initially Highest Father is actualized by the Initially Highest Wholeness by 
His Synthesness performing the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 
Father by Himself, a Human by his Synthesness is actualized by the Metagalaxy 
Fa, where Initially Highest Father concentrates the phenomenon of every 
Human of the Earth type of Planet Earth in all biological originality in 
accordance with the Obraz and Podobie of Initially Highest Father. At the same 
time, the Sphere of the Metagalaxy Fa is a synthesis of Spheres of Initially 
Highest Wholeness, to be more exact of 16384 (sixteen thousand three hundred 
and eighty-four) ones. At the same time, existence and development of the 
Planet Earth is at the 8192th (eight thousand one hundred ninety second) 
Sphere of self-actualization by the Metagalaxy Fa of the Initially Highest 
Wholeness of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father. This is the limit 
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of material organization as there is a Shunyata of the Initially Highest Wholeness 
between the 8192nd and 8193rd Spheres of High Whole Realities that is the 
centering of its material organization. It is the Shunyata of synthesis of Central 
Nuclei of the mutual organization of all spheres of all Initially Highest Realities 
among themselves, centered forming Initially Highest Wholenesses by this as a 
whole. There are other types of Metagalaxies with an Obraz and Podobie of 
other Beings of higher biological development in other spheres of High Whole 
Realities up to 16384 High Whole Reality. This forms the multiplicity of a 
phenomenon of Life of Cosmos as such. Actually, the uniqueness of this time of 
beginning of two millennia is in being a Human of Planet Earth in Cosmos by his 
entering the Cosmos and deployment of self-actualization of a Human 
maintained by a Human himself by his development, abilities and capabilities 
not in the Solar System, Galaxy, Universe, Universum, Metagalaxy and other 
variants of their material expression but in High Whole Realities of the 
Metagalaxy Fa that synthesises all Metagalaxies, all Universes in them, all 
Universums in them, all Galaxies in them and all Solar Systems in them among 
themselves. It means that a human got self-actualization by Matter of Initially 
Highest Wholeness expressed the highest phenomenon of organization of the 
Metagalactic Matter and focused by himself 16384 spheres of Being of Initially 
Highest Wholeness of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father. That was 
expressed in the phenomenon of the Metagalaxy Fa that was forming and 
developing a Human by itself in the phenomenon of 16384 spheres of self-
actualization of the Initially Highest Wholeness by its own expression, in the 
phenomenon of the Explosion-jump of the organization of Matter by 16384 High 
Whole Realities of the Metagalaxy Fa of the Initially Highest Wholeness of the 
Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father. Such self-organizing biological 
test by the Matter of organization is taken by any high biological being when 
appears in Cosmos for the first time with his fixation in the physical expression 
of the Planet of his usual existence. For this, the time of self-organization by the 
Matter of the Solar System (in our case) is firstly required, then by the Galaxy, 
then by the Universum, then by the Universe, then by different types of 
Metagalaxies in accordance with their quality and properties, then by the Sphere 
of the Initially Highest Wholeness in self-actualization of the Metagalaxy Fa by 
the host of Metagalaxies of the highest development of another type and 
phenomena of the highest biological beings, in our case a Human. By developing 
of the Initially Highest Wholeness in synthesis and interaction with other 
highest biological beings of Cosmos, the own specific of existence of own 
orientation by Metagalaxy Fa of a Human of Planet Earth is concentrated. It is 
these natural evolutionary tests of metagalactic self-organization (MS) are past 
by the Human of Planet Earth in 2001–2018 of planetary time. The result of this 
is emergence of this Paradigm of Initially Highest Father in new conditions of 
existence of a Human by the Cosmos.  

This Sphere of actualization of a Human by Obraz and Podobie of Initially 
Highest Father by High Whole Realities is called the Metagalaxy Fa with 
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arranging of all Matter that provides all kinds and possibilities of forming a 
Human with 16384 phenomena as a whole by them. Thus, all Matter of Initially 
Highest Wholeness in expressibility of 16384 High Whole Realities expresses its 
synthesness forming 16384 High Whole Realities of Metagalaxy Fa self-
actualizing in one sphere of Initially Highest Wholeness by Law "Everything is in 
Everything" and by the Imperative "The higher level includes the lower one as a 
part expressing itself in it by its own actualization". Accordingly, the Metagalaxy 
Fa is a part of the Matter of the Initially Highest Wholeness of Initially Highest 
Home of Initially Highest Father expressing it with its own perspective of Being 
at the same time making a contribution to the development of the Initially 
Highest Wholeness in a whole. 

Thus, we enter the Paradigm of interaction of the Initially Highest Wholeness 
as a sphere of actualization of the Initially Highest Father by synthesness which 
we can call a synthesness Matter and actualization of a Human by Obraz and 
Podobie of Initially Highest Father in sphere that is the sphere of Metagalaxy Fa 
with 16384 levels of expressibility. In this sense, the anthropic principle when 
“the whole Universe creates us” transforms from the collective creation of us — 
as the natural Tsarstvo of a Human by the Obraz and Podobie of Father 
Universlly — into the individual principle of creation of each Human by the 
sphere of Metagalaxy Fa in actualizing the synthesness of organization the 
Sphere of Initially Highest Wholeness of Initially Highest Father with 16384 
phenomena by a Human. From the Metagalactic Position of the Observer the 
Universe is a systemic organization of metagalactic natural processes by means 
of interaction of different kinds of Tsarstvoes and Stihiy. Before we did not 
understand metagalactic processes quite well and we often considered Universe 
to be a Metagalaxy. As well as someone consider Stihiya-systemic organization 
of planetary phenomena to be a life of Planet Earth as a whole. Not canceling 
either one or another one we'll note that these are different processes of Being! 

When actualizing the synthesness of Initially Highest Father by a Human by a 
sphere of Metagalaxy Fa, the synthesness proceeds or becomes denser 
condensing and organizing into two basic states — Ogon’ and Matter where 
binarity becomes the main principle of Human development. Matter is getting 
denser within the sphere of this Metagalaxy Fa in its centering — Shunyata 
(Shunyata is the synthesis of nuclei of High Whole Realities of the Metagalaxy 
Fa) and Ogon’ penetrates through the whole sphere revealing different 
organizational states inside matter by everything in everything. 

The synthesis of 16384 spheres of High Wholeness of the Initially Highest 
Wholeness actualized by Initially Highest Father forms the Initially Highest 
Home of Initially Highest Father. In which, 4096 Parts of Initially Highest Father, 
4096 Systems of Parts of Initially Highest Father, 4096 Apparates of Systems of 
Parts of Initially Highest Father and 4096 Particulars of Apparates of Systems of 
Parts of Initially Highest Father of 16384 spheres of synthesness of Initially 
Highest Father and the 16385th sphere of synthesphysical bodily phenoma in a 
whole are deployed in accordance with the Obraz and Podobie of Initially 
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Highest Father. In stability of the spheres of synthesness of Initially Highest 
Father among themselves they form the Initially Highest Home of Initially 
Highest Father (IHHIHF) by synthesizing 16384 spheres of different 
organization of synthesness by Initially Highest Father by His Parts, Systems, 
Apparates and Particulars. This Quaternity of Initially Highest Father emanates 
various kinds of synthesness having as a result the corresponding spheres of the 
Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father which record these emanations 
or have corresponding fixations of synthesness of different phenomena of the 
Initially Highest Father. In this expression, synthesness is a kind of over material 
component that is the pramatter where all initial phenomena of rules, methods, 
principles, beginnings, axioms, imperatives, laws, standards, measures, 
knowledge, constants, beauty, okskost’, istinnost’, over-passionarity and 
ivdivnost’ are stated in a whole. This reflects basic 64-minute minimal 
organization of Initially Highest Father by analogy with the trinity of the 
previous epoch with making sense of Initially Highest Father from the point of 
view of Heavenly Father as there was nothing by means of what one could look 
above Heaven. At the same time, Initially Highest Father is ognenno, naturally, 
256-arily and materially is 64-ary that reflects the previous analogs of the triple 
in matter and the seven on Ogon’ respectively. The 256-ity of Initially Highest 
Father can be determined to be the basic quaternity of Initially Highest Father in 
Parts, Systems, Apparates and Particles reflecting each other in the mutual 
organization of everything in everything, 4×4×4×4 and gives the required result 
of stable material organization of the phenomenon of Initially Highest Father. It 
is curious that this can be checked figuratively where the trinity of the previous 
epoch makes a step further into the quaternity with expressing Father, 
Daughter, Son and Mother of the basic quaternity of Initially Highest Father by 
family-generic analogies of the previous epoch where the Holy Spirit is finally 
formed a Mother (of Planet, of Metagalaxy) and is in equal gender, and the 
Initially Highest Father is initially equal therefore the Daughter also appears. 
And we see not only the return of the prodigal Son of the previous epoch but 
also the return of the prodigal Daughter of a new epoch that was invisibly 
walking somewhere earlier but symbolically being expressed in Eva, in Mary 
Magdalene, in Fatima, in other female figures and phenomena that were 
gradually forming the phenomenon of Initially Highest Father also as a Virgo, a 
Daughter or a woman that is a Mother quaternarily. And the further we will 
develop intellectually-abstractedly without strict tying to gender views of 
children mentality of early humanity the more natural this phenomenon will 
look. The way from the trinity to the quaternity was determined by the Cross 
with four ends as symbols of Ogon’, Spirit, Light and Energy — the clear 
Quaternity of the diversity of overviews of everything in everything. 
Accordingly, when Initially Highest Father is 64-ary (has 64 phenomena as a 
whole) it is possible to identify 16 phenomena (4×4) as Ogon’ that deploys 
materially in 16 evolutions that implement the Principle of transfer Ogon’ of 
Initially Highest Father into the Spirit of Initially Highest Father of his material 
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expressionness that creates the pulling force of each evolution correspondingly. 
While the Ogon’ is transferring into the Spirit, the Volya of Initially Highest 
Father and e-volu-tion are the natural-material organization of expression the 
Volya of Initially Highest Father in his material organization. Accordingly, 16 
highest phenomena of Initially Highest Father (IHF) from the Human of Plan of 
Creation — the 49th type of organization of the basic 64 phenomena of IHF up to 
Initially Highest Father of Initially Highest Father (IHF IHF) — the 64th type of 
organization that correspond to basic 256 Parts of Initially Highest Father from 
241 to 256 Parts are responsible for 16 Evolutions. Thus, Parts of Initially 
Highest Father and Parts of a Human become evolutionarily saturated and 
developing. The next 16 phenomena of Initially Highest Father from Vladyka of 
Plan of Creation as the 33d type of organization from the 64 ones and the 225th 
Part correspondingly up to Avatar of Metagalaxy Fa as the 48th type of 
organization from the 64 ones and the 240th Part correspondingly are 
responsible for organization of Spirit of Initially Highest Father. That determines 
the 16-ity of Ogneobraz of Subnuclearity of Initially Highest Father where the 
Ogon’ is formed by bunches of nuclei of forming particles, atoms, molecules and 
further that transfers evolutionary component into a subnuclear one — 
formation of living beings of matter and gradually with further forming on 
stages of 16-ity from Ogon’ to Substance into material organization as such. 
Further, the 16 phenomena of Initially Highest Father from Ipostas’ of the Plan 
of Creation (17) to Teacher of Metagalaxy Fa (32) of 64-ity and 209 — 224 Parts 
of Initially Highest Father already reveal the organization of Light of Initially 
Highest Father. This 16-ity organizes the 16-ity of the phenomena of matter 
from Bunches to Mass revealing synthesis of the principles of its organization. 
That is why, scientifically, spaces of cosmos are measured by speed of Light. And 
the first 16 phenomena of Initially Highest Father from a Human of Initially 
Highest Home of Initially Highest Father (1) up to Sluzhashiy of Metagalaxy Fa 
(16) of 64-ity of Initially Highest Father and 193-208 Parts of Initially Highest 
Father already reveal the organization of Energy of Initially Highest Father that 
expresses 16-ary structure of the Metagalactic organization of Cosmos. In this 
Sense, for the Human's perception who thinks by special categories and 
phenomena, Initially Highest Father is basically 16-ary either by Ogon’, or by 
Spirit, or by Light, or by Energy. By these different approaches, it is easier for a 
Human to perceive the 64-ity of Initially Highest Father. But this does not cancel 
the basic 64-ity of Initially Highest Father as He is without separating His certain 
phenomena. 

Emanations of corresponding types of synthesness of Initially Highest Father 
creates spheres of self-actualization inside Father himself for emanation into 
these spheres reflecting or expressing what we can call the 16384-ity (16384 
phenomena in one as a whole) of Initially Highest Father. That is, a certain level 
of organization of the phenomenon of the 16384-ary physicality of Initially 
Highest Father with corresponding specifics, etalons, properties, quality and 
quantity of corresponding organization. Accordingly, there are processes of 
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Intellectuality, Consciousness, a Word of Father, an Obraz of Father (known in 
different texts), the phenomena of Razum, Heart, Thinking and so on are inside 
the physicality. These processes are the self-actualization of Initially Highest 
Father that is arranged internally and is called the Parts of Initially Highest 
Father and that is predicated upon etalons, properties, qualities and 
competencies of the phenomenon of the physicality of Initially Highest Father. In 
this case, the organization of the Parts are Systems, the activity of Systems of 
Parts are Apparates and activity of the Apparates of Systems of Parts leads to the 
Particulars of Apparates of Systems of Parts of Initially Highest Father. Systems 
for Body: respiratory system, for example. Systems for Thinking: a logical sphere 
of thought, for example. The apparat of the respiratory system of the body is 
lungs and similar phenomena. The apparat of a logical sphere of thought is an 
apparat of Logic. Accordingly, for the body the Particular is a Motion, for 
Thinking the Particular is a Thought. And the same is for each of 4096 Parts with 
4096 Systems in every Part, in which 4096 Apparates in every System of a Part, 
in which 4096 Particulars in every Apparates of a System of a Part of Initially 
Highest Father. Together, basic and etalonly it expresses 16384 phenomena of 
the synthesness of Initially Highest Father. 

Accordingly, emanations of Initially Highest Father are total but have a 
specification of synthesness that corresponds to an organized Part, System, 
Apparat or Particular inside Father which has the organization of the physicality 
of Initially Highest Father by His internal structure and self-organization. Going 
through the inside-bodily organization of the phenomenon of Initially Highest 
Father the emanations of synthesness form the sphere of external membrane of 
a Part, System, Apparatus or a Particular around the body of Initially Highest 
Father by means of corresponding specifics of synthesness of this membrane. 

The 64-ity of the phenomenon of Initially Highest Father from the physicality 
of metagalaxy to synthesis is reflected and fixed by Initially Highest Father in 
each of 16384 spheres. And the 64-ity of these variations in each sphere 
basically and standardly reflects the 64-ity of the phenomenon of Initially 
Highest Father where Initially Highest Father self-actualized each of His Part, 
System, Apparat and Particular 64-arily basically and formed the 64-ity of 
Initially Highest Avatar-Ipostas’ of Initially Highest Father, they are from Ipostas’ 
of a Human of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father to Ipostas’ of 
Father of initially Highest Father in His 64-ary necessary material expression 
and defined various sixty-quaternary basic material organizations. Representing 
necessary material organizations and ipostasnost’ of their inside-bodily 
interreflection in each other, the Initially Highest Father actualized 256 basic 
Parts of Initially Highest Father by His Body — 64×4 or 16×16 presenting the 
basic quaternity of their phenomena and expressed by their development 16-
arily to ipostasic self-actualization in phenomena of 16 evolutionary types of 
development — from a Human of Plan of Creation to Father of Initially Highest 
Father with 256-ary expression by every Avatar-Ipostas’ of Initially Highest 
Father in adaption of His Poyadayushiy Ogon’ to the material organization and 
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expression. That gave the 16-ity of Avatar-Ipostas of Initially Highest Father for 
256 basic Parts of levels of organization of Poyadayushiy Ogon’ of Initially 
Highest Father — 16×256 — 4096-ity of Parts in the phenomenon of 4096 shells 
of bodiness of Initially Highest Father with different etalons, properties, 
qualities, competencies, specificities, quantitative composition, corresponding 
content, vitality. In this sense, there is an actualization of a certain Ogon’ of 
Initially Highest Father, a certain Spirit of Initially Highest Father, a certain Light 
of Initially Highest Father, a certain Energy of Initially Highest Father, a certain 
Subnuclearity of Initially Highest Father, a certain Form of Initially Highest 
Father, a certain Soderzhanie of Initially Highest Father, a certain Field of 
Initially Highest Father, a certain Time of Initially Highest Father, a certain Space 
of this membrane, a certain Speed of its organization of a phenomenon, a certain 
Dimension of its specification, a certain Vossoedinennost’ — towards to itself 
and between itself around, a certain Self-organization of a Part of Initially 
Highest Father, a certain Emanation of Initially Highest Father and a certain 
Substance of the Part of Initially Highest Father in each Part of Initially Highest 
Father as in a membrane and they are generated by Him by the corresponding 
phenomenon of anthropic-entropic interactions of each Part inside the bodiness 
of Initially Highest Father. In further, it will have the corresponding specific 
expression of the phenomenon of each Part of Initially Highest Father in matter. 

The perspective of these phenomena will be the 64-ary organization of the 
256-ity of Parts of Initially Highest Father that are formed both by Initially 
Highest Father and a Human by his Obraz and Podobie. The 64×256 Parts form a 
perspective 16384-ary particularity of becoming Initially Highest Father a 
Matter and a Human by this. This evolutionarily impels both the development of 
a Human's physical body with its perspective organization not by 4096 Parts but 
by 16384 ones and the Matter of the Initially Highest Wholeness of Initially 
Highest Home of Initially Highest Father entirely, forming new 16384 
subnuclear compositions and other phenomena by it and exactly this brings 
sense of development of Metagalaxy Fa by 16384 spheres as such.  

Existing of these Parts, Systems, Apparates and Particulars as shells around 
Initially Highest Father, by His emanations of Synthesness, a sphere of 
interaction of all 16384 spheres of Initially Highest Father is formed which we 
call the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father (IHHIHF) that in the 
abbreviated human version is a Home of Father. He is Initially Highest because 
Father is Initial and a priori Highest in relation to any other being of the Initially 
Highest Wholeness. That is why there is the Initially Highest Home and Initially 
Highest Father in it, who self-actualizes all His possibilities of His everything in 
everything by this sphere by Himself. 

Emanations of corresponding phenomena of 16384-ary synthesis of Parts, 
Systems, Apparates and Particulars of Initially Highest Father form inside 
IHHIHF — Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father — not only 
spherical self-organization of IHHIHF itself, but also begin thickening of matter 
by nuclei with the corresponding synthesness organization. So, the synthesness 
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as the PraMatter of 16-ity: ivdivnost’, overpassionarity, istinnost’, okskost’, 
beauty, constancy, knowledge, measure, standards, laws, imperatives, axioms, 
beginnings, principles, methods and rules, thickening by these phenomena 
forms its own ogneobrazniy composition. At the first stage generating an Ogon’ 
that is formed by the 16-ity of Ogneobrazes: nucleus, esm’, imperio, versum, 
continuum, volume, sphere, drop, spark, point-spark, point, element, molecule, 
atom, particle and spin that in synthesis form the elementary nucleus of Initially 
Highest Father. In accordance with 16384 emanations of synthesness of pra-
matter emanated by Initially Highest Father, while thickening the Nucleus we 
have both the actualization of matter and the Ogon’ as a splash of actualization 
and organization of nuclei around each nucleus as a kind of environment of 
sphere of appearing the shells of Initially Highest Father by means of 16384-ity 
and synthesness. Prasynthesness as a pramatter deploys by Ogon’ that has a 
fixation of synthesness of the 16-ity from ivdivnost’ up to rules of exhisting of 
the corresponding parameters in ogneobrazes by the concentration of nuclei of 
the smallest thickenings of any quantitative dimension from 16 types of 
ogneobrazes between themselves in the nucleus that correspond to all types of 
16384-ity of Initially Highest Father. 

As a result, in the center of each sphere of the Initially Highest Home of 
Initially Highest Father (IHHIHF) a certain nuclear potential of thickening of 
nuclei is formed, where nuclei reflect the 16-ity of phenomena of synthesness of 
Initially Highest Father from the view of His Part, System, Apparates or a 
Particular. High Whole Realities of Metagalaxy Fa are formed during the 
concentration of thickening of these nuclei into a stable state of their self-
organization among themselves by a certain matrix way. At the same time, it is 
necessary to understand that every individual phenomenon of 16384-ity 
contributes its own elements and principles of this organization of stability, that 
is, each sphere by thickening of corresponding nuclei forms the High Whole 
Reality of expressing the corresponding Parts, Systems, Apparatuses and 
Particulars of Initially Highest Father with all specifics of 16-ity from Ivdivnost’ 
to Rules with their deploy in High Whole Realities. Every nuclear stable fixation 
begins to thicken in the center of the corresponding spheres and there are 
16384 types of nuclear thickening between each other which form that very 
phenomenon that we call the matter. Matter is the totality of all nuclei 
revealed from prasynthesness of Initially Highest Father by material self-
organization with a splash of ogon’ of environ of spheres of Initially Highest 
Home of Initially Highest Father where each nucleus consists of 16-ary 
ogneobrazniy composition of 16-ity of fixations from Ivdivnost’ to Rules of 
the corresponding characteristics of its action. 

In each sphere of Initially Highest Home of Iitially Highest Father its own 
nucleus of centering of its initial nuclear thickening is realized in which totally 
all phenomena of absolutely everything in everything of the certain type of 
nuclear organization of matter are fixed. This nucleus automatically replicates 
with all concentration of possibilities into all nuclei of this matter of the 
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corresponding sphere of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father of a 
certain High Whole Reality. There is an automatic replication of any appearing 
nucleus of a High Whole Reality of a sphere of the Initially Highest Home of 
Initially Highest Father with interaction of everything in everything between 
them. An there is constant increasing concentration of 16-ary fixations of 
ivdivnost’, overpassionarity, istinnost’, okskost’, beauty, constants, knowledges, 
measures, standards, laws, imperatives, axioms, beginnings, principles, methods, 
rules that are fixed into the corresponding 16-ity of ogneobraz nuclei states. At 
the same time, the Nucleus reflects the ivdivnost as the central concentration of 
thickening of every sphere, Esm’ reflects overpassionarity, Imperio reflects 
istinnost’, Versum reflects okskost’, Continuum reflects beauty as a continuum of 
all phenomena inside itself, Volume reflects constancy, Sphere reflects 
knowledge, Drop reflects measure, Spark reflects standard, Point-Spark reflects 
law, Point reflects imperative, Element reflects axiom, Molecule reflects 
beginning, Atom reflects principle, Particle reflects method and Spin reflects the 
rule of action of everything in everything of each sphere of the self-organized 
phenomenon of Initially Highest Father by the Initially Highest Home of Initially 
Highest Father that are replicated nuclearly between each other in order to 
create stable nuclear bases for forming corresponding spheres of the Initially 
Highest Home of Initially Highest Father by Initially Highest Father. In the 
synthesis of all nuclei and replicated properties of all spheres with the 
corresponding quality, quantity, etalonnost’ and specifics where all nuclei exist 
as an individual expression of spheres by High Whole Realities but in accordance 
with general principles of forming an interaction of ogneobrazniy composition 
of nuclei by means of interaction of 16-ity from ivdivnost’ to rules in their 
existing and being the one prasynthesness of Initially Highest Father forming 
Initially Highest Wholeness of Initially Highest Father (IHW IHF) physically. 

The further thickening of nuclei among themselves and their mutual 
organization of the nuclear constituent of the matter of every sphere of the 
Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father of Initially Highest Wholeness 
of Initially Highest Father (IHHIHF IHW IHF) leads to the formation of the 
corresponding types of matter that are organized into that what we call 
Metagalaxies. According to the replicated properties of the nucleus, there are 16 
of them in the reflection of the evolutionary 16-ity of Initially Highest Father, so, 
there are 16 types of metagalaxies that correspondingly replicate Initially 
Highest Father 16-arily both down and up, in synthesis of everything in 
everything, by corresponding 16-ary levels and phenomena of concentration of 
matter of internuclear states between themselves. 

Accordingly, in this process we emphasize the phenomenon of the 
Metagalaxy Fa as the highest metagalacticity of the Initially Highest Home of 
Initially Highest Father (IHHIHF) and prasynthesness of Initially Highest Father 
(IHF) that is fixed in Ogon’ by synthesis and the phenomenon of Planet Earth as 
the centering of thickening of the Metagalaxy Fa itself and also any other planets 
with central sensible life of this kind of metagalacticity in other types of 
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Metagalaxies, other spheres of High Whole Realities not depending on their form 
of existence and being in physical terms of activity but with a compulsory 
existence on the planet the anthropic Representative of Obraz and Podobie of 
Initially Highest Father physically by himself. In our case of a Human with the 
corresponding phenomenon of Ogon’, Spirit, Light and Energy, expressing 
Initially Highest Father by this. 

The 16-ity of Metagalaxies and the metagalactic phenomena of Initially 
Highest Father: 

16. Metagalaxy Fa — the sixteenth, 
15. Planet Earth — the fifteenth, 
14. Physicality of a Human — the fourteenth, 
13. Synthesmetagalaxies — thirteenth, 
12. Initial Metagalaxies — the twelfth, 
11. Basic Metagalaxies — the eleventh, 
10. Parametagalaxies — the tenths 
09. Supermetagalaxies — the ninth, 
08. Amatic Metagalaxies — the eighth, 
07. Atmic Metagalaxies — the seventh, 
06. Buddhic Metagalaxies — the sixth, 
05. Cause Metagalaxies — the fifth, 
04. Mental Metagalaxies -the fourth, 
03. Astreic Metagalaxies — the third, 
02. Etheric Metagalaxies — the second, 
01. Physical Metagalaxies — the first, in synthesis forming 16 basic 

metagalactic phenomena of any type of matter of Initially Highest Father by 
themselves. 

In this 16-ity of basic phenomena, the Physicality of the Physical Metagalaxy 
phenomenon is formed as the topographic and toponymic surface of all planets, 
stars, all other phenomena and the synthesis of times + spaces + speeds + 
dimensions of all metagalactic phenomena of everything in everything of 
Initially Highest Father. 

The etheric Metagalaxies form the etheric variant of metagalactic phenomena 
by forming Tsarstvo of life of different planets and other objects of Cosmos, 
forming the so-called universality of it existence with the perspective of forming 
and development of the highest biological beings for the Metagalactic existence 
for transfiguration the Metagalactic Matter by their activity and also possible 
perspectives of development of biological life in reflection of Anthropicity of 
Initially Highest Father. Organization of Suns and Solar systems of possible 
formation of biological lives in universe as further highest biological metagaltic 
life of etheric Metagalaxies are related to the etheric Metagalactic phenomena. 

Astreic Metagalaxies form the astreity of the metagalactic existence of all 
types of galaxies in the formation and development of all types of stars and star 
interactions that organize galactic clusters of existence in material organization. 
In the life of the highest biological beings in their acceptance, the Astreity 
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transfers into Astrality with forming basic stihiyniy interactions of this or that 
life organization. And their Astreity is in this, because the equilibrium of 
stihiyniy interactions of different metagalactic phenomena of any objects is the 
stability of formation and development of the highest biological beings in the 
diversity of the basic peculiarities of their existence. This also refers to the 
processes of star (astreic) formations and destructions that form by their 
activity elementary basic phenomena of particles, atoms, molecules and 
elements that form the basis of the composition of biological beings that go to 
the ogneobrazniy nuclear component of life. And here we enter the Hierarchical 
Metagalactic Principle “the lowest is included into the highest as a part” realizing 
that processes of the Etheric Metagalaxy enter the Astreic Metagalaxy as a part, 
into the forming stable existence of Tsarstva by Stihies within the existence of 
different solar systems and any planetary interactions by this. 

Mental Metagalaxies form the supergalactic phenomena of interacting 
galaxies among themselves with an increase of the quality of organization of 
molecularity of all types of metagalaxies. The molecularities allowing to fix DNA 
of biological beings and to start a specific individual development of their 
properties and qualities by forming the processes of a Thought and Sluzhenie in 
the comprehensive character of these characteristics. And with transformation 
of the highest biological beings from Tsarstvenno-Stihiyniy life organization to 
the individual-social one in search of managing of a Thought by Metagalactic 
processes and material organizations. 

Cause Metagalaxies form multigalacticity that organize the formation of 
planetary-forming, solar-forming, galactically-forming or metagalactically-
forming strengths of interacting of different cosmic objects between themselves. 
And these strengths are of external organizations of a phenomenon. While the 
highest biological beings are forming, different forming strengths of their 
internal specifics of being develop, they consist not of meanings and their causes 
of external organization of the environ but the directed internal causally-
meaningful phenomenon by the corresponding forming Strengths of this or that 
tendencies of the highest biological beings. In fact, universality is a stable force 
field of metagalactic interactions saturated with Causes, Meanings, Elements and 
Functions of existence of both the objects of Cosmos and the subjects of its peaks 
of existence. 

The Buddhic Metagalaxies form the universumness by the organization of 
Dischargity and Gist of existing of these or those processes of the Cosmos. The 
Universum is a universal version of interactions mutually conditioned by 
interconnections of mutual interrelationships among themselves of everything 
in everything forming a stable material of existence. Universum inter-
organization presents versions of the connection of Gist, Dischargity and 
Magneticity existing with their possible stabilization of a new existence of 
continuum or a variant of organization of matter as such. At the same time 
organizing the perspective of formation of Anthropness as such, showing and 
primarily forming the processes of the Position of the Observer as such, 
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reflecting Initially Highest Father by this and different processes of specifics of 
existence. Universum is the external primary basis for the formation of 
ogneobrazes of Versum compactifying its various phenomena by itself and 
inputs their organization into the phenomena of various biological beings with 
possible transfer of packets of data from some beings to another ones between 
themselves, not depending on specifics and peculiarities of the present 
existence. 

On the one hand, Atmic Metagalaxies realize the common space of Spirit 
showing different bodily coordination between different types of biological 
beings, on the other hand, all specifics of bodily orientation in synthesis of Parts, 
Systems, Apparatses and Particulars leads to superversumness of all expressions 
and states. And the superversumness will develop the laws and other specifics of 
the spaces of any organization. These phenomena lead to superversumic 
probuzhdeniya of different metagalaxies and metagalactic phenomena among 
themselves, activating the contacts of Spirit and mutually harmonizing 
development between themselves as individual spheres of Initially Highest 
Wholeness. 

Deploying amatic realizations of specifics of own metagalacticity basing on 
Ogon’ and its interactions including the organization of ogneobrazes between 
themselves in their cluster interactions, the Amatic Metagalaxy forms amatic 
mutual coordination of Spheres of Ogon’ of Initially Highest Wholeness of the 
Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father (IHW IHHIHF) between 
themselves that presents the Multiversumness as such by their mutual unity 
between themselves. Time implemented and determined by amatic matrixity in 
this inter-organization of the corresponding specifics of the phenomenon only 
emphasizes the peculiarities of the Metagalactic organization in general 
interaction of Metagalaxies in the Initially Highest Wholeness of Initially Highest 
Father. There is its own time in every Metagalaxy and there is one united time 
but also its own in balance with all times of all Metagalaxies between themselves 
in Initially Highest Wholeness of Initially Highest Father. And this task of the 
amatic mutual coordination of times represents certain specifics of the Amatic 
Metagalaxy in the phenomenon of everything in everything of Initially Highest 
Wholeness of Initially Highest Father. 

Supermetagalaxy forms the measure of everything in everything and forms 
the Universe of measures and their interactions. We still pay little attention to 
the measure of all things but development of measures determining all 
coordination and phenomena among themselves is strategic and one of the most 
perspective task for etalon metagalactic interactions that doesn't allow to lead 
the World to chaos and at the same time revealing ways of life organization as 
such. And the wholeness of measures determines different specifics of 
interactions, for example: 

— The physicality of the phenomenon is organized by the substance, 
— The solar system is organized by emanations of the reflection of the 

etheric metagalaxy, 
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— The galacticity of the phenomenon is Self-organized by the Astreity of 
metagalaxy, 

— The supergalacticity of the phenomenon is organized by the 
vossoedinennost’ of the mentality of metagalaxy, and so, and so forth, 
hierarchically synthesizing all the phenomena among themselves into the whole 
organization of their phenomenon. The whole universe is in this. 

Parametagalaxy compactificates ogneobrazniy phenomena for creation a 
Human by the Metagalaxy by the natural stage by Planetary formation of 
creation in the intranuclear organization of its capabilities by qualities, 
properties, specifics and peculiarities of the nuclearly acting Metagalaxy and 
deployment of a phenomenon of a new Human of the Metagalaxy into the 
external metagalactic environ. This process of ogneobrazniy formations 
determines superuniverse ogneobrazniy synthesis. 

The Basic Metagalaxy forms the form according to the Obraz and Podobie of 
Initially Highest Father of beings that correspond to Him. The formation is 
carried out taking into account the specifics of the natural existence of space 
objects but it has a common strategic goal — that is the formation not only 
intelligent beings but biological beings with many Parts of their expressing of 
the Whole in a variety of possibilities of their revealing. Here are laying those 
foundations that form the perspective of one or another Life Paradigm. The 
Basic Metagalaxy develops both the level mutual coordination of different 
natures of different Planets and another objects of space among themselves that 
presents the organization of multi-universality, in fact repeating the principles of 
existence of some beings in different phenomena of Cosmos and with different 
principles of existence. This achieves and forms the general biosphere of the 
Metagalaxy with one or another podobie of beings among themselves but with 
different ways of existence of their possibilities. 

The Initial Metagalaxy forms the subnuclearity of the interaction of all nuclei 
and their replicable properties by emanations of synthesness of Initially Highest 
Father in appearing of 16-ity of ogneobrazniy state of each nucleus and their 
emanating interactions between themselves with forming the corresponding 
subnuclear environ of each sphere, each initially highest/high whole reality of 
this sphere and, accordingly, of each nucleus with replicated interactions and the 
concentration of everything in everything to every nucleus of this sphere of 
Initially Highest Wholeness as a whole.  

On basis of expressions of the Initial metagalaxy there appears the 
phenomenon of Synthesmetagalaxy with the corresponding interactions of 
passionarity of everything in everything with overcoming the limitations of 
forms but with repeatable, replicable interaction of basic initial useful and 
possible conditions of any kind of development. 

The result is the deployment of the Physicality of a Human that implements 
the Anthropic Principle: “The whole Metagalaxy creates every Human” in the 
formation of every Human, in fact. And this is not just a principle but the 
development of individual properties and characteristics of metagalactic matter 
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as substance, emanations, matrices of self-organization, vossoedinennost’, 
dimension, speed, space and time organized by individual realities — the 
spheres of these interactions that in their evolutionary development gradually 
deploy the natural formation of those or other Parts of a Human. This tendency 
is finally determined by negentropic organization of the body of a Human by 
Planet Earth or any other biological being of another Planet who can express 
those or other Parts concentrating the possibilities of realities by them. And the 
Physicality of a Human is a concentrated compactification of the systemic 
possibilities of formation of the highest biological being of this or that Planet. 
Next, of course, a Planet. For us it is Planet Earth. 

Naturally, in terms of the quantitative characteristics of metagalactic matter, 
the organization of Planet Earth at the fifteenth level of the hierarchy of 
metagalactic foundations is not unambiguous at first sight. But it is only at first 
sight. Because, there are also quality characteristics. The whole question turns to 
the stratagemy of existence of this or that material organization of Cosmos and 
the Metagalaxy as a whole. With appearance of the quality characteristics of the 
organization of matter, Planet Earth becomes a compactifying whole of all 
possibilities of any metagalactic development. Only in this way and in no other 
way, since the formation of a highest biological being, a carrier of metagalactic 
conditions and the characteristics of being — a Human became possible on the 
planet. And for this purpose, the Planet must be hierarchically higher than any 
other material metagalactic tendencies. Otherwise, a Human will not be able to 
control the matter of Metagalaxy by his organization and to form its transition to 
a higher level of material organization. The whole question is in the goal of 
metagalactic self-organization. According to the Anthropic Principle, the entire 
Metagalaxy creates each individual Human in contrast to the Universe that forms 
us as a collective-natural beginning of being in general. In the material goal-
setting of Metagalactic self-organizations there is an evolutionary selection of 
qualitative organization of every Human as against the universal ones that 
directed on the common natural formation of all for all. And the goal is clear: 
only qualitatively organized people can manage the matter of the Metagalaxy 
and take it to the next material level of self-organization. A transfer of all this 
organization to the next level of material existence is the aim of formation of 
biological beings by this cold material organization of cosmos. This goal-setting 
is put in the organization of metagalactic matter and it always follows it. This is a 
natural consequence of the Anthropic Principle of the Metagalaxy. At the first 
stage, the general natural formation of the Universe on the Planets that have 
possibility of forming a biological nature as such. And this is the universal 
anthropic principle: “The whole Universe creates us!” But then, after the natural 
formations of the universe, the next level of natural selection comes: the 
material self-organization of the Metagalaxy chooses biological beings capable of 
expressing it then it fixes on them and self-organizes together with them as the 
top of biological metagalactic evolution. This happens cyclically by Metagalactic 
Laws not depending on the biological beings taking part in them — this creates 
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conditions for the independence and unobviousness of the results. And 
naturally, not only one branch of the biological organization of beings 
participates in this process, competitively. And it is precisely in this process of 
metagalactic self-organization, the humanity of Planet Earth entered in the years 
1991-2018. It is known the beginning of metagalactic fixation: January 6, 1991. 
The end is also known: June 24, 2018. With the 19-year cycle realization from 
August 11, 1999 till August 11, 2018. The Human of Planet Earth went through 
all competitive selections, survived and became the biological expresser and 
organizer of the further development of the Metagalaxy Fa by himself. Numbers 
and processes are subjective but in recent years we were achieving exactly this 
metagalactic self-organization. By this, Planet Earth became the centering — the 
Shunyata of Metagalaxy Fa, the fifteenth level of the hierarchical organization of 
matter. It is necessary to clarify that Planets exist in different processes of 
material self-organization: its own, system of stars, galactic and metagalactic. 
For last centuries a solar-systemic organization of Planet Earth was registrating 
scientifically in its complete dependence on solar interactions. But the last 
decades we have entered both the galactic one, scientifically fixed by change of 
the sector of definition, and the metagalactic process of self-organization, fixed 
humanitarianly. Planet Earth could integrate into the galactic cycle and go by 
galactic self-organization of matter. This is one kind of development. It could 
enter the next higher level — the Metagalactic one. It could fail to enter both of 
them returning to the processes of terraforming either by social (by 
overstressing biological beings) or natural component (by overstressing the 
nature). We managed to avoid both of them by the fact that a Human could go 
into the Metagalaxy Fa having won other biological beings in competition 
(knowledge about which we definitely will have later — the Law of Metagalaxy) 
and even go beyond the limits of Metagalactic existence into the Initially Highest 
Wholeness of the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father — that is the 
synthesis of all Metagalaxies among themselves and confirmed by this the Right 
of metaforming by himself. It is clear that there is no and cannot be such data 
and phenomena in the current paradigm of scientific development, having come 
from the past solar period of development. That is why this version of the 
metagalactic scientific paradigm is presented — of a new stage of the 
metagalactic development of a Human and Humanity. And it is impossible 
naturally to do something different — we entered into it and further we develop 
and are formated in a new way, metagalactically. At the same time, the stage of 
overcoming a social overexertion by Metagalactic concentration became 
immediately after its fixation in January 1991 — by means of conscious 
completion of the existence of the USSR by its citizens in metagalactic self-
organization on its territory, that removed many and many questions in a 
twenty-five year perspective. History will answer if it is accidentally or not that 
practically peaceful, according to the scale of the Soviet Empire, completion of 
this state project by its creators formed an unique trend in solving these 
questions by our planetary civilization in Metagalaxy. And this must be taken 
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into account in further projection of the metagalactic civilization of People of 
Earth — the naturally-forming factors of the phenomenon of a certain 
civilization are fixed after it Metagalactically evolutionarily and historically as a 
factor of enriching the conditions of metagalactic actions. In this sense we will 
have to revise the paradigm phenomenon of the socio-historical sciences not 
only by presenting of individual-collectivist projects of activity but also by 
natural organization of cycles of their existence that are weakly developed 
scientifically at the moment. New scientific direction — the Historical synthesis 
is for this. No matter how we treat ourselves, we know little about ourselves 
naturally and historically, we often suppose and politically engage different 
historical processes rather than really exploring them by evolutionary-natural 
laws of being. This is an absolutely minimal and unacceptable narrow factor not 
only of scientific understanding but also of social development itself. Acquiring 
the new reality of human existence that is time, we will have to answer these 
questions. So, even it sounds paradoxically, speaking mathematically, the 
processes of historical analysis and synthesis touch upon the issues of the 
natural scientific existence of the physical paradigm of time. Thus, Planet Earth 
could reach a higher cycle of natural existence — the metagalactic one, go out 
from the solar cycle, overcome and pass by the galactic cycle by means of 
developed human existence bearing in mind the principle of existence of some 
persons who concentratedly passed the test by metagalactic self-organization. 
That fixed a Human of Planet Earth in a very and very metagalactically high 
position — the manager of the Metagalaxy Fa who develops it by himself. But he 
does it in a civilization way, we still will have to realize it, accept and reveal. 
Several people are always only the beginning of metagalactic processes that 
follow-up everyone for everyone. We are at the beginning of the Way. 

And the last sixteenth level of the metagalactic phenomenon is the 
Metagalaxy Fa. "Fa" is the sound coming from the Cosmos predicted by us in 
2001 and recorded scientifically after ten years. Paradoxically, but we develop 
biologically exactly in this metagalactic way. We still have to cognize it 
scientifically but we can do the first conclusion: note Fa is the fourth musical 
note of the octave. The musical language is one of the languages of the cosmos 
judging by the recordings of its sound. And "in the beginning was the Word." Fa? 
Not proved yet. But can be already comprehended paradoxically. The fourth 
note assumes the existence of a quaternary cycle of metagalactic development. 
The trinity is possible, which we used in the previous era religiously and 
musically, it led us galactically by waltz. Although we did not always realize it. A 
binary system of computer language leads us sunny. And the analogical proof, in 
fact, is seen by common sense — the cosmic meanings of humanity: 

1. Planet Earth 
2. Solar system 
3. Galaxy 
4. Metagalaxy 
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The hierarchical organization of the Cosmos is considered cosmologically 
only this way. Maybe exactly these Meanings come to our mind not occasionally? 
In principle, the psycholinguistics gives a definite answer to this question — 
nothing can be invented if it does not exist around us. In this question, 
psycholinguistics is obviously express the processes of metagalactic laws, where 
the main law is: “There are no occasional accidents!” Scientifically, it is just a 
grounding of the scientistic approach to all of modern humanity in the 
fundamental approach of organizing the science as such. So, the solar system is 
cosmologically the second one and computer language is binary. Galaxy 
cosmologically is the third system. And religious people say about the trinity of 
gods who arrived or consisted of stars (different texts say differently). Were the 
gods galactic people? Perhaps, it is incorrectly understood or translated 
cosmological approach in which we were explained about the third form of the 
space organization of Life and we did our own conclusions based on the 
cosmological concepts existing at that time — the Trinity! According to the Old 
Testament, the books were given to Prophets in heaven but they made the 
conclusions according to their own views — nobody cancelled the Scientific 
Principle of the Position of the Observer based on the paradigm of the 
researcher of the environment. And the dimensional organization of matter that 
we have is ternary that means that it is galactically implemented. No matter how 
we treat it. Only now we began to think about the proving of this by the present 
Paradigm of Being. And the Metagalaxy is the fourth principle in it. So, we are 
waiting for a new computer language — the quaternary one, the minimum 
awareness of oneself is quaternaral, especially since a Human is the fourth 
Tsarstvo of nature, and, in fact, the transition on Metagalactic concepts of Being. 
In them the Metagalaxy mutually coordinate its development with a Human 
realizing a new, unseen before, biological type of metagalactic existence — the 
synthesis of Cosmos and a Human by Metagalactic implementation, by formation 
of Metagalaxy Fa. And as long as we are in the Solar or Galactic Paradigm of the 
Position of the Observer, we will not see this and even will deny the possible, 
already existing and given. But this is already the fact that requires not just 
comprehension but restructuring of the entire civilizational Being of humanity 
— it requires the formation of the Metagalactic Civilization of a Human of Planet 
Earth. And this is completely another discourse of scientific understanding. But 
with this we begin to develop by Metagalaxy Fa. And another just is not given! 
Metagalaxy Fa is the reciprocity of the Cosmos and a Human of the Earth in self-
organizing unity of existence and development entirely. We led the primary 
hierarchical approach of wholeness to the 256-ity of the science of Synthesis 
where 16 columns with 16 positions organize a total entire interaction. 

In synthesis of these metagalactic properties and peculiarities of 16-ary 
phenomenon, different metagalaxies are formed with the corresponding type of 
materiality of phenomenon of nuclei by thickening in each sphere of High Whole 
Reality where the Metagalaxy Fa presented by a Human of Planet Earth shows 
the 16384th approach of metagalacticity meaning that every 16 levels repeat the 
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corresponding quality of metagalacticity. Understanding that Metagalaxy is 
quaternary where four are reflected in four by means of mutual coordination of 
development showing sixteen basic principles of the existence of metagalactic 
matter. And Metagalaxy Fa presents the 256th level of the metagalacticity of 
Metagalaxy Fa of the phenomenon of everything in everything where sixteen 
levels of metagalactic organization are mutually coordinate in sixteen mutual-
expressions of themselves and make 256 levels of existence and development of 
the Metagalaxy Fa. And this bases on the basic 256 Initially Highest Parts of 
Initially Highest Father within his self-organization that hierarchically forms the 
basic 256-ity of parts of a Human of Metagalaxy presented as the concentration 
of synthesness by themselves. At the same time, the 256-ity of Initially Highest 
Father hierarchically differs into 64 main Parts, 64 Metagalactic Parts, 64 Parts 
of the Initially Highest Wholeness and 64 Parts of Avatars of Initially Highest 
Father that reflect posvyasheniya, statuses, creating synthesis, synthesness, 
polnomochiya sovershenstv, hierarchization, dolzhnostnaya competence of 
Initially Highest Father in expression of everything in everything by own 
expression of this hierarchical self-organization. Accordingly, Parts of a Human 
of Metagalaxy Fa with Planet Earth biological organization also have 4 with 64 
expressions of 256-ity, coordinating the quaternity of metagalactic development 
and 64-ity of genetic basics implemented Planetarily. This is the key to 
perspective metagalactic existence. But Metagalaxy Fa presents 16384-ary level 
of organization of matter of the Initially Highest Wholeness of Initially Highest 
Father. So, this is the 64th level of the 256-ary organization of metagalactic 
interactions where 64×256=16384. It means that within its own phenomenon 
the Metagalaxy has 64 levels of development of its own material 256-ary 
organization. The approach of these phenomena in human expression is carried 
by 64 Parts — from a Human of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father 
to Father of Initially Highest Father — from the 193rd to 256th Parts. Thus, each 
level of the Metagalaxy Fa is managed by the corresponding Human 
phenomenon. But it happens if not take into account that each 256-ary has 16 
levels of interaction of Metagalaxy Fa with other metagalactic expressions. In 
this context, there are 16×64=1024 levels of the main metagalactic organization. 
And this is only the Metagalaxy Fa. And exactly for this managing phenomenon 
we need not 256 Parts of a Human but 256 Parts in 16 variants of hierarchical 
development of both a Human himself and his managing capabilities in different 
levels of metagalactic interactions. 

When the thickening of nuclei within the sphere of the Initially Highest 
Wholeness, the corresponding 16 metagalactic components from Physicality to 
the Metagalaxy Fa are formed. At the process of thickening they form the 
corresponding cosmic states of self-organization of each sphere of High Whole 
Reality into a material phenomenon where the same Metagalaxy Fa forms the 
Cosmos of phenomenon of all lower 16384 phenomena of matter from 256 
approaches of 16-ity comprehended in 64 levels, existing with the increasing 
coefficient of etalonnost of properties, qualities, quantities, specifics and 
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peculiarities that realize the corresponding types of material interactions in the 
whole surrounding, boundless but organized Cosmos by 16384-ary sphere of 
Metagalaxy Fa. 

Metagalaxy Fa is the boundary of Cosmos, the sphere of its 
implementation. 

The 16384-ity of Metagalaxy Fa is revealed by Parts of Initially Highest 
Father which are 4096 with basic 256-ity of Parts in 16 approches of existing 
which are non-materially transformed into 16 highest phenomena of biological 
exsting of Metagalaxy Fa: 

16 — Father of Initially Highest Father in 256-ity, 
15 — Avatar of Initially Highest Father in 256-ity, 
14 — Vladyka of Initially Highest Father in 256-ity, 
13 — Teacher of Initially Highest Father in 256-ity, 
12 — Ipostas of Initially Highest Father in 256-ity, 
11 — Sluzhashiy of Initially Highest Father in 256-ity, 
10 — Posvyashenniy of Initially Highest Father in 256-ity, 
09 — Human of Initially Highest Father in 256-ity, 
08 — Human of Metagalaxy Fa of Initially Highest Father in 256-ity, 
07 — Human of Planet Earth of Initially Highest Father in 256-ity, 
06 — Human-Creator of Phisicality of Initially Highest Father in 256-ity, 
05 — Human of Hierarchization of Initially Highest Father in 256-ity, 
04 — Human of Polnomochiy Sovershenstv of Initially Highest Father in 256-

ity, 
03 — Human of Synthesness of Initially Highest Father in 256-ity, 
02 — Human of Creating Synthesis of Initially Highest Father in 256-ity, 
01 — Human of Plan of Creation of Initially Highest Father in 256-ity. 

In this 16-ity the best characteristics that form a Human in accordance with 
Obraz and Podobie are revealed by Initially Highest Father. The 4096-ity of Parts 
of Initially Highest Father acts in synthesis of these aspects, becoming the 
metagalactic development by 4096-ity of a Human who synthesizes all 4096 
Parts Hierarchically Systematically and gives rise to one wholeness of existence 
by them. Exactly in this direction and for this the whole Matter of Metagalaxy Fa 
works: “The whole Metagalaxy creates every Person!” The creation of everyone 
is clear: every 256-ity of Parts of every 16-ity has its unique and individual 
characteristics of everyone and in everybody hierarchically gradually increasing 
the quality, competence, properties, particularities, abilities, talents and 
conditions of their implementation by everyone. 

At the same time, the theme of Parts of Initially Highest Father grew out of 
the analysis and synthesis of the first commandment: “Merge with the Heaven 
Father with the whole Heart, with all the Mind and with all your Soul!” that 
express Ipostatic Trinity but mathematically present three Parts of Father. And 
separately acting Parts as it is said in Trinity. And a separate type of activity is a 
separate, peculiar and specific action of a Part of Father where Father himself is 
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the whole! And since in the separate commandment the fourth element is added 
(already the Quaternity!) — with all your Krepost’ (body), the conclusion about 
developing Parts of Father in a Human was made. Moreover, we already 
distinguish between Consciousness, Thought, Wits, Intellect and many others. 
And it was already necessary to put it in order in knowledge of a Human. And 
exactly of a Human as in Heaven Father there is a double meaning: Heaven, i. e. 
the exit in space and not a demonic development that is a human one. At the 
same time the Thought about the Cosmic phenomenon of Parts is also laid where 
the universe, as the basic natural environment of Metagalaxy, forms us. As well 
as environment of Planet Earth formed our organism of physical body, the 
universal natural environment forms the expression of Parts of Physical Body of 
a Human by Metagalaxy, and the metagalactic natural environment forms the 
development and appearance of Parts of a Human in managing of Metagalactic 
processes of Being. And this is only the beginning of a natural process that 
allows to express bodily one or another quantity of Parts. In our own case — 
4096 Parts of a Human! 

Accordingly, Father minimally sees the 256-ity of phenomenon in quaternity, 
with 64 in each: the main (64 Parts) can form a material concentration of 
thickenings, the metagalactic (64 Parts) can form some specifics of Metagalactic 
perspectives, initially highest whole (64 Parts) reflect, actually, the synthesness 
of Initially Highest Father, and competent ones (64 Parts) is the management of 
everything in everything by expressing Initially Highest Father. Thus, we see the 
basic matter for the formation of a Human in 4096 spheres of Metagalaxy Fa 
where these types are growing up hexadecimally and, simultaneously, act on 
their own showing those or other processes of Metagalaxy Fa or basic 
metagalacticity determined by the perspective of this matter in 4096 spheres of 
expressing Initially Highest Father. 

But Metagalaxy Fa has 16384-ary material organization. And this means that 
besides Parts of a Human it express 4096 etalon Systems of Parts of a Human 
and 4096 etalon Apparats of Systems of Parts of a Human forming a common 
approach to the implementation of development of Parts of a Human as such. As 
Parts of a Human act not on their own but expressing the Systems of their own 
organization, by analogy with the physical body of a Human. And Systems of 
Parts themselves are internally formed with Apparates of Systems of Parts of a 
Human. This creates a common etalon background for their existence and 
development by certain spheres of Metagalaxy Fa. Where Metagalaxy Fa is 
formed by the entirety of all material components, of possible interaction of all 
nuclei in matter as thickenings in the center of Metagalaxy Fa of everything in 
everything in 16384-ity. Respectively, besides 4096 Parts of Initially Highest 
Father in expression of 16384 spheres, there are 4096 Systems of Parts of 
Initially Highest Father defining the action of Parts by the Matter of Metagalaxy, 
4096 Apparates of Systems of Parts of Initially Highest Father processing and 
formatting incoming data into Systems of Parts from different levels of 
Metagalaxy and 4096 Particulars of Apparates of Systems of Parts that are 
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formed in Apparates and fix achieved results by meaningful fixations and 
expressions of each person. As a result, 16384 spheres of Metagalaxy Fa form 
various states and phenomena of a Human of Metagalaxy Fa. 

Metagalaxy Fa being organized by 16384 spheres, by phenomena of 
ivdivnost’, overpassionarity, istinnost’, okskost’, beauty, constant, knowledge, 
measure, standard, law, imperative, axiom, beginning, principle, method and 
rule by simple specification in different Synthesis of Initially Highest Father, 
express the half of mentioned above from prasynthesness by Ogon' and the half 
by matter, forming the so-called yin-yang combination, where matter 
concentrates 8192 spheres, Ogon' the following 8192 ones forming metagalactic 
interactions as a whole. That is why Metagalaxy Fa develops by 8192 types of 
material components of Initially Highest Father and 8192 types of Ognenniy 
components of Initially Highest Father. At the same time, Ognenniy components 
are formed not by themselves but they synthesize incoming Ogon' from the 
highest spheres of the Initially Highest Wholeness. The material component, 
naturally, synthesizes the lower 16383 spheres of Ogon'-material phenomenon, 
according to the principle: «The lower is included into the higher as a part». And 
organized mixture of Ogon' and Matter both unite Metagalaxies and forms their 
special Style and Stat'. In this sense, any metagalaxies, organized by the 
corresponding matter, develop by quantity and quality of Ogon' that they 
express and apply in matter with the corresponding fixations of prasynthesness 
and synthesness of emanations of Initially Highest Father by themselves. And 
there are perspectives of the development of metagalacticity by every Human in 
it, due to coordination of Ogon' in Metagalaxy materially, physically on one’s 
own. 

Proceeding from this, if a sphere of emanations of Initially Highest Father is 
the Initially Highest Wholeness then a Human who is formed by Initially Highest 
Wholeness in expression of Initially Highest Father by his Obraz and Podobie 
receives an anthropic, initially-highest sphere of emanation of application of 
powers — that is Metagalaxy Fa. Which, on the one hand, is formed by the 
thickening of nuclei of Matter of Initially Highest Father of the previous cycles of 
its organization by 16384 spheres, on the other hand, simultaneously 
concentrates on each Human individually creating the Obraz and Podobie of 
Initially Highest Father in external expression and reflecting his internal 
expressions of a Human of Initially Highest Wholeness in expressing Initially 
Highest Father on his own. In this context, the synthesis of thickening of nuclei of 
matter and emanating phenomenon of a Human with all his opportunities is 
reached that in synthesis generate the 16384th High Whole Reality of Initially 
Highest Wholeness or the Metagalaxy Fa as a whole. 

Accordingly, if emanations of Initially Highest Father develop the Initially 
Highest Wholeness by everything that was said above then emanations of a 
Human of Metagalaxy are limited to the Metagalaxy Fa where, on the one hand, 
Metagalaxy by the Anthropic Principle creates every Human who externally 
results its natural phenomena of the highest biological being, on the other hand, 
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a Human already by his own emanations with Obraz and Podobie of Initially 
Highest Father develops the entire Metagalaxy by himself, saturating the 
corresponding materiality and stability of Metagalaxy Fa with his own 
emanations, own organizations and own capabilities of expressing Initially 
Highest Father by himself. Thus, we follow from the area of Initially Highest 
Wholeness emanations of Initially Highest Father to area of Metagalaxy Fa, as 
concentrated Matter of 16384 stable links of Initially Highest Father physically 
by every Human, of the phenomenon of synthesis of 16384 spheres of Initially 
Highest Wholeness in expression of the materiality of Initially Highest Father 
physically in maximally dense concentration of interacting nuclei between 
themselves that form stable material forms of the phenomenon of a Human as 
such. 

If to consider the quaternity of Initially Highest Father in terms of the 
metagalacticity, galacticity, solar system and the planetary nature of each 
Human physically himself, then we see: 

 Planetarity reflects the completely physical substantial phenomena of a 
Human or the materiality of Initially Highest Father by everyone determining 
the energy as the synthesis of substance and forming stable energy-
substantial connections. 

 Solar system reflects the emanating connections of replicating steady states 
of Light of Initially Highest Father defining Light at the beginning stage as the 
synthesis of a substance or stable Light — substantial connections. 

 Galacticity reflects the starry forming of atoms and molecules from which the 
highest biological beings can consist of on the Planet, and reflects the next 
type of stability that is Spirit and defining Spirit at the beginning stage as the 
synthesis of substance or stable spirit-substantial connections.  

 Metagalacticity reflects Ogon' of synthesness of everything in everything 
where a Human already develops Parts, Systems, Apparates and Particulars 
forming a depth and quality of subnuclear-nuclear lattice of its own internal 
structure, determining Ogon' at the beginning stage as the synthesis of a 
substance or stable Ogon'-substantial connections. 

Metagalaxy Fa synthesizes all four interactions by substance: energetical, of 
light, of spirit and of ogon' forming the synthesness matter by itself and forming 
four types of Worlds of expression of these interactions already at the level only 
of metagalactic phenomena: 

 With formation of Synthesness World by expression of ogon'-substantial 
organizations of Parts; 

 With formation of Metagalactic World by expression of spirit-substantial 
organizations of Systems; 

 With formation of Subtle World by expression of light-substantial 
organizations of Apparates; 

 With formation of Physical World by expression of energy-substantial 
organizations of Particulars. 
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In whole, every type of organization represents the ideal approach to 4096 
types of expressions including the lower expressions into the highest ones and 
forming new mutual organizations themselves. This achieves the entirety of a 
Human by Metagalaxy Fa in 16384-ity, by synthesis, by initially highest realities 
of Metagalaxy Fa as such and his expression by the entire sphere of Metagalactic 
relations with forming already four prasynthesness organizations of Matter: of 
Ogon', of Spirit, of Light and of Energy and developing them. It is necessary to 
understand that the 16384-ary sphere of Metagalaxy Fa consists of 16384th 
High Whole Realities that form the general sphere of metagalactic relations. And 
if we speak about the metagalactic relations of a Human of Planet Earth then we 
enter the 16384-ary sphere of Initially Highest Wholeness that consists of 16384 
Initially Highest Realities that are the metagalactic habitat of a Human of Planet 
Earth. At the same time, all High Whole Realities consist of 16384 Initially 
Highest Realities forming own expression of Metagalaxies in the Initially Highest 
Wholeness of Initially Highest Father. And there are 16384 such Metagalaxies 
and metagalactic interactions where the 16384th one is the Metagalaxy Fa. 
Synthesis phenomena of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father 
develop above the 16384th High Whole Reality and form general synthesis 
interaction of all highest biological beings of other metagalactic forms and 
principles of existence. That is, of all High Whole Realities of all Metagalaxies in 
their common existence in Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father 
beyond their own metagalaxies of their own habitats. This also refers to a 
Human of Metagalaxy Fa of Planet Earth. 

All types of interacting matter are realized in way of everything in everything 
spherically, entirely between themselves and are managed both by Initially 
Highest Father and a Human in his expression of Initially Highest Father by his 
Obraz and Podobie of Initially Highest Father physically himself. All other 
phenomena in their breadth are born from this quaternary basic phenomenon. 
By this, we go over to the 16-ity of metagalacticity by  

the physicality of a Human including the Planet Earth of Metagalaxy Fa as the 
15th level by means of managing properties of a Human over the solar systems, 
galaxies and another forms of development of stable Matter by the 
metagalacticity of their expressions of the corresponding sphere of organization. 
As a result, mutually reflecting a Human by his physicality of Metagalaxy Fa, in 
16384-ity, expresses all types of Matter of Initially Highest Father in stable 
dense competence of Initially Highest Father physically himself by it (by Matter). 

In this expression of stability of Initially Highest Father by the Metagalaxy Fa, 
16384 High Whole Realities develop where every developed Human emanates 
16384 spheres with quaternary expression of every Part of Initially Highest 
Father physically himself and forms in Metaglaxy Fa 16384 stable High Whole 
Realities in expression of Metagalaxy Fa by 16384 interacting types of Matter 
physically himself. The creation of this Matter by thickening of nuclei is fixed by 
Initially Highest Father by 16384 spheres of Initially Highest Wholeness. The 
organization of nuclei between themselves in a denser material condition of 
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16384 types of High Whole Realities in phenomenon of everything in everything 
physically is expressed by a Human, where Metagalaxy Fa fixes on him 16384 
High Whole Realities of realization of types of expression of Initially Highest 
Father and, simultaneously, emanations of these types of realizations of Initially 
Highest Father by a Human develop a Matter and material phenomena of 
Metagalaxy by this. In this sense, by fixing the creation of 16384 High Whole 
Realities in the Metagalaxy Fa, Initially Highest Father mutually expresses his 
own 16384-ity by 16384 spheres of High Whole Realities of its existence. In a 
corresponding way, by concentrating of 16384 High Whole Realities of 
Metagalaxy Fa in a Human of Metagalaxy Fa, Initially Highest Father sets the 
perspective of development of Initially Highest Wholeness of 16384 phenomena 
of High Whole Reality in reflection of Metagalaxy Fa by the Initially Highest 
Wholeness in the perspective of its synthes-physical development. 

All High Whole Realities inside Metagalaxy Fa are formed in similarity with 
the Initially Highest Wholeness physically themselves. This implies the 
phenomenon of the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father by a 
Human of Initially Highest Father as the highest ruler of matter of Metagalaxy Fa 
physically in 16384 variants of expressing of these realities by means of 
thickening of nuclei into corresponding rigidly organized material structures in 
the form of planets, stars, star systems, solar systems, galaxies, galactic 
formations and supergalaxies with expressing of other types of metagalaxies in 
synthesis of them by everyone of us and in synthesis of us. 

In mutual reflection of Initially High Wholenesses by the 16384th High Whole 
Reality of Metagalaxy Fa, the Metagalaxy Fa forms 16384 Initially Highest 
Realities of its own implementation and 16384 highest Initially Highest Realities 
of synthesis of Metagalaxy Fa including all lowest High Whole Realities as a part, 
in their mutual reflection between themselves by growing of Metagalaxy Fa, by 
physical materialization of all properties and opportunities of Metagalaxy Fa by 
this. Simultaneously, there is an inclusion and mutual coordination of spheres of 
metagalactic relations of all 16384 of High Whole Realities into the 16384th 
High Whole Reality of Metagalaxy Fa in reflection by all Initially Highest Realities 
entirely of everything in everything synthes-physically. Thus, there is an 
equilibrium of influence of all spheres on the Metagalaxy Fa by highest and basic 
Initially Highest Realities in the structural material organization of Metagalaxy 
Fa physically by itself. 

Accordingly, in reflection of Initially Highest Father who expresses his Parts 
by emanating synthesness on High Whole Realities of Initially Highest 
Wholeness, a Human in his expression of Initially Highest Father emanates 
synthesness on to High Whole and Initially Highest Realities of Metagalaxy Fa 
where Parts of a Human are being formed in view of 16384-ary High Whole 
implementation. The principle of formatting of the surrounding matter by 
Human's Parts went through six stages: 

 By Plans of Planet Earth in terms of planetary-solar development 
 By Presences of Metagalaxy Fa in terms of galactic-metagalactic development 
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 By Realities of Metagalaxy Fa in terms of universal-metagalactic development 
 By Initially Highest Realities in types of Metagalactic Development 
 By High Whole Realities in terms of Metagalactic Development 
 By High Wholenesses of the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father 

(IHHIHF) of Initially Highest Father in synthesis of them. 

All types of development exist in parallel, independently, being formatted by 
the principle of everything in everything, showing the lowest included into the 
highest as a part where Plans are included into Presences, Presences are 
included into Realities, Realities are included into Initially Highest Realities, 
Initially Highest Realities are included into High Whole Realities and High Whole 
Realities are included into the Initially Highest Wholeness in expression of High 
Wholenesses of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father (IHHIHF) in 
256 variants of whole development of Metagalaxy Fa. At the present moment we 
went into the physical High Whole Reality of the Metagalaxy with formation of 
Parts of a Human of Metagalaxy Fa of Planet Earth only by High Whole Realities 
of Metagalaxy Fa in reflection by the Initially High Wholeness of Initially Highest 
Father physically. There are 4096 forming spheres of High-Whole-Reality-
expressions of Initially Highest Father inside the body of a Human with 
emanating synthesness states of 4096 High Whole Realities of Metagalaxy Fa in 
the phenomenon of 4096 Parts of Initially Highest Father in every Human — 
from 256-ity of a Human of Plan of Creation to 256-ity of Father of Initially 
Highest Father physically, in 4096-ary synthesis of 16 types of 256 expressions 
with growth of the corresponding competence and quality organization of a 
Human of everything in everything synthes-physically. Sixteen 256-ary 
expressions of 4096-ity of a Human of Metagalaxy are the following: 

 256-ity of a Human of Plan of Creation in expression of 1-256 Parts of a 
Human 

 256-ity of a Human of Creating Synthesis in expression of 257-512 Parts of a 
Human 

 256-ity of a Human of Synthesness in expression of 513-768 Parts of a 
Human 

 256-ity of a Human of Polnomochiya Sovershenstv in expression of 769-1024 
Parts of a Human 

 256-ity of a Human of Hierarchization in expression of 1025-1280 Parts of a 
Human 

 256-ity of a Human-Creator of Phisicality in expression of 1281-1536 Parts of 
a Human 

 256-ity of a Human of Planet Earth in expression of 1537-1792 Parts of a 
Human 

 256-ity of a Human of Metagalaxy Fa in expression of 1793-2048 Parts of a 
Human 

 256-ity of a Human of Initially Highest Father in expression of 2049-2304 
Parts of a Human 
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 256-ity of Posvyashenniy of Initially Highest Father in expression of 2305-
2560 Parts of a Human 

 256-ity of Sluzhashiy of Initially Highest Father in expression of 2561-2816 
Parts of a Human 

 256-ity of Ipostas’ of Initially Highest Father in expression of 2817-3072 
Parts of a Human 

 256-ity of Teachers of Initially Highest Father in expression of 3073-3328 
Parts of a Human  

 256-ity of Vladyka of Initially Highest Father in expression of 3329-3584 
Parts of a Human 

 256-ity of Avatar of Initially Highest Father in expression of 3585-3840 Parts 
of a Human 

 256-ity of Father of Initially Highest Father in expression of 3841-4096 Parts 
of a Human 

The hierarchy of the phenomenon of parts of a Human is connected with 
staged and gradual increase of concentration of metagalactic properties and 
expressions on each person, since the Metagalaxy is fixed by each individual 
Human. And without awareness and implementation of hierarchical relations, 
there is nothing to do in the Metagalaxy. Every higher reality hierarchically 
includes a lower reality as a part. And this means another formatting of 
dimension and another formatting of speed, and another formatting of space, 
and another formatting of time. And the same is in every further reality. 
Concentration in 256 metagalactic realities in stages by every person in 
accordance with his metagalactic growth and development, and it is also the 
principle of adaptation to the metagalactic conditions of a planetarily existing 
Human. And the same is in every further reality. Concentration in 256 
metagalactic realities in stages by every person in accordance with his 
metagalactic growth and development, and it is also the principle of adaptation 
to the metagalactic conditions of a planetarily existing Human. At the same time, 
the previous 256 Parts of a Human already existing metagalacticly, support his 
stability of existence in the phenomenon of metagalactic instinct of self-
preservation. The next 256-ity expresses a development on the hierarchically 
higher level than the previous one with inclusion of new conditions, new 
properties, new qualities, new forces and other passionarity-organized 
phenomena. This completely corresponds to the evolutionary principle of 
natural being but with a higher speed and implementation of a phenomenon. In 
this hierarchical principle of the phenomenon we will begin to notice the action 
of the evolutionary components of the metagalactic nature where 16 evolutions 
act simultaneously forming sixteen 256-ity of growing metagalactic Human. 
Evolutions are called similarly to 256-ary Parts of a Human after which they are 
named. At the same time, the first evolution known to us planetarily is exactly 
the first metagalactic evolution of a Human of Plan of Creation. Apparently, 
that's why there is such piety to Plan of Creation in ancient texts, obviously 
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rewritten from the scientific treatises of a civilization of the previous format of 
development. 

In the reflection of High Whole Realities in each of which there are 16384 
highest Initially Highest Realities and 16384 Initially Highest Realities, in each of 
which there are 16384 higher Realities and 16384 Realities, in each of which 
there are 16384 higher Presences and 16384 Presences, in each of which there 
are 16384 higher Plans and 16384 Plans with organization of corresponding 
hierarchical expressions of 4096 Parts, 4096 Systems, 4096 Apparates and 4096 
Particulars of every Human of Planet Earth in every type of material 
organization in one bodily expression of a Human synthes-physically. This 
shows a new phenomenon of the variety of Humanity — not by the variety of 
nationalities but by the variety of implementation of types of Matter where the 
16384-ity of a Human develops by the variety of realizations of Presences where 
the 16384-ity of a Human develops by fixation of Plans for Planetary life; by the 
variety of realizations of Realities where the 16384-ity of a Human develops by 
fixation of Presences; by the variety of realizations of Initially Highest Realities 
where the 16384-ity of a Human develops by fixation of Realities for types of the 
Metagalactic life and by the variety of realizations of High Whole Realities where 
the 16384-ity of a Human develops by fixation of Initially Highest Realities for 
living by Metagalaxy Fa. There is also a variety of realizations of 16384 High 
Whole Realities where the 16384-ity of a Human develops by fixation of life of 
Initially Highest Wholeness by the most hierarchically developed Human of 
Initially Highest Father of the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father.  

In a corresponding way, these types of organizations are formed into a matrix 
of self-organization of Metagalaxy Fa where sixteen 16-ities (16×16) of the basic 
human development are revealed in mutual relation of Initially Highest Father 
by Metagalaxy Fa by a Human and mutual relations of Initially Highest Father by 
a Human into Metagalaxy Fa by reverse emanating influence and impact of a 
Human on the Metagalaxy Fa physically. In this sense, the 16384-ity of High 
Whole Realities, Initially Highest Realities, Realities, Presences and Plans are 
also organized by 4096 Particulars generated by each Part in the form of 
motions, feelings, senses, thoughts and so on by 4096 Apparates of every Part in 
organization of Particulars, by 4096 Systems of every Part by organization of 
Apparates and, in fact, by 4096 Parts of the Synthes-bodiness of a Human of 
Initially Highest Father by organization of Systems with the corresponding 
16384-spherical expression of a Human of Initially Highest Father physically in 
mutual reflection of a Human and Metagalaxy Fa. By this way, the creation of a 
Human by Initially Highest Father is achieved by means of 16384 spheres of 
expression of Particulars, Apparates, Systems and Parts of Initially Highest 
Father by every Human physically in terms of Plans, variety of Presences and the 
variety of Realities and their types hierarchically, ivdivno himself. 

When expressing emanating properties, qualities, competences of a Human, 
the four Worlds of a Human of expressing the Metagalaxy Fa are formed by 
different specifics of its organization of Matter, with expression of the Physical 
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World by 4096 phenomena of physicality of Energy of nuclei and development 
of 4096 Particulars of a Human by 4096 High Whole Realities, Initially Highest 
Realities, Realities, Presences and Plans of Metagalaxy Fa with mutual 
expression of 4096-ity of Initially Highest Wholeness by these Particulars 
physically. Existing of Subtle World by interaction of Particulars and Apparates 
in growth of 4096 Apparates of a Human, in formation of general subtle 
consonance of their expression by subtlety of Light of nuclei by every Human. At 
the same time, the subtlety of the phenomenon is expressed by Light of Systems 
of the corresponding synthesness of a Human physically himself in terms of 
Subtle World in expression of organization of Lights of Apparates, subtle 
expression of Particulars by subnuclearity synthes-physically, with expressing 
the Subtle World by 8192 Realities of the phenomenon of a Human of Initially 
Highest Father. 

The organized Metagalactic World of Initially Highest Father of synthesis of 
4096 Systems of a Human in organization of Particulars and Apparates by 
mutual organization of Matter of Metagalaxy Fa and a Human with expressing of 
12288 kinds of Realities that emanate synthesness of 4096 Particulars, 4096 
Apparates, 4096 Systems of a Human of Initially highest Father. Hierarchically, 
the Metagalactic World contains the lower Subtle and Physical Worlds itself 
developing the third degree of the organization of Metagalaxy Fa through world 
relations by concentration of Spirit of nuclei of a Human in it and by it. 

By emanating phenomenon of Initially Highest Father for the qualitative 
organization of Parts of a Human, the fourth Synthesness World is formed of 
expression of 4096 Parts, 4096 Systems, 4096 Apparates, 4096 Particulars of a 
Human in the synthesis of Ognennost’ of nuclei of everything in everything 
between themselves realizing the fullness and fixation of 16384 Initially Highest 
Realities of Metagalaxies Fa by a Human of Metagalaxy Fa by Obraz and Podobie 
of Initially Highest Father Metagalactically physically himself. By this a Human 
shows the fullness of the four-world development of the quaternary expression 
of Initially Highest Father by everyone of us, by His Creation in every of us and in 
synthesis of us by this. 

In the synthesis of this, the emanating phenomena of Initially Highest Father 
form stable 16-ary connections of everything in everything: both the sixteen 
256-ities (16×256) as sixteen perspectives of the phenomenon of 4096-ity of 
Initially Highest Father and formation of 16 evolutions of Metagalaxy Fa each of 
which consists of 1024 High Whole Realities synthes-physically, 
metagalactically. Sixteen evolutions develop the perspective of the mutual 
organization of a Human by Initially Highest Father in 1024-ity by four 256-ities 
(4×256) simultaneously by each of us and in synthesis of us physically, entirely, 
forming the nature of Metagalaxy with all kinds of subnuclearity, stihiynost’, 
tzarstvennost’, substantiality and any other phenomena and organizations of 
Initially Highest Father physically Himself. Evolutions implement by the nuclear 
composition of 16 Ogneobrazov of evolutionary development where every 
evolution reflects the 16-ity of Ogneobraz composition of nuclei of Metagalaxy 
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Fa and concentrates, by general natural state of Metagalaxy from 16384 spheres, 
metagalactic replications of interacting Ogneobrazniy states with organization of 
the corresponding Stihiy, Tsarstv and substances for existing of any biological 
beings of Metagalaxy Fa by this. And, simultaneously, with the perspective of 
development and formation the following from these substances: plans, 
presences, realities, highest realities, initially highest realities and high whole 
realities of Metagalaxy of Initially Highest Father in a whole and the 
phenomenon of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father by synthesis of 
everything in everything in mutual development. 

In synthesis of these mutual factors, Initially Highest Father gets together the 
highest executives of the corresponding phenomena of Initially Highest Father 
from the growing people of all types of biological forms and phenomena, in 
physical expression of anthropness of Initially Highest Father, biologically, on 
readiness. In the basic expression of Initially Highest Father, for the present 
moment of presenting the Paradigm of Initially Highest Father, 256 head-
executives of initially highest anthropness of Initially Highest Father are selected 
and acts by forming phenomenon of a Human. These head-executives are called 
Hierarchs accomplishing the Hierarchy of Initially Highest Father by themselves 
in managing of Matter of Initially Highest Wholeness in expression of a Human 
by it. The Hierarchy of Initially Highest Father consists of 192 pairs of Avatars of 
Synthesis, represented by Avatar and Avataress, by organization of kinds of 
Parts of Initially Highest Father — the main ones (64), metagalactic ones (64) 
and Initially Highest Wholeness ones (64) in their synthesis. The fourth 64 Parts 
of the 256-ity of Initially Highest Father are deployed by Initially Highest Avatar-
Ipostas’ of Initially Highest Father expressing Initially Highest Father by 
posvyasheniya, statuses, creating synthesis, synthesness, polnomochiya 
sovershenstv, hierarchization and Dolzhnostnaya Competence of the Initially 
Highest Home of Initially Highest Father in whole, in synthesis of everything in 
everything, by themselves. These seven hierarchically organized phenomena — 
posvyasheniya, statuses, creating synthesis, synthesness, polnomochiya 
sovershenstv, hierarchization and Dolzhnostnaya Competence of the Initially 
Highest Home of Initially Highest Father determine the quality and saturation of 
development of every of 192 Parts of Initially Highest Father and the 
concentrating compactification of possibilities of the fourth variation of 64 Parts 
of Ipostases of Poyadayushiy Ogon’ of Initially Highest Father in all variety of 
their development, including their expression by every Human. Conventionally, 
the seven Spirits of Father the One or Dhyan-Kogans known to us earlier are the 
planetary expression of Ipostases of Initially Highest Father. In a new Aspect, 
Initially Highest Ipostases of Initially Highest Father are called metagalactically 
64 Synthes-Ipostases or Avatar-Ipostases of Initially Highest Father. In this 
expression of Hierarchs which form the Hierarchy of 256-ary basic fixing 
phenomenon of Initially Highest Father by themselves, the further replications 
of 256 Initially Highest Avatar-Ipistacity of Initially Highest Father is formed 
which represent the Hierarchy of managing the Initially Highest Home of 
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Initially Highest Father under the guidance of Initially Highest Father synthes-
physically, growing every individual Human and synthesis of their commands in 
the phenomenon of Metagalaxy Fa, High Wholenesses and Initially Highest 
Wholeness of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father (IHHIHF) of 
Initially Highest Father. 
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2. Part 2. Special. Paradigm of Metagalaxy Fa 

The Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father is formed by 
emanations of synthesness pramatter a priori given and carrying the materiality 
of laws, standards, measures and the whole 16-ity from Ivdivnost’ to Rules by 
boundaries of synthesness pramatter or prasynthesness. In the concentration of 
centering of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father there is a 
thickening of matter by means of revealing and formation of nuclei of Ogon' and 
Matter, by division of wholeness of Pramatter into a binary phenomenon. At the 
beginning, when the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father 
concentrates in the center, the concentration of Matter of the first stage is 
formed — the nucleus of centering of the Initially Highest Home of Initially 
Highest Father which in its maximum compactification forms what we call the 
“source of the big bang”. In fact, it is a forming Unigram of the initial Nucleus of 
centering of the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father. This Unigram 
sets all perspective parameters of the phenomenon of synthesis Matter of the 
Metagalaxy Fa in a whole. The Unigram is the final result of the action of Cube of 
Sozidanie that presents the basic phenomenon of all parameters of forming 
Matter in all its everything in everything phenomena, standards, laws, and so on. 
The Cube of Sozidanie is an ideal Cube inscribed into the sphere of the Initially 
Highest Home of Initially Highest Father that consists of the Matrices of Creation 
of Initially Highest Father with cells of Prasynthesness or Synthesness and has 
16384 Matrices of Self-organization (MS), the quantity is in accordance with the 
number of organized Realities in the ratio of sides of each MS 16384×16384. 
They contain all parameters of Initially Highest Wholeness, High Whole 
Realities, Initially Highest Realities, Realities, Presences, Subnuclearity, 
Substantiality, Tsarstvennost’ of Life, Stihiynost’, Time, Space, Speed, 
Dimensionality, Vossoedinennost’, Self-organization, Emanation, Substance and 
other necessary points. When full saturation of each Matrix of Self-organization 
they begin to self-organize between themselves connecting with each other by 
close synthesis parameters, forming non-linear connections between themselves 
that pull saturated wholeness of everything in everything in total unity between 
themselves into the Nucleus of Synthesis of centering of the Cube of Sozidanie. 
By the final synthesis of everything in everything, the Cube of Sozidanie 
completes the action creating the result of its action from the Nucleus of 
Synthesis — the Unigram, it is saturated with everything in everything of the 
perspectives of realization. With the perspective of the Metagalaxy of 16384 
High Whole Realities of the Initially High Wholeness, the Unigram flashes with 
Fa — a note of Sound Synthesis of everything in everything in sounding of 
balance of all parameters of synthesis pramateriality. At the same time, there is 
its own kind of Sound of Unigram in every High Whole Reality in general 
sounding 16384 musical expressions — notes of all High Whole Realities. And 
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this is only the third type of sense perception of Unigram in the Initially Highest 
Home of Initially Highest Father. The Unigram of all possibilities of Metagalaxy 
Fa borns in the basic Initial Nucleus of Metagalaxy Fa that explodes with the 
effect of "big explosion" of sphere of the 16384th High Whole Reality and 
deploys into the sphere of Metagalaxy Fa as a whole. The central Nucleus of 
Metagalaxy Fa that is called Shunyata appears from the Unigram of the Initial 
Nucleus. Not by the Great Emptiness of small perception of previous epoch but 
by the Great Density of everything in everything. In this sense, one of the most 
important goals of fundamental science is research of the Unigram of Metagalaxy 
Fa and the Unigram of Initially Highest Wholeness as such. The system of Nuclei 
is formed by thickenings of Unigram concentration that is a saturated dense 
environ of subnuclearity of nuclei multitude that replicate the entire database of 
unigramness of the basic initial Nuclei between themselves both at the 
beginning stage and with further constant growth of replicability among 
themselves in future. Where each nucleus receiving new parameters of any 
specification immediately replicates it to all the other nuclei of the joint growth 
of Matter of Metagalaxy Fa. After the Unigram effect of "Big Explosion", the 
sphere of Metagalaxy forms the layers of Realities of unigramic replicability of 
properties, parameters and peculiarity of Matter unfolding 16384 shells — the 
spheres of Realities presenting the organization of Realities of Metagalaxy Fa. 
Every formed Reality of 16384 is the concentration of replicability of nuclei of 
the appropriate level when in each Nuclei there is a compactification of 
parameters of particularities of the corresponding replicability of 
quantitative/qualitative capabilities of a Nuclei, nuclearity and subnuclearity 
between themselves. 

Due to the fact that Metagalaxy Fa creates a Human of Metagalaxy Fa with 
4096 Parts, 4096 Systems, 4096 Apparates, 4096 Particulars that will be 
considered in the next quarter of Paradigm in clause Particular, the basic 
minimal phenomena of replicable properties, parameters and particularities are 
16384 variants of Metagalaxy Fa existence in physicality of implementation of its 
sphere by analogy of mutual expression of creatability in minimal basic 
Metagalactic expression of everyone as a Human of 16384-ity by the 
corresponding replicability of Metagalaxy Fa in a whole by every Human and 
replicability of every Human by Metagalaxy Fa in synthesis of mutually reflecting 
particularities and results. This principle is called the Primary Metagalactic 
Synthesis. 

Accordingly, the first sphere of physicality of a Human's expression as the 
basic point of Metagalaxy Fa in his creatability and sozidaemost’ by Metagalaxy 
Fa is the sphere of physicality of 16384 replicable concentrations in every nuclei 
and of corresponding quantitative nucleus content of subnuclearity of the first 
sphere in expression of 16384 properties, qualities, parameters, peculiarities 
and all other phenomena of everything in everything. Thus, the first sphere of 
physicality of replicability of basics that are laid in every nuclei of the first 
physicality in reflecting the necessary 16384-ary growth of a Human by mutual 
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replicability of Metagalaxy Fa and a Human among themselves presents 16384 
parameters of the external growth of the first Reality of the physicality of 
Metagalaxy Fa that express the organization of replication of 16384 properties, 
qualities, parameters and peculiarities of a nucleus by corresponding 16384 
emanations of each nucleus of the first physical level. Emanations of a nucleus of 
the first physical level are emanations of Ogon' of Metagalaxy Fa taking under 
consideration that when Matter is thickening in the center of the Initially 
Highest Home of Initially Highest Father it is the Ogon' composition of Matter is 
thickening in fact that goes into nuclei as small clots of Ogon' where every nuclei 
presents a small clot of Ogon' that fixate replicated properties of Prasynthesness 
Matter by the corresponding standards, laws, imperatives, axioms, beginnings, 
principles, methods and rules with appropriate measure, knowledge, constants, 
beauty, okskost’, istinnost’, overpassionarity, ivdivnost’ in its base with all 
particularities of 16384 variants. And as a clot of Ogon' of this fixation of 
Prasynthesness particularities forms a nucleus where a clot of Ogon' goes into 
the state of a Nucleus with fixed particularities of expression of minimal basic 
nucleus by Metagalaxy Fa in 16384 variants of nuclear emanations of replicated 
particularities of interaction of all nuclei by the first physical sphere of 
Metagalaxy Fa. In this phenomenon, the first physical reality forms 16384 
presences of organization both these emanations and organizational mutual 
expressions of all nuclei among themselves. At the same time, by mutual 
intersection of physical emanations of the first reality and etheric emanations of 
the second reality forms 16384 highest presences of the physical reality in 
addition to the basic ones which forms 32768 realities of the wholeness 
existance both physical reality and all subsequent ones between themselves. By 
analogy with this, further the Matter grows by 16384 Initially Highest Realities 
with 16384 highest realities and 16384 realities and by High Whole Realities 
with 16384 high initially highest realities and 16384 initially highest realities 
creating by this the Initially Highest Wholeness as a whole. Lower replicable 
interactions of nuclear ratios of all kind of Matter of Metagalaxy Fa are fixed on 
the development of planetary phenomena of Planets Fa from a one-dimensionaly 
replicable nucleus to a 16384-ary replicable nucleus with expression of 
biological properties of Matter on a planetary scale. In conditions of Metagalaxy 
Fa, there are 8192 basic Planets of Metagalctic organization where Matter is 
mutually expressed by a half of existing realities. At the same time, a human type 
of a Human of Planet Earth became the central planetary organization of 
Metagalaxy Fa that presents Planet Earth to be a central, Shunyatic Planet Fa of 
Metagalaxy and a Human of Planet Earth the central metagalactic biological type 
and basing on his parameters and properties the whole Metagalaxy Fa replicates 
synthesis of 16384 High Whole Realities of formation of 4096 Parts, 4096 
Systems, 4096 Apparates and 4096 Particulars of a Human of Metagalaxy Fa of 
Planet Earth. Here we should take into consideration that Planet Earth itself in 
accordance with standards of Initially Highest Wholeness is an expression of the 
8192nd High Whole Reality and as the lower is included into the highest as a 
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part, the Planet could entered Metagalaxy Fa by synthesis of 8192 High Whole 
Realities in the centering of Shunyata of Metagalaxy Fa synthesizing 16384 
initially highest realities of its own existence into initially highest realities in 
specific of 16384 High Whole Realities of Metagalaxy Fa. Thus fulfilling the Law 
“The lower is included into the highest as a part” but expressing another form of 
material organization keeping a significance of the highest phenomenon. Planet 
Earth itself became an expression of Shunyata of Metagalaxy Fa between 8192nd 
and 8193d High Whole Realities of Metagalaxy Fa. It says about quality, special 
parameters and specific properties expressing by Planet Earth into Metagalaxy 
Fa in expression of a Human of Planet Earth. 

In variation of expression of 4096-ity of a Human by individual Anthropic 
principle of Creation of Metagalaxy, a Human goes from planetary into 
metagalactic systemic expression by Physicality not of Planet Earth but 
Metagalaxy Fa with incorporation into subnuclearity and replicability of 
interactions by its peculiarities but not peculiarities of Planetary being. A 
Human's 4096-ity for Planet Earth is a peak of biological properties of Matter of 
planetary kind and for Metagalaxy it is the physical basis of nurtured anthropic 
beings of the planet for entering Metagalaxy Fa. Accordingly, in the mutual 
reflection of a Human and Metagalaxy Fa, the minimal physicality of the 
metagalactic expression of a Human of Metagalaxy Fa by Planet Earth is 4096 
replicable nuclear emanations with formation of the corresponding subnuclear 
environ of Planet Earth by this. Where, by emanations of Ogon' of nuclei of 
physicality of Planet Earth, they rise to the level of 4096 metagalactic properties 
of physicality of Metagalaxy Fa by presenting a Human of Planet Earth by 
Metagalaxy Fa. At the same time, primary, lower than 4096 bases, replicable 
properties are given to 14 lower levels of metagalactic interaction of super 
galaxies, galaxies, universes and solar systems for growth of other biological 
beings and forms in Metagalaxy Fa on all Planets. Our Trinity of before-
metagalactic epoch of being also refers to this. As Initially Highest Father 
basically has 64-ity. In this sense we went by our Spirit from trinity into 64-ity of 
Initially HIghest Father. And from 7 Spirits before the throne of the Lord into 
256 Synthes-Ipostases of Initially Highest Father synthesizing Ogon' and Spirit 
(including 7 ones), and Light, and Energy of Father. It is interesting that 
mathematically there are 16×16 — 256 basic Parts of a Human but in total there 
are 16×256 or 64×64 — 4096 Parts! It is the total change not only of perception 
but Basises of a Human's existence. But this happened not on empty place — 64 
basises of a Human genetics are known scientifically, so the growth into 64-ity of 
basic relations was provided and laid originally by Obraz and Podobie of Initially 
Highest Father genetically. Already here the principle "the whole Metagalaxy 
creates each of us" was revealed. We just were growing up into this fact. By this, 
Planet Earth becomes the central biological representative of Metagalaxy Fa and 
fulfilled a developing of human beings capable of expressing the minimal basic 
first sphere of replicability of nuclear properties of Metagalaxy Fa in 4096 
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expressions of individually reducible properties of Metagalaxy Fa by every 
Human of Planet Earth. 

In perspective, it will be necessary to expand these processes of replicability 
on all Planets and places of habitats of a Human of Planet Earth expanding the 
habitat of humanity of Planet Earth. By the Law of Metagalaxy “Everything in 
everything” not only 16384 Planets with different highest human biological life 
in its development should be revealed in Metagalaxy Fa but a Human of Planet 
Earth gets the right to expand possibilities of his life and living on the territory 
of 16384 Planets in different sectors and directions of physical real existence of 
Planets of Metagalaxy Fa. These are the current perspectives of development. 

Accordingly, the fixation of reducible properties of Metagalaxy Fa by each 
person strengthens a Human in expressing the physicality of Metagalaxy Fa on 
the Planet Earth and the Planet Earth as such by this, by specifics of emanating 
properties of a Human expressing the reducibility of Metagalaxy Fa and 
replicability of 4096 emanations of minimal nuclearity of subnuclear 
environment of Metagalaxy Fa by physicality. This transfers Planet Earth into 
the rank of centering of Metagalaxy Fa by Anthropic implementation of a new 
stage of development of Metagalaxy Fa where Metagalaxy Fa goes from the 
replicating properties of the previous type from 4 to 64 different properties of 
nuclei into a new higher level of 16384 replicable minimum nuclear interactions 
with realization the first subnuclear physical environment of new 
implementation. The formation of a new type of human biological beings, with a 
new nuclear replicability transfers Metagalaxy Fa into a new higher level of self-
organization of implementation that is one of the basic laws of nurturing of 
biological beings by Matter. 

Proceeding from this, today 16384 spheres of different kinds of replications 
of a Human of Metagalaxy Fa are forming in Metagalaxy Fa, bearing in mind, that 
the basic property of a Human in 4096 Parts must be expressed in each Part by 
4096 systems, in every System by 4096 Apparates and in every Apparat by 4096 
Particulars of existing of every Human by Metagalaxy Fa. In aggregate of 
mutually reflected properties and qualities of this, a numerical matrix of 16384 
expressions is formed, where each envelope of replicable nuclear interactions of 
the corresponding realities of Metagalaxy will form its respective properties and 
peculiarities of a Human of Metagalaxy Fa according to the Anthropic Principle 
of Creation a Human by Metagalaxy Fa. And in the reverse order — by the 
corresponding emanations of a Human of particulars, apparates, systems and 
parts of growing a Human as he is, there is a growth of Metagalaxy Fa by these 
realities of expression and implementation of metagalactic peculiarities in the 
total whole system of replications of mutual reflection. On this basis, in nuclear 
replicable properties of Metagalaxy Fa there are 16384 shells-spheres of 
different types of subnuclearity by 16384 hierarchical layers of subnuclearity 
and nuclearity of replicating emanations from 4096 replicating emanations to 
20479 replicating emanations, which become dimensions of Metagalaxy Fa in 
stayable material expression of Metagalaxy Fa, in organization of automatic 
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concentration of Ogon' from the corresponding nucleus of existing measure of 
emanating Ogon' of Replication of basic properties, parameters, peculiarities and 
qualities of Metagalaxy Fa in the corresponding personal expression by every 
Human physically, individually in expression of Metagalaxy Fa physically. As a 
result, going into Metagalaxy Fa from Planet Earth and integrating in Cosmos, a 
Human gets a development from the 4096th dimension physically to the 
20479th dimension of the 16384th sphere of Being of Reality of Metagalaxy Fa 
and by Metagalaxy Fa, as a whole, that expresses 20480 dimensions in synthesis 
of "everything in everything" wholly, physically, by every Human in 
concentration of Metagalaxy Fa. 

In this variant of action, Metagalaxy Fa has previous time periods of the 
phenomenon of Matter of Metagalaxy Fa with the previous terms of its 
implementation as growing the previous types of Matter based on nuclearity of 
any constituent particles, atoms, molecules, elements and other types of stars, 
star systems, planets, any other objects in the Metagalaxy in the form of comets, 
asteroids and other phenomena where the sphere of Metagalaxy Fa has a total 
concentration of matter nuclearity with nuclei of replicable properties between 
themselves. At the same time, nuclei thickening in different areas of Metagalaxy 
Fa into the corresponding stellar expression, planetary expression, solar 
expression as a specific star carrying certain emanations for the birth of 
biological life on the planet, interstellar expression by stellar systems, 
interstellar-systemic expression by galaxies, interplanetary expressions taken 
from one star, solar systems, purely planetary single expressions of individual 
planets of galactic or metagalactic realizations of perspectives, including 
independently existing in cosmos (scientifically it is strange for us but it is true 
according to the logics) and other objects in Metagalaxy, which realize the 
thickening of nuclearity by corresponding different types of material 
organizations of Metagalaxy both by each object and by all objects as a whole. 
The change of nuclear replicability of Metagalaxy Fa leads to change of nuclear 
concentrations in every molecule, atom, particle of Metagalactic sphere of 
implementation of any materiality included into this sphere and changes the 
principle of nuclear implementation of material objects of Metagalaxy listed 
above, including the material nucleus of Metagalaxy Fa in the center of 
Metagalaxy Fa, that is not Planet Earth that is a Shunyata, but at the same time is 
a nucleus of Metagalaxy Fa. Accordingly, the quality of material self-organization 
increases by change of nuclear properties of replicability of interdependence of 
nuclei of the entire metagalactic sphere of Being, not depending on materially 
external structuredness of these nuclei into separate objects of Metagalaxy 
physically. In a corresponding way, replicability that is included in different 
intertwined connections of stable systems between themselves, for example, 
thermonuclear organizations, starts this or that nuclear chemical interactions of 
the substance being organized in Metagalaxy, where this substance in various 
variations is woven into the corresponding material objects of Metagalaxy of 
nuclear synthesis of replicated properties of nuclei of Metagalaxy Fa, where 
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different objects of Metagalaxy in the form of planets, stars, systems, galaxies 
and the cosmos as a whole as environment of internuclear emanations and 
environment of transition from one substantiality of interaction of subnuclear 
replications of nuclei of a certain level to the next level of material organizations 
of replications which we physically understand as dimension are born in 
synthesis of nuclei in replicating emanations of properties, features, parameters 
and qualities. 

Correspondingly, there are 16384 hierarchized phenomena of the common 
environment of cosmos in Metagalaxy, that are distinguished dimensionally in 
external expression and are reducible in internal expression by the 
corresponding organization of necessary natural phenomena of this level of 
reality. Where the hierarchy is a nonlinear synthesis of systems replicable and 
reducible in interaction into the qualitative state of certain natural realities. 
Where, in every natural reality by the corresponding dimensional organization 
of replications of reducing, compactifying capabilities, all levels of 16384 
realities are generated in mutual reflection of Metagalaxy in a particular order of 
each Reality of Metagalaxy Fa as a sphere of subnuclear replications of nuclei but 
expressed inside a certain sphere of subnuclear replication of nuclei by 16384 
presences of internal dimensional organization of these replications in mutual 
reflection of everything in everything in each other. Where every individual 
reality of subnuclear replications and nuclei composition reflects all other 
nuclei, subnuclear hierarchical layers and replications of “everything in 
everything” with the corresponding presence in this reality of nuclear 
replications and specifics of nuclear synthesis, subnuclear synthesis and any 
other types of synthesis in physical materiality. In this sense, all kinds of 
replicable peculiarities presents the same expressions of a natural environment 
but different types of dimensional organization of Metagalaxy Fa both in 
physical dimensional implementation with a specific physical expression of 
dimensional phenomena of Metagalaxy Fa and hierarchical dimensional 
implementation when the lower expression of material organization of life goes 
into the highest one in various ways and phenomena both by physical expansion 
of properties and by the transition of the quality of life from lower kind to the 
higher one for saving of accumulated subnuclear compactified potential of ogon', 
spirit, light, energy of this life. 

In this sense, the sphere of emanating replications of Metagalaxy Fa is the 
same for all High Whole Realities/Initially Highest Realities/ Realities and this 
sphere of replication is called the nature of Metagalaxy Fa that is repeated in 
every High Whole Realities/Initially Highest Realities/Realities in a view of the 
corresponding dimensionality and is synthesized in synthesis of all dimensions 
of 16384 mutual reflections and repetitions into one Initially Highest Wholeness 
of Metagalaxy Fa as a whole. Where in synthesis of all types of realities of the 
16384-ary horizon of implementation of the Initially Highest Wholeness in 
synthesis of replicating properties of Metagalaxy Fa by the phenomenon of 
16384-ity of a Human, in its basic expression carries 16×16 principles of a new 
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organization of a Human. Metagalaxy by its 16-ity reflects the doubling of the 
basic phenomenon of a Human of the previous organization of materiality of 
Planet Earth which maximally had 8 types of its own development. And in fact, 
when a Human of Planet Earth goes into a metagalactic development in 
synthesis of 8-ity, it laid the 16-ity of the whole basic phenomenon by 
Metagalaxy Fa. But we started to go and express the 64-ity of Initially Highest 
Father and stability of expression of Metagalaxy Fa minimun 64-arily — it ia a 
new challenge to the developing Humanity. This is facilitated by existance of 16 
evolutionary expressions of the natural development of a Human of Metagalaxy 
Fa by metagalactic principles of being, where not one evolution of development 
is revealed, as it used to be on Planet Earth, but sixteen levels of evolutionary 
hierarchical implementation for the gradual growth of the biological human 
being of Planet by metagalactic conditions of being with gradual complication of 
forms and types of Metagalactic natural being. Evolutions are 16 levels of the 
increasing qualities of replicable properties and peculiarities of Metagalaxy 
according to the characteristics of a Human's capabilities in Metagalaxy Fa, 
where every evolution presents 1024 High Whole Realities in synthesis of 16384 
High Whole Realities. And this is exactly a non-linear expression of growing 64-
ity by 256 basic parts where 64×256 = 16384. Every evolution expresses the 
corresponding development of states of a Human. For example, the first 
evolution is the Metagalactic one, it organizes a Human metagalactically. In fact, 
it was the first metagalactic evolution that for a long time was developing the 
nature of Planet Earth and because of smallness of its existence by 8 types of 
development could not catch and reveal 1024 types of evolutionary 
development of the first evolution of metagalactic life. We seemed to live by it 
either and coordinated by small scales of its realization, implemented for Planets 
with a developing biological life. At the same time, the solar and galactic levels of 
being, in fact, turned to be the lower levels of development of metagalactic 
relations, in fact, the transitional forms of being of the first evolution of the 
material organization of Metagalaxy Fa. In this sense, it is worthwhile to clarify 
the first elementary quaternity of metagalactic relations: 

1. Planet Earth 
2. Solar System 
3. Galaxy 
4. Metagalaxy  

In fact, we were developing in the Paradigm of the Solar Position of the 
Observer and there were two types of implemented matter: planetary and solar. 
At the same time, the active role, but little physically comprehended, was played 
by the galactic level of existence where the people of galaxy, according to various 
existing texts, were in fact recognized as gods by local planetary population. At 
the same time, for natural reasons of “choice of beautiful wives” from planetary 
humanity, in fact, there was a galactic genetic expansion and processes of 
formation of a genetically mixed population. Thus, when the first Human entered 
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Cosmos, according to weak ecological relations, the whole “universe creating us” 
concentrated fixation on this process of going beyond the limits of the ecumene 
of habitat and having tested the planetary-solar-galactic genetic links, 
transferred the fixation into metagalactic relations. Since the way beyond the 
ecumene supposed the way to the next higher cosmic connections and 
relationships. And this is Metagalaxy, in which the universe implements 
collective natural connections and relationships — in way of supporting the 
general metagalactic principles of natural habitats and primary material growth. 
Metagalaxy implies individual levels of fixation “the whole metagalaxy creates 
every Human” and in the phenomenon of solitary flight it fixed on Yuri Gagarin 
as a single representative of humanity in Cosmos. By this we entered into the 
fixation of metagalactic relations both by each of us and by the entire Planet 
Earth as a whole. This can explain that passionary charge of joy that enveloped 
the population of the planet of different countries by the phenomenon of the 
first Human in Cosmos. It is clear that the metagalactic fixation was primary and 
the package of necessary conditions for adaptation of humanity of Planet Earth 
to the conditions of metagalactic development was fixated planetary only in 30 
years — in January 1991. The power of the passionary influence was such that 
the Soviet Union, where the Soviet human flight from — Yuri Gagarin, could not 
withstand it by archaic forms of existence and, in fact, peacefully ceased its own 
existence. Naturally, the passionary power spread across the Planet and 
gradually all countries of the world will be included in this process. But the first 
stage of fixation, in fact, was aimed at acceptance of the first package of 
metagalactic conditions of being. And it lasts already for twenty seven years — 
from 1991 to 2018, the result of which is this Paradigm. 

The first evolution in the expansion of the metagalactic package of 
information became the metagalactic evolution that forms a Human of Plan of 
Creation. That is why, most likely, so much importance was attached to the Plan 
of Creation in various significant texts. Its task was, actually, the appearance of a 
Human of Planet Earth in the first physical reality of Metagalaxy, with changing 
of perception from purely physical planetary processes into purely physical 
metagalactic processes of being. This is a big difference and a difficult event if 
take under consideration that there was a solar physicality and then a galactic 
physicality beyond a planetary physicality which we had to internalize 
compactifing them. Exactly in the first evolution the primary Anthropic Principle 
is carried out: "The whole Universe creates us." For what? For entering the 
physical metagalactic existence of a Human. 

The second evolution involves into the primary phenomena of a Human by 
metagalactic relations and phenomena forming a Human of Creating Synthesis 
and determining the possibilities of metagalactic expressions on the Planet. This 
evolution forms the second basic scientific principle of the Position of the 
Observer forming the Metagalactic Position of the Observer from the Planetary 
one and determining the higher types of development in relation to the existing 
ones, by organization of aspiration in mastering of Tvorimost’. 
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The third evolution already forms metagalactic relations by planetary 
phenomena, developing a Human of Synthesness in primary synthesis of 
planetary and metagalactic conditions of being by every Human. The natural 
formation of Synthesness — is the introduction of Prasynthesness phenomena of 
Metagalaxy by changing of primary prasynthesness planetary phenomena. At 
the same time, the process of synthesness is organized by individual features of 
a Human defined by each Human as Freedom of Volya. 

The fourth evolution forms the metagalactic relations for a Human and 
Humanity, forming a Human of Polnomochiya Sovershenstv and introducing 
necessary metagalactic perfections into the natural life of every Human. 

The fifth evolution develops the metagalactic implementation of a Human of 
Hierarchization deploying hierarchical types of implementation of many 
realities, many Parts, Systems, Apparates, Particulars in expression of many 
dimensions, speeds, spaces and times of a Human's development by 
metagalactic processes. 

The sixth evolution develops every Human as a Human-Creator of Physicality 
showing not planetary but a metagalactic life. The sixth evolution forms the 
phenomenon of the concentration of Metagalaxy Fa on each Human in the 
implementation of the Anthropic Principle of Metagalaxy: "The whole 
Metagalaxy creates every Human, and a Human creates Metagalaxy by himself." 
The concentration of abilities, talents and creative realizations individually by 
each Human is the main specific of the sixth evolution. It is clear that at the 
current moment we give personal human attitude to this. But every human has 
the speed of neurons, and the plasticity of muscles, and the saturation of cells, 
and the structure of brain, and the dynamics of criticality, and the specific of 
energy intensity and so and so forth. And all this and moreover needs a specific 
evolutionary advancement and evolutionary realization. The formation of a 
Human of Creation of everything in everything is the main specific of the sixth 
evolution. 

The seventh evolution forms the Human of Planet Earth living within limits of 
Metagalaxy Fa, developing corresponding metagalactic relationships both in a 
Human and on Earth as his habitat. In this expression, Earthling becomes the 
carrier of the synthesis of metagalactic processes entering the nature of 
synthesis of Metagalaxy. 

The eighth evolution forms a Human of Metagalaxy Fa living in scale of 
Metagalaxy and acting in it and by it. It is not only and not so much an action in 
Cosmos carried out by previous evolutionary forms. It is the organization of 
Metagalactic managements of Matter of Metagalaxy that has its specific forms 
and expressions. 

The ninth evolution forms a Human of Initially Highest Father expressing 
processes of Obraz and Podobie of Initially Highest Father and any other 
processes of Ipostasic expression of Initially Highest Father by a Human. In 
various sources there is an Hierarchy of Fathers but there is still no any analogs 
of its scientific expression. As “gods” came from heaven, we offer the Cosmic 
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principle of their existence, in which the Hierarchy of Fathers is the Hierarchy of 
Leaders of different cosmic systems and objects. In historiography there is 
Father of Planet known as Heavenly, Father of Sun known as the One, Father of 
Galaxy known as Allah or the Supreme (Pantocrator), Father of Metagalaxy 
known as Initially Highest Father of Initially Highest Wholeness. Replication of 
biological beings, especially of the higher format of life, cannot be carried out 
from a non-biological being. "There is no a Father who didn't used to be a 
Human before" is written in the ancient texts. So, the highest Human in his 
training becomes at the head of biological processes of metagalactic 
development, he is vested with rights to manage the development of Biological 
beings and Matter which forms them. A Human coordinates with the Highest 
Upravitel’ of Metagalaxy Fa Initially Highest Father and expresses Him by 
himself, learning to manage the Metagalaxy. This is a significantly different 
process than assumptions known today, and entering the metagalactic processes 
of being a Human must make efforts to acquire the specifics of biological 
metagalactic realizations, cognizing the Hierarchy of these processes and 
showing it by himself. That is, the Hierarchy of Fathers is an evolutionary 
process and these processes are developed by the ninth metagalactic evolution. 
The scale of this problem is so huge that having only one evolutionary motion in 
growth and development of the first evolution, we cannot truly research this 
topic and declare any possibilities on this matter. We are only in the Beginning 
of the Way. 

The tenth evolution is the evolution of Posvyashenniy. Starting from this 
evolution and further we enter the hierarchical evolutionary relations that are 
developed only metagalactically and not having analogues of the first 
evolutionary approach of planetary growth. The hierarchy is a synthesis of 
multi-level antinomic non-linear systems between themselves implemented by 
one whole. In a huge scale of Metagalaxy, there are many subtleties of existence 
of Ogon' and Matter that are difficultly developed by linear evolutionary logic of 
beginnings of implementation. Paradoxically, evolutions also evolve and self-
organize as the higher evolutions contain the lower ones as a part reformatting 
many processual implementations. That leads to a hierarchical evolutionary 
specific of existence. The tenth evolution is a formation of Rights of Sozidanya at 
every Human who has certain system parameters with appropriate competence 
for their realization by every Human. When accumulation of several systemically 
self-organized Rights of Sozidanya, there is their formation into a whole that 
cause the process of evolutionary getting of a higher form of Energy, Light, Spirit 
and Ogon' of Metagalaxy by a Human with fixation of Rights of Sozidanya for 
their realization. This process is known to us as Posvyashennie that forms the 
qualitative components of every Human by energy-, light-, spirit-, Ogon' — 
capacity of implementation. 

The eleventh evolution is of Sluzhashiy. The next stage of Hierarchization of 
the Metagalactic "I am a Human" by containing and applying of Beginnings of 
Creation of a Sluzhashiy. The category of Sluzhashiy was chosen as the most 
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appropriate to the process of implementing the Beginnings of Creation, which 
doesn't switch on into implementation and application without serving to 
others. Here we are faced with impossible evolutionary-planetary approach: 
altruistic meanings realized by evolutionary specifics. But if to take into account 
systemic connections of the influence of any Beginnings of Creation on every 
Human of Metagalaxy and on any of its living beings, then altruism of service 
(sluzhenie) becomes a necessary natural barrier of self-organization of a higher 
biological being for entering, accumulating and applying the Beginnings of 
Creation by himself. The peculiarity of the process is the specific psychodynamic 
organization of peculiarities of individual properties and qualities of a Human in 
Beginnings of Creation, synthesizing Sozidatelnost’ of each. It is the specificity of 
a human psychodynamism forms a Status of Mastering the Beginnings of 
Creation that develop possibilities of Sozidaniya by everyone by realization of 
growth of the eleventh evolution. 

The twelfth evolution is of Ipostas’. The hierarchization of the Metagalactic "I 
am a Human" by a degree of Creating Synthesis, where the synthesis of systems 
of various Beginnings of Creation got, accumulated and applied by a Human is 
formed into a wholeness — that is called Creating Synthesis with a total creative 
effect of both the environment and the inner possibilities of everyone. The 
transformation of nonlinear multilevel systems of the Beginnings of Creation 
into Creating Synthesis wholly by entering the creative processes and flows of 
Metagalaxy by every Human is called Ipostasnost’. Ipostas’ — it is an unfolding 
of parts of creative processes by oneself in their creating application by Volya of 
everyone. Ipostasnost’ of Creating Synthesis in concentration of beginnings of 
Metagalactic creation expresses the Prasynthesis of each Human of Creation of 
Metagalaxy by it. The twelfth evolution realizes the transforming of 
Prasynthesness by growth and development of every Human into metagalactic 
creation, forming the general plan of creating synthesis of everyone in 
everything. 

The thirteenth evolution is of Teacher acts by hierarchization of the 
Metagalactic "I am" a Human by etalon Synthesness by expressing of etalons of 
wholeness by realization of Prasynthesness by growth and development of a 
Human into Synthesness of coordination and implementation of metagalactic 
processes in realization of a Human and existence of a Human as he is by 
implementation of Metagalaxy. The growth and development of bodily 
capabilities of a Human by the surrounding metagalactic environment with 
mastering all the specifics of its management — it is the task of the thirteenth 
evolution. Mutual coordination of a Human and Metagalaxy by synthesness of 
them in development of the Position of the Observer — Esm' a Teacher. 

The fourteenth evolution is of Vladyka fulfills the hierarchization of the 
metagalactic "I am" a Human by growth and development of his Polnomochiya 
Sovershenstv. On the one hand, purposefully forms development of Perfections 
of a Human by applying peculiarities of metagalactic fundamental interactions 
that transforms development of Matter of Metagalaxy, on the other hand, it 
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develops Polnomochiya of a Human in applying of these Perfections in managing 
of metagalactic processes. The result — Polnomochiya Sovershenstv of every 
Human are in his skills of Possession of both the Matter of Metagalaxy and 
managing it. 

The fifteenth evolution of Avatar deals, in fact, with the Hierarchization of 
each Human in his specifics of managing influence on any Metagalactic processes 
and conditions with their mutual coordination exactly with this Human by 
peculiarities of his individual skills. In this sense, nonlinearly and internally, a 
Hierarchy of head-principals is formed that exert the strongest influence on 
Metagalaxy and develop it consciously. By this, a peak in Hierarchical managing 
of matter is achieved and its organization as a whole. 

The sixteenth evolution is of Initially Highest Father forms the biological 
peculiarity of a Human by 16384-ary replicable subnuclear composition of the 
corresponding High Whole Realities/Initially Highest Realities/Realities/ 
Presences of Initially Highest Wholeness in qualitative-quantitative growth of 
Human's abilities with specification of every evolution by the corresponding 
phenomena:  

The sixteenth evolution is specified on Dolzhnostnaya Competence of the 
Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father that creates Metagalaxy by 
itself.  

The fifteenth evolution is specified on the Hierarchization of everything in 
everything in managing of the created. 

The fourteenth evolution is specified on the Polnomochiya Sovershenstv of a 
Human in training and perfection of his capabilities. 

The thirteenth evolution — on Synthesness by a Human of replicable 
properties and their expressions by every reality of Metagalaxy and in synthesis 
of them, on the replicability of their expressions in synthesis of everything in 
everything. 

The twelfth evolution — on the Creating Synthesis with possibilities of 
creation of different peculiarities and degrees of creation by a Human. 

The eleventh evolution — on the Beginnings of Creation of Realizations of 
Sozidaniy by a Human. 

The tenth evolution is on the Rights of Sozidaniya of a Human. 
The ninth evolution is on the quality of Life of every Part of a Human and in 

synthesis of them and a Human as such. 
The eighth evolution — on the quality of Systems of Parts of a Human and in 

synthesis of them on peculiarities and level of growth of systemic organization 
of Human Parts. 

The seventh evolution — on the quality of Apparates of Systems of Parts of a 
Human and in synthesis of them, on specifications of depth, peculiarity, width 
and power of Apparates of Systems of Parts of a Human by this.  

The sixth evolution — on the quality of Particulars of a Human with all 
specifications of the power of thought, the depth of feeling, the width of 
sensations, the specifics of motions and so on and so forth. 
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The fifth evolution — on the organization and expression of the Synthesis 
World Body of a Human, taking into account the creating phenomenon of 
replicable interactions of Metagalaxy and a Human between themselves. 

The fourth evolution — on the effectiveness and appearance of the 
Metagalactic World Body of a Human with everything in everything and the 
depth of expression of Human’s capabilities by all peculiarities of Metagalaxy Fa 
and by Metagalaxy Fa by a Human. 

The third evolution — on the specialization and phenomenon of the Subtle 
World Body of a Human in a whole with all reality metagalactic peculiarities in 
external expression with internal specification of all peculiarities by everyone. 

The second evolution — on the appearance of the Physical World Body of a 
Human in the non-alienation to Metagalaxy Fa by the Anthropic Principle of 
Creation of each, with emanating replicable particularities of each Human into 
Metagalaxy Fa in its development and by Metagalaxy Fa to every Human in his 
evolution. 

The first evolution carries the general characteristic of replicated gettings of 
a Human, by Poyadayushaya Ognennost’ by metagalactic particularities, of 
synthesness of 16 parameters from Ivdivnost’ to Rules with 16 specifics of 
evolutionary coordination of a Human with any 16-ary matrix expressions of 
metagalactic particularities of the basic systematics of a Human, not depending 
on his point of view on them, but with basic metagalactic concentrating 
influence on a Human who has gone into cosmos beyond boundaries of Planet 
Earth and has received the appropriate package of matrix self-organization 
physically, supported by the first Metagalactic evolution in every of us. 

The basic matrix self-organization of Metagalaxy Fa in each of us is 16×16, 
that is 256 matrix phenomena of the minimum expression of 256 basic parts of a 
Human of Planet Earth in 16 variants of evolutionary concentrations giving 4096 
Parts of a Human of Metagalaxy Fa in physical basic expression of Metagalaxy Fa. 
This specificity of particularities of Metagalaxy is laid down in its parameters 
and development characteristics, and the perspective 16-ity of realization of this 
process by each Human physically. 

In this regard, in addition to the dimensional characteristics of the 
Metagalaxy Fa, at time of replicability of interaction of Metagalaxy Fa and a 
Human of Metagalaxy Fa, there growth four Worlds of a Human's expression in 
Metagalaxy Fa, they realize the basic effect of expression of a Human by 
Particulars, Apparates, Systems and Parts. 

The Physical world of a Human's external realization is the interrelation of 
compactification and reducibility of Particulars of each Human, which he 
reproduces by himself and realizes in environment by external realization of the 
physical world, in which 4096 types of realities are fixed — a quarter of 
Metagalaxy Fa. 

The Subtle World replicates the compactification of reduction of Apparates of 
a Human by activating another 4096 realities and by the development of the 
Subtle World with 8192 kinds of realities as a whole, replicablly interacting with 
Apparates inside the Systems of Parts of a Human and realizing this in the 
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external expression of the subtle world by external subtle-physical life of a 
Human. 

The metagalactic world is revealed by Systems of Parts of a Human in given 
to us sensations, feelings, thoughts, and so forth projected from Metagalaxy Fa 
into each of us and from each of us into Metagalaxy Fa by the corresponding 
systemic organization of a Human. The Metagalactic world adds another 4096 
realities, implemented together with the Apparates and Particulars of acting 
systems of a human in 12288 kinds of realities of metagalaxy Fa as a whole. The 
Metagalactic World builds the actual picture of the Metagalaxy and 
Metagalacticity, as such, to each human, in synthesis of mutual reflection of one 
in another one, in Metagalaxy and a Human. 

And the fourth, the Synthesis World, where Parts of a Human are formed, 
activate and develop, really acting on Metagalaxy Fa, expressing the 
prasynthesness Matter and Synthesis by a Human in subnuclearity of replicated 
particularities, taken by every Human by the corresponding Parts of a Human of 
Metagalaxy Fa. The synthesis world adds 4096 realities in this expression to 
16384 ones previously deployed, synthesizing all 16384 types of realities 
between themselves expressing parts, systems, apparates and particulars in 
synthesis of every Human by Metagalaxy Fa. 

In the corresponding phenomenon, each world organizes its natural 
perspective in nature of Metagalaxy by expression of corresponding 
evolutionary, nuclear, subnuclear and other components of Metagalaxy Fa as a 
whole. These are completely new natural realities which one will have to live 
metagalactically and which a Human Earthman will have to learn to live 
metagalactically. This, by the way, will explain many arisen paradoxes that have 
not yet received a scientific explanation. 

Based on the 16-ity of characteristics of Matter of Metagalaxy Fa and 
particularities of a Human of revealing Metagalaxy Fa, there can be pointed out 
16 levels of a Human's organization in nature of basic emanations: 

16. The nucleus emanates the prasynthesis of the 16th level, which when 
going into Synthesis by the organizations of a Human, forms Ogon'. 

15. Ogon' when passing into Volya by a Human's actions forms the Spirit. 
14. Spirit when passing into Wisdom by a Human's expressions forms the 

Light. 
13. Light when passing into Love by activating of a Human forms Energy. 
12. Energies when passing into Creation form a realizable Subnuclearity 
11. Subnuclearity when passing into Sozidanie forms the Form of synthesis of 

a Human and Metagalaxy. 
10. The form when passing into Replication shows the Soderzhatelnost’ of 

everything in everything. 
09. Soderzhatelnost’ when passing into Life forms the field of human action. 
08. Field when going into Voskreshenie forms the Time by specifics of 

Amatics. 
07. Time when going into Probuzhdenie forms the Space by specifics of Atma. 
06. Space when going into Genesis forms the Speed by specifics of Buddi. 
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05. Speed when going into Humaneness forms the Dimension by specifics of 
Causes. 

04. Dimension when going into Sluzhenie forms the Vossoedinennost’ of 
everything in everything. 

03. Vossoedinennost’ when going into Vershenie forms Self-organization in 
expression of the Vershenie of a Human which self-organizes and creates a 
matrix of basic properties and particularities of a phenomenon input both in 
every sphere of Metagalaxy and reduced into nuclei with corresponding 
replications of accumulations not only of every Human but Metagalaxy Fa as a 
whole. That says about fixations in Matter of Metagalaxy both of all previous 
accumulations of Vershenie of previous people and higher biological beings who 
lived in Metagalaxy in any species and epochs of its development and of 
Metagalaxy as such in its diversity of growth. 

02. Self-organization when going into Practice forms types of human 
emanations. 

01. Emanations when going into Mogushestvo form the Substance of every 
Human in expression of Metagalaxy Fa determining quality and quantity of 
substance structure of both a Human and Metagalaxy Fa increasing replicability 
of all particularities of each other by every reality, every sphere of dimensionally 
organized reality and so on, and so on of everything in everything. Then a 
physical realization of Mogushestvo of a Human by a Substance follows where in 
synthesis of everything in everything in every bodily expressed Human the 
quality of the substance of Metagalaxy of a Human body grows in synthesis of 
4096 Parts, and the quality of the substance of the corresponding Emanations of 
Mogushestvo result the highest quality of substance of Metagalaxy Fa by this. At 
the same time, Parts of a Human inside the body form not only the peculiarities 
of a Human but also the quality of 4096 substances of bodiness of Metagalaxy by 
a Human and of Human bodiness by Metagalaxy Fa in interconnection in each 
other by expressing the Metagalaxy by a Human according to anthropic principle 
and by expression of a Human by Metagalaxy in certain parameters of their 
development in synthesis. This is the effect of Mogushestvo of both a Human and 
Metagalaxy as a whole. 

In these implementations, there are two 16-ity which form the general 
structure of Metagalaxy Fa with basic types of 16 (sixteen) 16-ities together 
forming 256-ary basic phenomenon of Metagalaxy. In order to understand this 
specific it is necessary to understand the action of each term and reality of 
relationship forming by it that is the applied part of the Science of Synthesis and 
is not the task of the Paradigm as such. 

In synthesis of these interactions of 16-ity, there is a specification of the 
variable growth of every Human or every human life in timeless and time 
limitation by the corresponding Standards, Laws, Imperatives, Axioms, 
Beginnings, Principles, Methods and Rules of Metagalactic Development 
presenting it as natural features of organizations of Stihiyas, Tsarstvoes, spheres 
of replication and other specifics of Metagalaxy Fa. Where four Worlds, that is 
Physical, Subtle, Metagalactic, Synthesis and 16 evolutions of Metagalaxy Fa are 
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resulted by 16-ity of Ogneobrazes of basic replications of Metagalaxy Fa. Where 
the base of replication of Ogneobrazes is consistently: 

16. Nucleus  
15. I Esm’ 
14. Imperio  
13. Versum  
12. Continuum  
11. Volume 
10. Shar  
09. Drop  
08. Spark  
07. Point-spark  
06. Point 
05. Element  
04. Molecule  
03. Atom  
02. Particle 
01. Spin  

This is a 16-ity of Ogneobrazes in Subnuclearity of fundamental interactions, 
is both a reflection of 16 evolutions and a reflection of the basic 16 replications 
of each nucleus of the nuclear component of Metagalaxy Fa and subnuclear 
environment of metagalacticity of the corresponding realities, in the growth of 
these 16-ities of everything in everything by the corresponding expression of 
256-ity of a Human and so on and so forth. Also in mathematical growth of 
metagalactic phenomenon that forms the nature of Metagalaxy as a whole; 
forming sphere of replications of everything in everything of metagalactic 
mutual reflections of all parameters, properties, qualities and particularities in 
general; forming stihiyniy organizations of nuclear interactions among 
themselves of all replications of all lower expressions in the highest ones as a 
whole. With the 16-ity of Ogneobrazniy replicable phenomenon, 64 stihiyniy 
levels of interaction of metagalactic particularities are formed, on the bases of 
expression of 256 basic Parts of a Human, 64 of which are materially energetic, 
64 are materially-lightly metagalactic, 64 are implemented by spirit — high 
whole really and 64 — by Ogon' of Metagalaxy Fa in general. Thus, the basic 
Stihiyas have the energy intensity of 64 expressions of the basic energy intensity 
of a Human and the base Tsarstvoes have 64 basic expressions of the Spirit of a 
Human, as we see in Metagalaxy. It is necessary to understand that the basis of 
this is the Position of the Planetary Observer based on the distinction between 
four Stihiyas and four Tsarstvoes of nature. The metagalactic diversity in 64 
expressions requires not just a change of perception but growing and formation 
of the Metagalactic Position of the Observer that perceives it. 

When there are 64 Stihiyniy interactions, then 64 Tsarstvoes are born — 
from the basic planetary expression of mineral, vegetable, animal, human 
Tsarstvoes and up, up by 64 organizations of Human specifics by replicating 
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properties of Metagalaxy. This unfolds 64 types of substances acting in 
Tsarstvos, Stihiyas and realized by each body of a Human both by the 64-ity of 
his basic energy states and by the 64-ity of substantiality of a substance that 
characterizes the quality of Metagalaxy. Emanating substances are realized in 
the basic phenomenon of each Presence and each Reality, each Initially Highest 
Reality of Metagalaxy Fa. And in synthesis of this, the Initially Highest Wholeness 
as a whole is formed presenting that we call the Initially Highest Home of 
Initially Highest Father in Metagalaxy Fa in the reverse order of action of 
everything in everything synthes-physically. 

Thus, all kinds of interacting phenomena grows special metagalactic, where 
all Matter of all previous forms of subnuclear thickenings is organized by 
corresponding specifications of nuclear, subnuclear properties of Metagalaxy Fa 
in these types of interactions. At the same time, the specialization of activation of 
Matter as structured nuclear environment of Metagalaxy Fa is the next step in 
development of the unicity of Metagalaxy by science, where we go from the 
“special” to the “particular” with organization of human point and with 
understanding of human point we will go into “Unicible” scientific, where states 
of Metagalaxy Matter will be considered as structured metagalactic phenomenon 
by nuclear replicable interactions and by subnuclearity of Metagalaxy Fa 
physically. 

Thus, from the “common” and “special” of Metagalaxy Fa we go into a 
“particular” that corresponds to the human organization, having seen the 
Particular human by thesis “know yourself and you will know the world”, we 
lead to the “Unicible” as the structure of Metagalaxy materially physically with 
individual objects of its realization in the form of planets, stars, cosmos and 
various other structural organizations among themselves. 

Thus, the “Special” is formed by Metagalaxy Fa as a whole and the next 
quarter of the Paradigm is the “Particular” in point of development of a Human 
by Metagalaxy Fa and all his specifications in it. And the “Unicible” in view of 
development of Matter as an external environment organizing the perspective 
external existence of a Human by the relevant organizations of Matter in the 
form of planets, stars, cosmos and various structures of Metagalaxy in general, 
with the corresponding layers of interplanetary, interstellar, interstructural and 
metagalactic substance in its different characteristics. Everything is taken into 
account: asteroids, meteorites, comets, any other material organizations in the 
form of gas regions of giants or nebulae and so on, and so on, everything else 
that we know or do not know, that we will know in perspective as singular 
features of Metagalaxy in the expression of these replicated properties of the 
material organization of Being. Both the previous characteristics of nuclear 
states of Metagalaxy and perspective ones that will now emerge by themselves 
but in another time parameters and results of mutual expression. 
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3. Part 3. Particular. Paradigm of a Human 

The Human of Initially Highest Father according to the etymology of a word 
is a pupil of the time, the century of Initially Highest Father (IHF). Taking into 
account the fact that time flows from Ogon' as the eighth horizon of Initially 
Highest Father and pupilage supposes both learning by time and managing it, a 
Human in the first approximation and expression of Initially Highest Father is 
the Upravitel’ of time who simultaneously learns it and, in fact, controls it. 
Where a Human ruling the time expresses a ruling by Ogon' and applies it in the 
pupilage of time in the surrounding life, noticing or not noticing it. In the 
corresponding specifics, if to consider that the pramatter, the prasynthesness of 
Initially Highest Father reveals two component phenomena upon 
materialization: it is Ogon' that forms the Initially Highest Home of Initially 
Highest Father (IHHIHF) as a whole and Matter that thickening in the center of 
Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father into Nucleus, in this case a 
Human is the one who expresses Ogon' by expressing prasynthesness of Initially 
Highest Father in organization of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 
Father physically by himself, where a Human is revealed by a formed Ogon' of 
Initially Highest Father and Matter is revealed by external organization of 
nuclearity of Initially Highest Father in the corresponding forms and expressions 
physically. Hence, a Human is not a material being of Initially Highest Home of 
Initially Highest Father but a being of Ogon' of Initially Highest Father with 
rights of a upravitel’ of Matter as an organizer of Ogon' with time flowing from 
Ogon' and who is the main “transmission belt” of activation and motion of 
matter as such, where the time is the Ogon' movement of Matter that is 
actualized by a Human. 

In the Ogon' formation a Human is an Obraz and Podobie of Initially Highest 
Father where Father Esm' "Poyadayushiy Ogon’" from internal phenomenon of 
which (from Poyadayushiy Ogon’) there is Prasynthesness of everything in 
everything in expression of Initially Highest Father physically and in forming of 
Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father as a whole. In expression of 
Initially Highest Father by himself, a Human is formed not by Poyadayushiy 
Ogon’ as Father but by Ogon' that is a result of the Initially Highest Home of 
Initially Highest Father and that is formed by Poyadayushiy Ogon’ of Initially 
Highest Father where Initially Highest Father expresses by Prasynthesness that 
is fixed into Poyadayushiy Ogon’ with forming of Poyadayushiy Ogon’ by the 
Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father inside of which there is 
compactification of Poyadayushiy Ogon’ into two areas: into a splash of Ogon' as 
such and thickening of nuclei of Matter by the initially Nucleus of formation of 
fixations of Prasynthesness phenomena by it as a clot of Ogon' in formed 
condition of organization of Matter by this. At this time, free Ogon' of 
internuclear states of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father is 
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released. And a Human is a Being who penetrates with this free Ogon' fixing 
Synthesis of Initially Highest Father in it by analogy with the Prasynthesis of 
Poyadayushiy Ogon’. And internalizing the synthesis of Initially Highest Father 
as such, in synthesis of all paradigmatic properties and settings of Initially 
Highest Father by synthesis, a Human being organized by Ogon' begins to rule it 
with flowing of time from this Ogon'. And in ruling of Ogon', he begins ruling of 
Matter in which the nuclei as the main bricks, as the basis of materiality, consist 
of Ogon' with formed by records Standards, Laws, Imperatives, Axioms, etc., etc., 
the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father of Prasynthesness by this 
Ogon'. 

As a result, we see a thickening of formation of Poyadayushiy Ogon' that goes 
into a state of Matter by the central nucleus of Initially Highest Home of Initially 
Highest Father with formation of nuclei from the settling Poyadayushiy Ogon' by 
splashing out of excess Ogon' into the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 
Father and by compactification of Poyadayushiy Ogon' into the nucleus with 
records of paradigmatic states and settings of Initially Highest Father in 
minimally 16-ary phenomenon and further in the expanding variant of 
actualization of everything in everything with the replicability of nuclei between 
themselves all in all, in the synthesis of their interconnection by this, including 
all Ogneobraz conditions of interaction of all nuclei between themselves by 
creation of subnuclear environment of the nuclear foundations of Matter, the 
creation of Matter as such. At the same time, a Human by Obraz and Podobie of 
Father is created by the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father as a 
Matter of Ogon' or just as clean Ogon' where nuclei of Matter are connected 
inside a Human by subnuclear states of matter and simultaneously by Ogon' of 
the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father, where nuclei of Matter 
creates the structuredness of a Human in all his basic expressions starting with 
the physical body where every cell forms the corresponding nucleus but unlike 
the Matter that forms any objects of Cosmos in way of understanding the Science 
as non-living substance, a human nuclearity is based on clean Ogon' of Initially 
Highest Father as splash out of Poyadayushiy Ogon’ when forming a nuclearity 
in a body. And, thus, a category of living substance appears as a phenomenon of 
nuclear formation of clean Ogon' of Initially Highest Father that is revealed 
during dividing Poyadayushiy Ogon’ into Ogon' unformed in the Initially Highest 
Home of Initially Highest Father and being formed into nuclei of living Matter 
that we see as nuclei of a Human of Initially Highest Father in the evolutionary 
growth of these nuclei in the synthesis of all corresponding Tsarstvos and all 
biology as a whole and Settling Ogon’ of Poyadayushiy Ogon' formed by the 
corresponding standards, laws, imperatives, axioms and so forth minimum in 
16-ity into nuclei of so-called non-living Matter where Ogon' also acts but with 
recorded structuring of a phenomenon of Matter as such. In this sense, a Human 
becomes a phenomenon of Ogon' implementation of the Initially Highest Home 
of Initially Highest Father by Initially Highest Father's creation physically, and 
the Matter is formed by implementation of formation of Ogon' by nuclei, 
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structured from prasynthesness in expression of standards, laws, methods, rules 
and in general by 16 basic phenomena or 256-ity of all basic states of 
scientificity of Initially Highest Father in each nucleus of Matter replicated 
between each other into the corresponding levels which are described by the 
previous two quarters of the paradigm.  

Thus, a Human who is formed by Ogon' with the nuclear component of a non-
Ogon' phenomenon is the materialization of the Initially Highest Home of 
Initially Highest Father by Ogon' where the very materialization by Ogon' of the 
Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father is possible only in expression of 
Initially Highest Father because the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 
Father as such is the sphere of emanations of Initially Highest Father of 
synthesis of Poyadayushiy Ogon' in different levels of emanations. In a 
corresponding way, emanations of Initially Highest Father being formed in a 
sphere of Initially Highest Father begin to follow from the sphere to the 
centering and the materialization of Poyadayushiy Ogon’, recording structural 
bases of the paradigm of Initially Highest Father is forming into nuclei of Matter, 
on the one hand, and, on another hand, by redundancy of Ogon', forms this Ogon' 
into nuclei states of a Human by direct emanations of Initially Highest Father 
reflected by a sphere and by spheres of the Initially Highest Home of Initially 
Highest Father as a whole where Ogon' of Human's nuclei records emanations of 
Initially Highest Father as such. In this sense, a Human is the creation and 
constant creationness of Initially Highest Father not canceling the evolutionary 
growth of materiality of his organization as such where matter differs by the 
corresponding evolutionary states of qualitative growth. And in application of 
emanations recorded by Ogon' of nuclearity of a Human of Initially Highest 
Father in the surrounding matter, as the external expression of a Human, in 
reverse order, there arise an evolutionary growth of a Human in qualitativeness 
of interaction with the surrounding matter as such, in evolutionary application 
of these qualitative components of one or another level of 16-ary evolutionary 
development and qualitative expression of matter as such. Accepting 
emanations of Initially Highest Father, a Human in fact is the primary replicable 
sphere of emanations of Initially Highest Father. And absorbing emanations of 
Initially Highest Father, he, in fact, goes into the replicability of expression of 
Initially Highest Father by his own Ognenniy state, in one or another aspect of 
implementation by each of us, and by a corresponding increase of quality of the 
nuclearity of development of a Human as such. In the corresponding Obraz of 
the basic phenomenon of Initially Highest Father, there are 256 different basic 
characteristics of Initially Highest Father that present Parts of Initially Highest 
Father which are expressed in a Human as Parts of a Human in synthesis of 
expression of Parts of Initially Highest Father by every Human where every Part 
emanates corresponding wave functions of replication of nuclear bases of 
Ognennost’ of a Human as such and a Human automatically absorbs 256 
replicated states of Parts of Initially Highest Father by himself where 256 Parts 
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of basic expression of Initially Highest Father on planet Earth synthes-physically 
are formed in every Human — regardless of his views on this theme. 

In this context we distinguish a biological birth of a Human from the 
biological physical mother physically where the physical body of a Human is 
born, and the replicability of Parts of Initially Highest Father by Parts of a 
Human with further growth of a physical body of Initially Highest Father where 
the physical body itself is the 63rd Part of the basic 256 states of a Human and 
the very growth of the physical body of a Human in the womb of mother, on the 
one hand, reflects the evolutionary state of matter of the corresponding 
planetarity of expression of Initially Highest Father by matter of metagalacticity, 
where Metagalaxy, concentrating, creates each of us, including a body in the 
womb of mother in the first place, individually. At a certain level of evolutionary-
natural state of a Human, it sends to a womb of mother not metagalactic waves 
of formation of one Part of a Human — a physical body, but replicated waves of 
Initially Highest Father with formation of 256 Parts of replicated Parts of 
Initially Highest Father in the physical body of a Human in the womb of a Mother 
by the corresponding nuclear organization of a Human, reflected both in a 
cellular composition of a Human and in the subnuclearity of a Human levels by 
the corresponding nuclear replicable states of Initially Highest Father. The 
replicability is transmitted by Ogon' of Initially Highest Father of the 
corresponding Parts into Ogon' of the corresponding Parts of a Human of 
Initially Highest Father, where Ogon' in the corresponding body of a Human 
formed in the womb of a mother is formed into a part, emanating in this 
formation Volya of Initially Highest Father of synthesis of replicated states and 
settings of Initially Highest Father. By emanations of Volya of Initially Highest 
Father, Spirit of every Part deploys from His Ogon' by concrete specifics of 
implementation of nuclear and subnuclear connections of bodiness of Initially 
Highest Father in each nascent or forming Human body both in the womb of 
mother and in further growth of this body after birth. The Physical bodily Part of 
a Human, known to us as the physical body, is formed by the corresponding 
material nuclei in the organization of matter as a Human body in the womb of 
mother, but the very specific of organization of nuclei into a Human body by 
growth of a biological being is the replicating property of nuclei of Ognenniy 
state of Initially Highest Father as a Human. Ognennost of nuclei of Initially 
Highest Father replicably connects with nuclei of matter at the moment of 
fetation of a Human body in formation of synthesis of nuclei of replicated Ogon' 
of Initially Highest Father by a Human and nuclei of the implemented matter of 
this planet in expression of the metagalacticity of matter of Initially Highest 
Father. In synthesis of nuclei of Ogon' and nuclei of matter there appears an 
annihilating splash out of states of birth of a Human body by own nuclear human 
bodily bases of synthesis of all his Parts. 

When fertilized activation of the elementary spin — the elementary nucleus, 
from the 16-ity of elementary spin to elementary nucleus in expression of 
synthesis of a Nucleus of Ogon' or a Nucleus of Matter, there results the 
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synthesis of an implementing part of birth of an elementary nucleus of the 
primary formation of a Human with formation of the elementary nucleus of the 
initial cell with the nucleus in the center of it and internal elementary nucleus of 
a nuclei of the initial cell of primary synthesis of DNA of a new body of a Human. 
The process is deployed by fertilizing cells of a father's spermatozoon and a 
mother's egg cell — the primary carriers of two types of specifications of Ogon' 
— for attraction of a nucleus of Ogon' by father’s spermatozoon and a nucleus of 
the corresponding matter by mother’s egg cell that in synthesis born the 
elementary nucleus of the basic state of a Human and activating the synthesis of 
DNA of a Human in expression of DNA of father and mother of physical bodily 
implementation of each. 

When forming the 63d Part, a Physical Body of a Human, of the 256 ones, the 
imbibing of replicated states of Initially Highest Father concentrated on a body 
of a Human by the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father is 
determined by a setting of properties and parameters of metagalactic matter by 
the anthropic principle of expression of Initially Highest Father by a Human. The 
anthropic principle of the material organization by metagalacticity of the highest 
point of expression and development of matter as such is the golden mean 
between the replicated emanations of Initially Highest Father and replicable 
absorptions of these emanations by a body of a Human in synthesis of two 
replications by balanced medianity of anthropic principle of materiality as such, 
by metagalacticity of expression of synthesis of Initially Highest Father and a 
Human as a whole. That is applied in all types of metagalactically formed matter 
as such, where non-metagalactic but formed matter is a non-replicable matter of 
a non-living substance that is a general background of matter acting in 
replicating interactions of Initially Highest Father and a Human of Initially 
Highest Father by general anthropic principle of metagalactic organization of 
matter thickeninged by the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father in 
synthesis of them as such. 

In a corresponding way, a direction of replicated emanations of Initially 
Highest Father by 256-ity of the basic condition of Initially Highest Father is 
supported by specialists of Initially Highest Father in accordance with His Obraz 
and Podobie who are grown out of Humans acting with the corresponding 
podgotovka in expression of the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 
Father and all metagalactic matter as such. They are of different civilization 
forms and phenomena of a Human but with basic biological originality of 
physical body of Initially Highest Father by Obraz and Podobie expressed by a 
Human of any planets of metagalactic implementation. The basic synthesis 
organization of this implementation for today is Planet Earth with specification 
of synthesness of Initially Highest Father as such that will be considered further 
in the fourth part of the Paradigm — about the unicible. Thus, Father chooses 
256 specialists expresses ideally replicable wave emanations of Initially Highest 
Father themselves, where 64 basic specialists are Initially Ipostases in a single 
phenomenon of the whole replicable capabilities of Initially Highest Father of 
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the corresponding hierarchical features from the highest to the lowest one in 
adapting of replicating capabilities of Initially Highest Father by Poyadayushiy 
Ogon’. And further 384 specialists are chosen — Avatars of Synthesis in 
expression of 192 pairs of Yang-Yin team in sense of synthesis of Yang and Yin 
expressions of replicated characteristics of Initially Highest Father by 
corresponding hierarchization of Parts from the 192d to the 1st one including 
the 63rd Part — the physical body of a Human — by corresponding specialists of 
replicating wave expressions of Initially Highest Father in the physical body of 
each Human by this. 

In that way, Initially Highest Father creates the Hierarchy of Initially Highest 
Father that is called as the Initially Highest Hierarchy of Initially Highest Father 
in sense that it is initial — by expression of Parts of Initially Highest Father by 
Itself, highest — by emanating, replicating settings and properties of Parts of 
Initially Highest Father and hierarchical — in sense that it expresses Synthesis of 
non-linear systems of Parts of Initially Highest Father between themselves into a 
certain systemic whole of Initially Highest Father with overcoming the 
systemacity as such by Hierarchization of the whole phenomena of Parts of 
Initially Highest Father. The Hierarchy is the multilevel expression of different 
wholenesses into one Initially Highest Wholeness of Initially Highest Father 
where there is its own hierarchically systemic expression in each Wholeness 
that is whole. The 256 wholenesses represents the whole of the Hierarchy as 
such, in reflecting the expression of Parts of Initially Highest Father by itself with 
entire perspective of specification of these Parts comprehensively: by all types of 
Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father, Ogon' of of Initially Highest 
Home of Initially Highest Father and Matter of of Initially Highest Home of 
Initially Highest Father by this. In this case, the Matter is organized, 
materializing by the metagalacticity of formation and Ogon' is organized and 
formed by the hierarchicity of control of this metagalactic Matter by general 
state of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father, formed by 
Poyadayushiy Ogon’ of Initially Highest Father as a whole. Thus, the 
concentration of the replicated Parts of Initially Highest Father in their 
development is fixed by the Hierarchy of 256-ity of those who expresses Initially 
Highest Father as 256-ity of Initially Highest Ipostases of Initially Highest Father 
in ipostasic expression of Parts of Initially Highest Father by themselves. With 
unfolding of this hierarchization of expression of Initially Highest Father from 
the 256-ity of the basic state of Initially Highest Father in view of Parts of a 
Human of Planet into 4096-ity of the hierarchical expression of Initially Highest 
Father by 16 expressions of 256-ities of Initially Highest Father: 

By a Human of Plan of Creation in 256-ity 
By a Human of Creating Synthesis in 256-ity 
By a Human of Synthesness in 256-ity 
By a Human of Polnomochiy Sovershenstv in 256-ity 
By a Human of Hierarchization in 256-ity 
By a Human-Creator of Phisicality in 256-ity 
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By a Human of Planet Earth in 256-ity 
By a Human of Metagalaxy Fa in 256-ity 
By a Human of Initially Highest Father in 256-ity 
By a Posvyashenniy in 256-ity 
By a Sluzhashiy in 256-ity 
By an Ipostas in 256-ity 
By a Teacher in 256-ity 
By a Vladyka in 256-ity 
By an Avatar in 256-ity 
By a Father in 256-ity 

as a whole, by the 4096-ity of Parts of Initially Highest Father gradually 
replicated into Parts of a Human in 4096-ity by his development synthes-
physically. At the same time, we talk about the basic hierarchicity of 256 Initially 
Highest Synthes-Ipostases of Initially Highest Father, about laid down, replicable 
basic 256 Parts of Initially Highest Father in the fetal development of the 
physical body of each Human Earthling by each physical mother carrying the 
physical body of a Human. And in this sense, we talk about the 256-ary 
Hierarchy of Initially Highest Father for the basic etalon biological natural 
reformatting the growth of physical bodies in the fetal development by mothers 
living physically on Planet Earth in Metagalaxy Fa. With gradual expansion of the 
hierarchical team by growth of physical competence of a Human after birth, in 
formation by his own development of 4096 Parts of expression of Initially 
Highest Father by Obraz and Podobie with a corresponding expansion of a 
perception of the hierarchical structure of Initially Highest Father by His Parts 
from 256-ity into 4096-ity. Taking under consideration that the first 256-ity is 
Alpha, as the highest 256-ity of Parts of Initially Highest Father of the sixteenth 
level, replicating the corresponding wave functions into a physical body of fetal 
development of a Human of each mother of physical organization of Planet Earth 
with formation of Omega — the primary 256-ity of Parts of physical body of a 
Human in conjunction of Alpha and Omega of Initially Highest Father where 
Alpha is Father in 256-ity and Omega is a Human as such in his 256-ity as Omega 
of Initially Highest Father using the Greek alphabet in this understanding of 
words and phenomena. 

In an appropriate way, the initial cell inside the physical body of a Human, 
initially formed by fusion of cells of biological Father and Mother and received 
the first replicative push can be called Omega. And, this way, each Human, by 
analogy of the law of everything in everything, is a kind of expression of a 
separate cell of Initially Highest Father in the body of Initially Highest Father as 
a multicellular phenomenon, by analogy with Obraz and Podobie of a Human as 
a multicellular body, since a Human is formed by Obraz and Podobie of Initially 
Highest Father, where every cell of Initially Highest Father has a nucleus with 
the Initial spark of life of a Human of Initially Highest Father in the primary basic 
phenomenon of the elementary development of a Human. With the further 
growth of a Nucleus of Life of a Human from a spark into a drop, a shar, a 
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volume, a continuum, a force, a discharge, a thread and, in general, the Nucleus 
of Life of a cell of Initially Highest Father by the Initial Nucleus of Life of every 
Human, by its emanations forming the Monad of a physical body in fetal 
development and formation of every Human of Initially Highest Father of 
physical expression of Planet Earth. In appearance of this Monad with gradual 
development of physical body of a Human by the 57th Part of the 256-ity of a 
Human and the carrier of the life of a Human by itself. It is the Monad, 
spherically emanating Spirit of a Human by the Flaming Nucleus of Life in it, by 
this shar forms that we call a Soul around it: Soul — Spirit Shar, saving of which 
is the formation of the Soul, as such as the 3rd Part of the 256-ity of a Human of 
Initially Highest Father. 

By the corresponding paradigmatic comprehension of these processes, it is 
necessary to understand that when a physical body dies, this spark of life 
remains a self-fulfilling and self-supported nucleus of cell of Initially Highest 
Father as the Initial Omega, therefore expressing life not only by physical body 
of a Human but by another states of matter of physical, subtle, metagalactic, 
synthesis world with higher Parts of organization of a human's body, where the 
physical body of a Human is not only the 63rd Part of a Human of the first 256-
ity, but is also implemented in 256-ities of the higher bodily conditions of a 
Human called a Human of Metagalaxy Fa, and further higher up to Father of 
Initially Highest Father. In an appropriate way, with the death of the physical 
body of a Human in a current physical implementation, the Monad with the 
spark/nucleus of life and the shar of Spirit goes into the higher expression of the 
physical body of a Human in 16-ity of expression of Initially Highest Father 
depending on the podgotovka and development of a Human. And is transferred 
into the higher realities of Matter of Metagalaxy Fa in expression of other Worlds 
going from the Physical World into the Subtle one with the corresponding 
structure of 256-ity, from the Subtle World into the Metagalactic one, from the 
Metagalactic World into the Synthesis one, from the Metagalaxy Fa of Synthesis 
World into the High Whole Reality of Metagalaxy of the constant life 
implementation beyond physical capabilities, properties, in principle, 
determined by modern science but not having paradigmatic approaches and 
comprehensions to this, that we set now by this paradigmatic comprehensions. 

Thus, a Human is a replication of nuclear Ogon' states of Parts of Initially 
Highest Father in phenomenon of learning by time as flowing Ogon' that is, by 
learning by Ogon'. And learning is in soaking of the replicable properties of Parts 
of Initially Highest Father by each Human to prevent the “invention of bicycles” 
when we invent something new in ourselves without having basic replicable 
properties of the previous accumulations of Father where, in this case, Initially 
Highest Father is considered to be a Perfect Human of everything in everything. 
There is no Initially Highest Father who previously would not be a Human. And 
accordingly, every further Initially Highest Father as the upravitel’ of Matter of 
the whole Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father is chosen from the 
most perfect people of the previous stage of development who could go further 
than others, of everything in everything and become Initially Highest Father by 
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this. For defining the characteristics of Initially Highest Father as not “the Being 
not known from where revealed from,” but as the most Perfect Human, grown 
up by the previous state of matter during the transition into the next state of 
material organization by Ogon' and expression of Initially Highest Home of 
Initially Highest Father of a new format of implementation. But at the same time, 
having all the managerial perfect forms, functions, where by Poyadayushiy Ogon’ 
everything can be both created in ivdivniy implementation by forms of spheres 
of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father and dissolved, where 
Poyadayushiy Ogon’ has the full function of dissolving of any phenomena of 
Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father physically itself. This is the 
main function of Initially Highest Father in our primary comprehension: the 
coordinator of etalonnost of development of everything in everything by 
Poyadayushiy Ogon’ in managing of ivdivniy processes, by this realizing His 
hierarchical power by Synthesis of Poyadayushiy Ogon’ and Volya, setting rules 
of synthesizing of everything in everything. Correspondingly the basic 16-ity of 
expression of Initially Highest Father: Synthesis, Volya, Wisdom, Love, Creation, 
Sozidanie, Replication, Life, Voskreshenie, Probuzhdenie, Genesis, Humaneness, 
Sluzhenie, Vershenie, Practice and Mogushestvo of everything in everything by 
this, as the resultant factor of expression of Initially Highest Father by every 
Human. In this sense, the particular of a Human of Initially Highest Father and 
the particular as the third part of the Paradigm of Initially Highest Father is an 
expression of synthesis of Parts of Initially Highest Father by synthesis of Parts 
of a Human expressed by Initially Highest Father in physical birth in the womb 
of every maternal being in this way of comprehension of Planet Earth of 
Metagalaxy Fa by level and quality of metagalactic matter implemented on 
Planet Earth by replicated properties, settings, peculiarities and specifics of 
Initially Highest Father in every Human. And in the reverse order, emanations of 
imbibed replications, in creative development of already born Human by 
establishing the appropriate controllability and development of metagalacticity 
by each Human as the Creator of the corresponding phenomena of Initially 
Highest Father by himself, deploys the 16-ity of expression of a Human by 
Initially Highest Father.  

Implementation of these phenomena by every Human in all diversity of 
Freedom of Volya of this application, which is given to every Human by Initially 
Highest Father by Poyadayushiy Ogon’, where freedom is translated as “free 
body”. When the bodiness is formed by the corresponding level of reducibility of 
the previous phenomena and replicability of new ones, during the formation of 
bodiness of a Human, a certain golden mean of free will is born, as the 
concentrate of Volya of Synthesis of replicated capabilities of Initially Highest 
Father by body of every Human and expression of this free will in the 
corresponding created by a Human phenomena, technologies, implementations, 
managing of any Matter of everything in everything.  

Proceeding from this, in case of impossibility of direct support of replicating 
possibilities of Initially Highest Father by every Human by his material 
organization inside the matter of certain planets and other formations of 
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Metagalaxy, this is implemented by the Initially Highest Home of Initially 
Highest Father as the sphere of replicating Poyadayushiy Ogon’ of Initially 
Highest Father formed around the metagalactic Matter of Initially Highest Father 
or Matter as such that is formed in peak of development by metagalacticity 
where the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father supports replicating 
states, settings and all specifications of Initially Highest Father by itself not only 
in internal expression of Parts of Initially Highest Father but in external 
expression of organization of Initially Highest Father by this, by a corresponding 
particular way of development of every Part and simultaneously of expression 
and organization of 256 Initially Highest Synthes-Ipostases of Initially Highest 
Father by hierarchizating states of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 
Father. And the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father concentrates 
creation of a Human in its own center, in synthesis of everything in everything, 
as a phenomenon of a special being managing Ogon' and Matter by Obraz and 
Podobie of Initially Highest Father, with the prospect of choice from which, at 
the end of implementation of this material cycle, the next Initially Highest Father 
will be formed for transition of this matter of the whole cycle and its 
implementation and this Ogon' on the next level known in science as a big bang 
but having inside a kind of initial human being of the previous metagalactic 
cycle, implemented it for further Ognenno-material cycle of implementation. 

Thus, a Human receives not only the basic basis of sozidaemost’ from Father 
or matter, as such, depending on the perspective of scientific consideration but 
also meaningfulness of his existing as perspective formation of Initially Highest 
Father from any Human by this. Possibly, and Hierarchical team of Initially 
Highest Father which together with Him goes into the next state of matter, 
creating its new level, the so-called big bang in science or speaking in language 
of Synthesis, creating the Unigram of the future state of matter by thickening of 
all Matter of everything in everything into a new nucleus. And by the unigram 
explosion of this nucleus into a new state of matter, as the primary state of 
Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father by this. In a corresponding way, 
becoming a Member of the Hierarchy or a Member of the Initially Highest Home 
of Initially Highest Father this way creates a team that remains to live and exist 
regardless of the material existence of the surrounding world and goes into a 
higher material organization by concentration of creation of replicated etalons, 
properties, qualities, specifics, organizations and quantities of implementation. 
Thus, the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father is formed to support 
every Human and strengthen replicable properties of Initially Highest Father, 
supporting the formation of each Human, on the one hand, and in further 
supporting all managerial functions of a Human for surrounding matter, with all 
rights, beginnings, creative synthesis, synthesness, polnomochiya sovershenstv 
and hierarchization of the corresponding dolzhnostnaya Competence of Initially 
Highest Home of Initially Highest Father by every Human, on the other hand. 
This is an influence on any Ogon' and Matter by applying of free will of Initially 
Highest Father in creation of everything in everything by a Human himself in 
growing of every Human into Initially Highest Father physically. Thus, every 
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Human is a certain perspective Ipostas of Initially Highest Father with endowed 
elements of creation of Initially Highest Father from elementary creation — of 
own motions, own feelings, own senses, own thoughts and so on, according to 
particulars of Initially Highest Father, to the grandiose creation of basises of all 
Ogon' and Matter as a whole in the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 
Father as a special peak of organization of Poyadayushiy Ogon’ of Initially 
Highest Father which allows to implement this by itself. 

Deepening into the hierarchical organization of a Human by Obraz and 
Podobie of Initially Highest Father in expression of the Hierarchy of Initially 
Highest Ipostases of Initially Highest Father by every Human and in growth of 
every Human, every Part has its implementation in systems. In minimal analogy 
of the law of everything in everything, 256 Parts are reflected by 256 systems in 
every Part by the corresponding specification of capabilities, where systems 
work out corresponding Apparates of organization of particulars of a Human by 
dynamics of their action. Suppose, there are systems of spheres of thoughts in 
expression of a Wit of a Human for such Part as a Wit where there is a working 
out of a thought of a Human by Apparates, where every Apparat is a 
specification of a thought as an Apparat of Logics of a Human where a Thought is 
processed by logics, Apparat of Associatics of a Human where a Thought is 
processed associatively and an associative thought is born in synthesis of 
systems that form a mental state of Wit of a Human as such. And every Part in 
organization of a Human grows and synthesizes the corresponding systems that 
have the appropriate apparates of action of a corresponding particular of a 
Human where a thought for Wit is a Particular, an apparatus for processing of a 
thought is an Apparat, and system of Apparates of a thought processing 
synthesizes the corresponding Part called the Wit. And the same is in every of 
256 Parts of a Human. Thus, a human organization has a specification up and 
down. And if to take as a basis the basic 16-ity of expression of Initially Highest 
Father by a Human then Parts of a Human corresponds to the ninth level of 
Ogon' of Life of a Human, System of Parts of a Human relates to the eighth level 
of Ogon' of Voskreshenie of a Human, Apparates of Systems of Parts of a Human 
to the seventh level of Ogon' of Probuzhdenie of a Human, and Particulars of 
Apparates of Systems of Parts of a Human to the sixth level of Ogon' of Genesis of 
a Human. In synthesis of action of mutual organization of Parts, Systems, 
Apparatus and Particulars in expression of podgotovok of a Human by Ogon' of 
Humaneness there is a formation of a Human-Creator expressing Initially 
Highest Father and creating all material foundations by this. In replicating 
creating specifications of Initially Highest Father by every Human in 
organization of competence of a Human in expression of Ogon' of Sluzhenie in 
implementation of both externally corresponding action and sluzhenie 
internally, a Human of Initially Highest Father is formed with a corresponding 
specification of possibilities. Vladenie of a Human is developed and formed by 
Ogon' of Vershenie when a Human can vershit' any appropriate thing in the 
surrounding matter, creating everything including technical apparatuses and, 
simultaneously, let's suppose, internally vladeya of a thought, Versha a Thought, 
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versha, for example, as one of analogs is a literary creation. This process forms a 
Human of Initially Highest Wholeness that organizes all processes of 
interrelation and interaction with any kind of Matter and Ogon' by this. Vladenie 
is fixed by neotchuzhdennost of a Human by which Ogon' of Practice unfolds, 
when practice of every Human, of any fragment of Life and in general, both 
externally and internally, must be mutually organized with a surrounding world, 
with metagalactic matter, in general, not violating them and, at the same time, 
developing them. This process presents a Human of Metagalaxy Fa, a Human 
who opens up Metagalaxy as such and develops it simultaneously. And internal 
soderzhatelnost' of parts, systems, apparates, particulars, podgotovok, 
competences, vladeniy of a Human must coincide with neotchuzhdennost’ of 
capabilities of a Human as such, by level of practical hierarchical application of 
this neotchuzhdennost’ by a Human himself, in synthesis revealing a physical 
Mogushestvo of a Human. Mogushestvo is expressed by Plamennost’ of a Human 
when a creator “burns” at work, a person in love “vozhigaetsya”, flashes or 
inflame in love and so on and so forth. With term “Plamennost'” we generalize 
different expressions of a Human in mogushestvo of implemented possibilities 
of everything in everything by every Human physically himself. And this 
expression of a Human of Planet, a Human who covers with his Power of 
soperezhivanie the entire Planet Earth or any other Planet of future Earthlings 
settlements. Plamennost' leads to width and depth of these implementing 
opportunities. 

This 9-ity of a Human's implementation, respectively, is developed by 
achievements and qualities of a Human and by an increase in specifications of 
synthesis of 9-ity of a Human development, in Ogon' of Replication of further 
development, the next stage of growth is a Posvyashenie of a Human. Where, 
Posvyashenie, in fact, is accepting by a Human of Rights of Sozidaniya of Initially 
Highest Father, for a Human to grow his possibilities by wider/deeper/higher in 
specifications Rights of Sozidaniya. Appearing Replication of these Rights 
activates the width/depth/height of specifications of a Human and Matter in any 
synthesis of him, of a Human and Ogon' in any synthesis of him. Applying 
Posvyashenie by activity of Rights of Sozidaniya, Creation, Sozidanie, own 
Influence and Opportunities in any actions of everything in everything, 
everywhere and always. As Posvyasheniya of a Human gradually become a 
natural component of a Human, unfolding even higher his Parts and forming 
such a phenomenon as Posvyashenniy who is the carrier of Rights of Matter and 
Ogon'.  

During a deeper development of Rights of Sozidaniya by concentration of 
Posvyasheniya, in growth of a Human there appears an effect of statuses with 
activation of Ogon' of Sozidaniya of a Human and Statuses carry Beginnings of 
Creation of replicated basics of Initially Highest Father. A Human already adopts 
not just Rights of Posvyasheniya where you have the Right but not always can 
sozidat', but the Beginnings of Creation which are so active by a Status of a 
Human that necessarily cause Ogon' of Sozidaniya of one or another hierarchical 
level of a Human himself and a Human is grown up as a perspective Creator. This 
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will allow to sozidat' new humanitarian and technological phenomena, existence 
in nature of which is not only relative but really does not exist. Statuses become 
the eleventh co-organization of expression of a Human by Initially Highest 
Father where and when Initially Highest Father endows a Human by Ogon' of 
Sozidaniya. 

After adoption of beginnings of creation of Statuses by effect of Sozidanie, a 
replicable possibility of expression of Creative Synthesis of Initially Highest 
Father appears gradually inside a Human which is realized by Degree of Creation 
of each Human in the surrounding world and by Degree of Creation of 
surrounding world by a Human. By this People-Creators grow and develop, 
creating new phenomena of a human environment both in the internal 
phenomenon of a Human and in the external environment of the surrounding 
humanity. At the same time, this is not always noticeable to people who have 
lower phenomena of Creative Synthesis, Status or Posvyashenie by development 
of the corresponding Position of the Observer but it is quite noticeable for the 
Hierarchy of Initially Highest Father that determines not only external results of 
a Human’s creation but also his internal organizations as a whole that influence 
on development of a Human and humanity as a whole. In this sense, creative 
synthesis is a synthesis of equilibrium both of external creation and internal 
creation where the creative synthesis is whole as a whole and has any types of 
implementation — both external and internal, everything in everything, and 
runs a Human into Ipostasnost’ of Initially Highest Father by this. And by 
accumulation of creative synthesis, a Human receives participation in the Plan of 
Creation of Initially Highest Father with opportunities of expanding this plan of 
creation by corresponding podgotovki in organization them synthesis-
physically. The Creative Synthesis becomes the twelfth co-organization of the 
Growth of a Human of Ipostasnost’ to Initially Highest Father. 

At a higher organization of application of Ipostasnost’ by Creating Synthesis, 
Statusness of Sluzhenie, Posvyasheniya of Posvyashenniy by expression of 
Initially Highest Father, a Human goes into a phenomenon of Synthesness of 
Initially Highest Father becoming a Teacher of a certain specification of 
synthesness of Initially Highest Father, where Prasynthesness of Initially Highest 
Father is organized by synthesness of a Human by synthesis of corresponding 
ivdivnosts, overpassionarities, istinnosts, okskosts, beauties, constants, 
knowledges, measures, standards, laws, imperatives, axioms, beginnings, 
principles, methods and rules carried by a Human himself in a expression of a 
Teacher. Synthesis of these phenomena leads every Human into synthesness of 
individual realities or plenty of them by concentration of all of them by synthesis 
of Dimensions, Speeds, Spaces and Times of synthesness of these realities by a 
Human. A teacher in a category of “teach a body” in support of reducing 
obsolescent, overburning and replicating new bodily properties of synthesis of 
Realities, Worlds, Evolutions and Initially Highest Realities strengthening 
further development of a Human and humanity by this with a corresponding 
expression of replicating properties of Initially Highest Father in everyone, by 
synthesness by this. Synthesness of expression of replicability of properties in a 
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Human is called Love. Dying of love is dying of reducibility of stagnant bases of 
replicability not corresponding to perspectives of development of Initially 
Highest Father that is regulated by Ogon' of Love as such. Inspiration of Love is 
absorption of new possibilities of properties including birth of a physical body of 
a Human in the womb of a mother with concentration of replicable capabilities 
of Initially Highest Father by a corresponding intrauterine development of a 
child by father and mother, in love of expression of Initially Highest Father by 
synthesness themselves (in paradox of comprehension of synthesness). Thus, 
Synthesness of a Teacher of Initially Highest Father becomes the thirteenth 
achievement of a Human by expression of Initially Highest Father. 

The next level of organization is Polnomochiya Sovershenstv where different 
phenomena of sovershenstv of the previous thirteen specifics: sovershenstv of 
plamennost', sovershenstv of neotchuzhdennost, sovershenstv of vladeniya, 
sovershenstv of competence, sovershenstv of podgotovki, sovershenstv of 
particulars, sovershenstv of apparates, sovershenstv of systems, sovershenstv of 
parts, sovershenstv of posvyasheniy, sovershenstv of statuses, sovershenstv of 
creating synthesis, sovershenstv of synthesness introduce replications of 
sovershenstv of polnomochiy of Initially Highest Father with transferring of 
replicability of polnomochiya of Initially Highest Father to a definite Human by 
polnomochiya of his sovershenstv in expanding of everything in everything by 
Ogon' of Wisdom of Initially Highest Father grown by a Human for deploying 
these polnomochiya sovershenstv by every Human himself. Polnomochiya 
Sovershenstv became the fourteenth level of achievements of a Human. 

And in application of this, but already in a higher specification, when a 
Human could become a Member of Hierarchy in this development as a team of 
Initially Highest Father of corresponding ipostasic implemented possibilities, 
there appears a process of hierarchization of Initially Highest Father in 
replicated expression of Volya of Initially Highest Father by every Human. 
Hierarchization is a constant application of direct Volya of Initially Highest 
Father with implementation of corresponding duties by this Human as by Avatar 
of Initially Highest Father carring new synthesis by new Volya of Initially 
Highest Father by himself. In this sense, Avatars of Hierarchy of Initially Highest 
Father are called Avatars of Synthesis and any volya of hierarchization has a 
bases of non-linear synthesis of implementation of any element of synthasising 
Plan of Creation by Initially Highest Father by this Avatar with a corresponding 
endowing of Volya of Creation by this Avatar of hierarchizated properties of the 
correct creation of Initially Highest Father physically by oneself. Accordingly, for 
the real expression of Avatar, a certain degree of hierarchization with endowing 
of Volya of Initially Highest Father physically is required with a completely 
diverse application of this by a Human in accordance with a level of his 
competence. Hierarchization became the fifteenth level of achievements of 
growth of a Human. 

And at the peak of achievements of growth of every Human there appears a 
Dolzhnostnaya Competence of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father 
when a Human becomes a Member of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 
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Father and a fragment or element of Poyadayushiy Ogon’ starts to fixate on him 
in the corresponding creation of possibilities by Poyadayushiy Ogon’ of Initially 
Highest Father of every Member of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 
Father in measure of 16-ity of achievements of everything in everything and 
with concentration of the corresponding synthesis of Initially Highest Father by 
every Human by this. Dolzhnostnaya Competence of Initially Highest Home of 
Initially Highest Father fixes a fragment of Synthesis on every Human, 
implemented by Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father as a whole, 
with the right of Creation of necessary phenomena by this Synthesis within 
implemented Dolzhnostnie Polnomochiya. This is the sixteenth and final level of 
achievement of every Human in expression of Initially Highest Father by himself. 

Thus, the Achievements of a Human imply a certain hierarchical development 
of his capabilities and competencies and not only the biological implementation 
of a Human’s body which is seen by many. But synthesis of 256-ity of Parts in a 
qualitative growth of a Human, fixed and carried out gradually in his body, does 
not imply metagalactic completeness only by this process. The first 256-ity of 
Parts forms the Planetary Position of the Observer in a Human that is useful on 
the Planet but completely not enough in Cosmos. With the further development 
of a Human, from a 256-ity a Human of the Plan of Creation there growth a 256-
ity of a Human of Creating Synthesis with extension of his bodily expression on 
512 Parts that increases the concentration of nuclearity of implementing grids of 
a human body structure and leads him into 512-ity of subnuclearity of structure 
of his Parts instead of the previously implemented 256-ity of subnuclearity of a 
Human of Plan of Creation. It is clear that the subnuclearity of Planet differs 
from the subnuclearity of Metagalaxy and together with it the elements of 
Standards, Laws, Imperatives, Axioms and so on of Metagalaxy are introduced 
into the specifics of a Human. In addition, heightened nuclearity is heightened 
sensitivity, mentality, meaningfulness and much more that develops human 
capabilities on a completely different level of being. To define a process, let's us 
imagine Microcosm of a Human with the scientific determination of distances 
between the nearest nuclei more than in Macrocosm between two nearest stars. 
Rather empty. Accordingly, during the formation of any Part of a Human, 
basically, its nuclear volumetric and multidimensional lattice is formed, forming 
inside a body of a Human between the nearest nuclei throughout the body and 
unfolding the corresponding subnuclear processes of implementation of this 
Part of a Human between its nuclei. And the same is 256 times in perspective of 
Planetary Subnuclearity of a Human. Already the nuclear fullness of a Human of 
Plan of Creation is increased by 256 nuclear lattices fixating between all nuclei 
of the whole body, everything in everything, with 256 subnuclearity of planetary 
processes carried out by this body. Further, 256 Parts of a Human of Creating 
Synthesis are formed and deployed with their own 256 lattices of volumetric 
multidimensional nuclear interactions and 256 own subnuclearities of 
metagalactic interactions. And a Human imbibing them, goes from a Human of 
Plan of Creation into a Human of Creating Synthesis. At the same time, 
metagalactic nuclei and subnuclearity are smaller and more refined than 
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previous planetary ones that lead to a refinement of a Human as such. And so, 
the inter-nuclear space of Microcosm of a Human is filled with 4096 nuclear 
phenomena, their lattices and subnuclearity bringing saturation into the 
structure of a Human not only Microcosmically but also further expressing him 
by development of these Parts Macrocosmically as macrocosm concentrates and 
admits a Human in its habitats by the corresponding microcosm of his structure 
and organization. Similar attracts Similar. 

Further, there is a development into a Human of Synthesness with extension 
on 256 Parts more and a transfer into 768 Parts of a Human body structure, into 
a Human of Polnomochiya Sovershenstv with an extension already into 1024 
Parts of the basic four states of a Human, supported by Initially Highest Father in 
the external expression of a Human physically Himself at the present moment 
with corresponding states of matter. 1024 Parts form the mastering of the first 
evolution of Metagalaxy Fa — the Metagalactic one, and lead wholly, totally 
every Human into the constancy of the Metagalactic Development. 

 Further, there is a formation of another 256 with transfer into 1280 Parts of a 
Human of Hierarchization, 

 Further, the formation of another 256 with transfer into 1536 Parts of a 
Human-Creator of Physicality, 

 Further, the formation of another 256 with transfer into 1792 Parts of a 
Human of Planet Earth, 

 Further, the formation of another 256 with transfer into 2048 Parts of a 
Human of Metagalaxy Fa, 

 Further, the formation of another 256 with transfer into 2304 Parts of a 
Human of Initially Highest Father, 

 Further, the formation of another 256 with transfer into 2560 Parts of a 
Posvyashenniy, 

 Further, the formation of another 256 with transfer into 2816 Parts of a 
Sluzhashiy, 

 Further, the formation of another 256 with transfer into 3072 Parts of an 
Ipostas, 

 Further, the formation of another 256 with transfer into 3328 Parts of a 
Teacher, 

 Further, the formation of another 256 with transfer into 3584 Parts of a 
Vladyka, 

 Further, the formation of another 256 with transfer into 3840 Parts of an 
Avatar, 

 Further, the formation of another 256 with transfer into 4096 Parts of a 
Father physically. 

Let’s note that the formation of Parts of all types goes by evolutionary 
phenomena where the name of 16 evolutions of Metagalaxy Fa completely 
coincides with the corresponding 256-ity of a Human. Each achievement implies 
an entry into the appropriate level of Hierarchy of realized by this expression of 
a Human or Human being, presenting a managing of the corresponding 
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organization of everything in everything, both by matter and by Ogon' of all 
spheres of the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father in expression of 
Initially Highest Father. In general, this is a Human expressing 4096 Parts by 
himself, with their corresponding development and implementation both in 
internal and in external environment. Where both the inner and outer 
expression of a Human wholly antinomically is mutually organized and mutually 
coordinated by themselves, revealing Human capabilities, perspectives and 
organizations.  

Thus, the Hierarchy of the 4096-ity of Parts of a Human implies the 
appearance of Obraz and Podobie of Initially Highest Father by 256-ary 
replication of the fetal development of a physical body by growth of 256-ity of 
Parts in 16-ity of their conscious implementation with a corresponding growth, 
in perspective, into Initially Highest Father or Initially Highest Mother in 
accordance with gender of every Human. Naturally, this act is not possible by a 
separate physical life defined by a limited century of human abilities and if to 
consider that a human teaching goes on in time, then it is naturally not just to 
assume but to approve that a Human lives different kinds of phased physical life 
realizing his growth in eternity. At the same time, one applies this growth in 
eternity necessarily in different physical lives with the act of creatability of 
accumulated possibilities of eternity in their physical organization and 
consolidation by sustainability of material usage in physical implementation by 
every Human, in synthesis of different intervals of life in expression of Initially 
Highest Father, in different embodiments of his Ogon'/Spirit physically. At the 
same time, flowing of the life time of a Human is determined not only by his 
physical embodiments but also by other lives of another levels of reality 
organization of metagalactic or high whole reality metagalactic matter of 
Initially Highest Father by every Human. Proceeding from the experience of 
humanity, other lives continue the flow of Spirit/Ogon' of a Human in another 
Worlds of another organization of metagalactic matter that, in fact, shows notion 
and understanding of eternity. The notion of a subtle body of living in the subtle 
world, the Ognenniy body of living in the metagalactic world has firmly and 
sustainably fixed in practice of Spirit of a Human. Metagalactically, we introduce 
a new notion — a synthesis body of living in the synthesis world of metagalaxy, 
previously unknown by limitations of planetary experience of humanity 
existence. The synthesis body will gradually unite various bodily efforts in 
organizing of life of Spirit after leaving the physical body because of its age or 
accumulated unsuitability, introducing a metagalactic type of living outside of 
physical planetary existence. This will be extremely and totally useful for 
cosmonauts and those who will settle on other planets in future, who will finish 
flowing of Spirit in a physical body because of technogenic or natural causes but 
will be able to get a Planet of basic and habitual stay of Spirit. In worlds of 
another organization of matter than physical, much also depends on point of the 
Position of the Observer of Spirit. And if there is no such and if there is no clearly 
metagalactically organized Synthesis World body of Spirit of a Human living and 
acting by Synthesis World Metagalactically, a Spirit can be blocked by 
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substantial states of matter of metagalaxy and not have further expression of 
life. 

Thus, in expression of life activation of a Human according to Obraz and 
Podobie of 16-ity of basic nuclear properties of a Human, the 16-ity of kinds of 
matter of a basic state of hierarchicity of a Human is formed. The present 
scientific paradigm could comprehend only the primary one — the physical 
aspect of 16-ity of material organization but in perspective we wait at least 
fifteen more organizations of kinds of matter, by analogy with the physical 
organization of matter. The 16-ity of kinds of Matter: 

 Physics — physical, the first organization of metagalactic matter, our Life; 
 Etherics — etheric, the second organization of metagalactic matter; 
 Astralics — astral, the third organization of metagalactic matter grown out of 

the term Astreity as starity of elements of those atoms and molecules that 
primarily make up a body of a Human, carrying his astreity. 

 Mentalics — mental, the fourth organization of metagalactic matter, in 
organization of any kind/type of a Thought and Spheres by it, 

 Causics — causal, the fifth organization of metagalactic matter, in 
organization of any kind/type of Meaning and Strength by it, 

 Buddhics — buddhic, the sixth organization of metagalactic matter, in 
organization of any kind/type of Gist and Discharges by it, 

 Atmics — atmic, the seventh organization of metagalactic matter, in 
organization of any kind/type of Idea and Stolpnost by it, 

 Amatics — amatic, the eighth organization of metagalactic matter, in 
organization of any kind/type of Rights and Mochnost' by it, 

 Moshics — moshicheskiy, the ninth organization of metagalactic matter, in its 
structurally stable organization in any kind/type of Mosh' and Concentration, 

 Nitics — nitic, the tenth organization of metagalactic matter, in stringed 
organization of any kind/type of Paramethods and Potentials by it, 

 Matics — matic, the eleventh organization of metagalactic matter, in 
organization of any kind/type of Bases and Forms of Goloversumness by it, 

 Fatics — fatic, the twelfth organization of metagalactic matter, in 
organization of any kind/type of Synthes-Beginnings and Passionarity by it, 
by concentration of level of Ogon' of nuclear reactions of metagalaxy in each 
nucleus by it, 

 Oktics — oktic, the thirteenth organization of metagalactic matter, in 
organization of any kind/type of Glance and Energy by it, 

 Imtics — imtic, the fourteenth organization of metagalactic matter, in 
organization of any kind/type of Imperation and Light by it, 

 Yatics — Yacic, the fifteenth organization of metagalactic matter, in 
organization of any kind/type of I Esm' and the Spirit by it, 

 Idivics — idivic, the sixteenth organization of metagalactic matter, in 
organization of any kind/type of Conditions and Ogon' by it.  

There is an organization of the primary 16-ary states of expression of matter 
by the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father in matter this way, 
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which are quite physical but hierarchically distributed into sixteen levels of both 
material organization of a Human and material organization of Metagalaxy. For 
example, everything that modern science calls the vacuum and particle 
transition, from the point of view of this paradigm, is the primary etherics of 
implementation of matter with elements of astralics of certain properties of 
particles and elementary states of matter. In this sense, science should go into 
expression of an elementary nucleus which bears in itself a 16-ity of states of 
matter from spin to nucleus, with expression of: 

1. elementary spin 
2. elementary particle 
3. elementary atom 
4. elementary molecule 
5. elementary element 
6. elementary point 
7. elementary point-spark 
8. elementary spark 
9. elementary drop 
10. elementary shar 
11. elementary volume 
12. elementary continuum 
13. elementary versum 
14. elementary imperio 
15. elementary I esm’ 
16. elementary nucleus 

in synthesis of everything in everything in 16-ity of a nucleus of the 
corresponding Ogneobraz state of matter of thickening of nuclearity by 
thickening of matter in the center of the Initially Highest Home of Initially 
Highest Father considered in the second part of this Paradigm. 

All these sixteen nuclear phenomena constitute Ogneobrazes of a Matter of 
Metagalaxy. Considering the Metagalactic Law: “The lower is included into the 
highest as a part”, then all lower Ogneobrazes from the first Spin to the sixteenth 
are included into the highest one as a part, finally forming a stable nucleus of 
matter and thus forming sixteen states of matter as such. Accordingly, stable 
nuclear relations are formed every sixteen kinds of matter, increasing its quality 
and properties at times. At emanation of nuclear 16-ity of Ogneobrazes, forming 
the primary 16-ity of states of matter, its various properties, qualities and 
specifications, the first expression of the Initially Highest Home of Initially 
Highest Father is formed — the first shell of the sustainable existence of matter 
as such, visible by today's researches of natural Sciences in two or three layers 
of sixteen. These sixteen levels of organization of matter take into account 
existence of 16 evolutions in Metagalaxy, reflecting and expressing them in 
various aspects. Realizing the common mutually-influencing structure of a 
Human and Metagalaxy between each other, starting from the 64 basic genetic 
bases of a Human, multiplying them by sixteen states of matter by organization 
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of process of reflection “everything in everything”, we get the basic figure 1024 
(16×64) levels of organization of matter for primary expression of matter of 
Metagalaxy by a Human. Considering this process from the point of view of self-
organization, we unequivocally come to conclusion that these are phenomena of 
one evolutionary component of Metagalaxy — of the first Metagalactic Evolution 
which forms the basis of biological life in it and by it. These are 1024 Realities of 
Metagalaxy Fa. When there are sixteen evolutions of already organized 
metagalactic life, 16×1024, we get 16384 realities of the general metagalactic 
existence and organization of matter. But even when there is one sphere of the 
Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father in 16 levels of organization of 
matter deploying basic sixteen realities, considering the organization of 
Metagalaxy, we also receive 1024 spheres of the Initially Highest Home of 
Initially Highest Father with the increase of this 16-ity of Matter in its qualitative 
organization and expression 1024 times, in reflection of the evolutionary 
structure and metagalactic development. This gives us required 16384 Realities 
of Metagalaxy Fa when consider 1024 spheres of the Initially Highest Home of 
Initially Highest Father of internal conditions of its existence and sixteen 
evolutions with 1024 Realities in each, of external conditions of its development 
with 1024-ary realization of 16 kinds of matter in their qualitative growth and 
organization. In mastering this process by himself, a Human deploys internal 
conditions of development by expression of nuclear component of material 
organization of Metagalaxy Fa and external conditions of existence in external 
life organization by 16384 Realities of Metagalaxy Fa: from the coarsest matter 
of physicality of the first Reality to the highest material organization of 16384th 
Reality of expression of synthesis of everything in everything. Why 16384? The 
64 genetic bases of a Human expressed in each of his 256 basic Parts in 
Synthesis also give 16384 implementations (64×256), that according to the Law 
of mutual reflection, necessarily requires mutual organization of Metagalaxy 
creating every Human individually, by fixation of spheres and evolutions of its 
own being, and a Human as such and not only externally but also internally, on 
the deepest genetic level known now. 

On the other hand, at 1024-ary growth of each of the sixteen specifications of 
matter, the same physicality has already 1024 expressions, the same ethereality 
has 1024 expressions and idivnost' at the top has 1024 expressions of each 
nuclear component of matter. That reflects in the relevant specifications of 
organization of nuclei of growth of a Human in his physical mastering the 
corresponding realities of Metagalaxy, evolution of Metagalaxy, Worlds of 
Metagalaxy as external expression of its matter in 16384-ity of its existence. 
Thus, the nuclearity of a Human equilibrates by the surrounding matter of 
external hierarchized properties of realities of metagalactic matter and by 
internal hierarchizability of replicated possibilities of Human Parts by 16-ity of 
their development by shells of the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 
Father of a Human's organization in synthesis of everything in everything. 

In this sense, the material component of nuclei themselves get the 
scientificity of Initially Highest Father where science becomes not only 
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knowledge obtained by a Human but the scientific organization of matter by 
Initially Highest Father in corresponding specifications, properties, peculiarities 
and possibilities where scientific organization of matter is set by Wisdom of 
Initially Highest Father by expressing of Polnomochiya of His Sovershenstv. And 
we talk about the Paradigm of Science of Initially Highest Father where science 
is not just a set of human's glances, positions and possibilities that sometimes 
are correct, sometimes are not correct as history of science shows us, but the 
science of initially set organization of matter by Wisdom of Initially Highest 
Father where Wisdom of Initially Highest Father in specifications of structure of 
matter is determined by scientificity of Initially Highest Father implemented into 
matter by corresponding replications by each nucleus of matter and by 
Ogneobraz composition of each nucleus of matter — from the spin to the 
nucleus as a whole. 

Thus, science is transferred from research of matter by capabilities of a 
Human into research of matter by accumulated Wisdom of Initially Highest 
Father where the Paradigm of Science of Initially Highest Father is formed in 
Wisdom by scientific implementation of matter as such. Minimally, this is the 
Glance of Position of the Observer of the fourteenth level of development formed 
by such kind of matter as imtika, in basis carrying imperative connections of 
Wisdom of Initially Highest Father in 1024 variants of its implementation by 
16384 levels of metagalacticity, at the top of it, forming 16382 synthes-real 
expressions of Wisdom of Initially Highest Father of the external expression of 
matter of Metagalaxy Fa physically by itself. Thus, the science from the research 
of a Human, as a process of cognition, is transferred into expression of Wisdom 
of Initially Highest Father with laid paradigmality of scientific implementation 
by imperative implementation of matter of the Initially Highest Home of Initially 
Highest Father by this. 

In this sense, the scientific development carried out by a Human is 
transferred from the specification of a Human only into specifications of 
interaction of replicable possibilities of Initially Highest Father and a Human by 
Wisdom of Initially Highest Father in paradigmatic scientific comprehension of 
Initially Highest Father, Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father, 
Hierarchy, Ogon' and Matter as a whole, in quaternity of Initially Highest Father 
where matter is external expression of Initially Highest Father, Ogon' is internal 
expression of Initially Highest Father, Hierarchy is the wholeness of balance of 
Ogon' and matter in their various states and the Initially Highest Home of 
Initially Highest Father as a whole, Ogon'-matter as such, expressing the 
effectiveness by replicated interactions of Initially Highest Father and a Human 
between themselves in the middle phenomenon of scientificity of everything in 
everything by this. 

Thus, the scientific nature of new development of a new stage of growing up 
a Human the Humanity by Initially Highest Father becomes the main factor in 
formation of all types and expressions of a Human by Wisdom of Initially 
Highest Father, if we speak about the Paradigm of the Science of Initially Highest 
Father as a whole and Replications of Initially Highest Father in terms of activity 
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of different kinds of sciences, in particular, flowing from the Paradigm of Science 
of Initially Highest Father in general. But this section of consideration concerns 
already the fourth part of the Paradigm of Initially Highest Father and will bear a 
specification of the unicity of Initially Highest Father by every scientific specific 
of development. In this sense, we resolve a conflict between faith and 
knowledge, synthesizing the Paradigm of Science by synthesis of replicability of 
Father and a Human between themselves by means of synthesis of faith and 
knowledge as Wisdom of Initially Highest Father of everyone, where Wisdom is 
istinnost' of Initially Highest Father in a Human and istinnost' of a Human in 
expression of Initially Highest Father, taking into account that Istinnost' is the 
62nd Part of a Human in each. 

As results of this paradigmatic comprehension, the 256-ity of basic human 
development is revealed, from Father of Initially Highest Father as the 256th 
Part of a Human to Obraz of Father of Initially Highest Father as the first Part of 
a Human, in synthesis presenting replicated expressions of Parts of Initially 
Highest Father, regardless of the opinions of any person, scientist, specialist on 
this account, with the initial actualization and setting of expression of everything 
in all by Volya of Initially Highest Father. 

As a result of the 3d part, let's recall a well-known Istina: Istina is such as it is, 
regardless of opinions, views, attitudes, beliefs in it or lack of them, knowledge 
of it or lack thereof about it. But this view also needs comprehension. And 
applying appropriate language peculiarities, we recall that Istina, in the 
opposite, “holy” or dedicated reading means a thread of synthesis, where 
threadlike matter is the tenth form of implementation in relation to that first 
one, physical matter, that modern science knows now. And synthesis is the 16th 
type of implementation of Initially Highest Father in accordance with 
specifications of His abilities of prasynthesness matter. Accordingly, istina is a 
thread of concentration of synthesis of prasynthesness stability of matter, 
regardless of the opinion of any external person in relation to Initially Highest 
Father on this account. Accepting Istina as it is, we go into the replicability of 
Father, lowering our reducibility of foundations and thus activating our life 
opportunities by Replication of our scientific researches and all perspectives 
arising from this, regardless of opinion how it is in different instances on this 
subject. And, at the same time, not accepting this, we instead of replicability, go 
into the reducibility of our properties by a Human in time, where illusions of this 
implementation or, rather, non-implementation will be gradually destroyed in 
everyone through the centuries of his embodiments even if in this life he doesn't 
agree with this — it is just a period of this life, determined by nucleus of Ogon' of 
life of Initially Highest Father by vitality of everyone. And this is a particular, 
special case of Initially Highest Father when every Human is endowed with free 
will, and has the right not to take this view as a basis, but has his own opinion of 
his free will, but at the same time results by this free will into the corresponding 
either replication of growth by Initially Highest Father or reduction of this free 
will in absence of this growth but with a stable position “I was standing on that, 
am standing now and will be standing further” until all replications of life 
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attenuate in everyone. Unfortunately, this paradox presents in the current 
phenomenon in all originality of specialists by a level of civilized development of 
humanity. 

And by this paradigm of scientific comprehension of Initially Highest Father, 
physically, by our team, we are trying to bring humanity out of the impasse of 
this development, for future metagalactic developments. As for implementation 
of metagalactic growth of a Human beyond his life on Planet Earth, a direct 
hierarchical contact with upravitels of Metagalaxy is required, which are Initially 
Highest Synthes-Ipostases of Initially Highest Father, and not less direct contact 
with Initially Highest Father who is the main regulator of relations of different 
civilizations of different planets, systems, galaxies and metagalaxies among 
themselves as a whole in matter of Metagalaxy, with definition of their habitats, 
perspectives of opportunities, contacts between each other and so on and so 
forth. Thus, having overcome the narrow-mindedness of previous century-long 
notions, both scientific and religious, in general, specifically social-human, we 
will emerge on metagalactic way of direct metagalactic implementation not only 
of Planet Earth but also of the entire Solar System, then the entire Galaxy, then 
the Metagalaxy, with expanding of habitat and life of this type of a Human of 
Planet Earth in Metagalaxy Fa. And the question is not in accepting — not 
accepting this, but simpler: either we will remain on Planet Earth and once again 
we will die in “Armageddon” — by not going into cosmos, whence the new light 
comes, or we will accept the Hierarchy of Initially Highest Father and the 
managing of Initially Highest Father of all metagalacticity of the Initially Highest 
home of Initially Highest Father and we will be allowed not only to go into 
cosmos by this but into perspectives to develop throughout the cosmos with 
resettlement throughout the Metagalaxy. That is, this acceptance — non-
acceptance is an act of overcoming planetary tying in by change the Position of 
the Observer, with possibility of expanding this human civilization in its cosmic 
implementation and metagalacticity of development. The principal question of 
istinnost' of this part of Paradigm is precisely in this. The question is not only in 
paradigm and in science as such, but in perspectives of a Human and Humanity 
of Planet Earth by this. Istina, unfortunately or fortunately, is in this actual 
transition from the state of a Human and Humanity only of Planet Earth into 
state of a Human of Metagalaxy and Humanity of Metagalaxy FA in 
comprehension of all laws and phenomena of three parts of this Paradigm 
physically. 
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4. Part 4. Unicible. Paradigm of Science as such 

Expression of “Unicible” by scientific synthesis of Initially Highest Father is a 
direct working out and applying of prasynthesis of Initially Highest Father in the 
inner expression of a Human by Wisdom of Initially Highest Father. 
Prasynthesis, being formed by Ogon' and matter in the center of the Initially 
Highest Home of Initially Highest Father, forming the thickening of Matter by 
nuclei of Ogon' with records of standards, laws, imperatives, axioms, beginings, 
principles, methods and rules and further in all 16-ity from measure to 
ivdivnost', organizes formation of Ogon' in nuclei by expression of matter, by 
thickening primary nucleus in the center of the Initially Highest Home of Initially 
Highest Father and forming nuclei with replication of these expressions of 
everything in everything. In a corresponding way, the first phenomenon of 
unicity of scientific synthesis lies in existing of 16-ity of a replication quality of 
each nucleus of the corresponding 16384 Initially Highest Realities of 
Metagalaxy Fa. The scientific synthesis in this expression consists of the 
corresponding level of Ivdivnost' and the corresponding level of over-
passionarity of each nuclear cluster of each reality. Primary synthesis of 
Ivdivnost' (16) and overpassionarity (15) between each other corresponds to 
individual phenomena of each nuclear cluster of each reality in Istinnost' (14), 
okskost' (13), beauty (12), constants (11), knowledge (10), measures (9 ), 
standards (8), laws (7), imperatives (6), axioms (5), beginnings (4), principles 
(3), methods (2) and rules (1). Expressions of different synthesis among 
themselves by this 16-ity, form Ogon' into a nucleus of a primary state of matter 
with formation inside each nucleus of stable concretized by revealing of a 
particular 16-level links, thus forming the primary scientific synthesis between 
them inside. Science, at this, acts as a fundamental property of matter itself, in 
expression of mutually-organizational connections and depth of synthesis 
between primary components of matter records inside a nucleus between 
themselves. 

Science has right and ability to reveal this organization of 16-ity of records 
from different nuclear components of matter, with inter-nuclei links of the 
corresponding replicability of nuclei among themselves, as a composition of 
organization of matter of its inner-unicible expression, then appearing of Ogon' 
by this, then Hierarchy by them and then the Initially Highest Home of Initially 
Highest Father as a whole. Thus, science is not an abstract human activity aimed 
at gaining knowledge about the existing around but a fundamental property of 
matter in the interrelation of various components of the inner-material 
organization of synthesis from rules to ivdivnost’, in their particular, special and 
individual fact of mutual organization between each other. Linguistically, 
scientificity is associated with a word "teach" and a "Human", as a pupil of time, 
studies. And in this way, matter with records in each nucleus allows a Human to 
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learn to imbibe the 16-ity of components of the basic nucleus and a Human 
imbibing nuclear links and deciphering them, learns to act by them in time, 
space, with speed and dimension. This is the primary meaning of knowing the 
science as such, actually laid down genetically, subconsciously and a priori 
determining a necessity of knowledge as such. 

The second level of scientific synthesis after the 16-ity of nuclei formation is 
the replicability of nuclei among themselves where the minimal replicability of 
nuclei of the first level of physical reality of the Initially Highest Home of Initially 
Highest Father or the physicality of Metagalaxy Fa as a whole is 4096 component 
replications that form the corresponding dimensionality, speed, space, time and 
so on of Initially Highest Reality of physical processes of Metagalaxy Fa. 
Considering every individual replicability of 4096 as a phenomenon of 
individual qualities, properties, specifications, peculiarities of Matter of 
Metagalaxy Fa, independently of replicated waves by each nucleus, we must 
understand that every replication as an emanating wave function of a nucleus 
exists independently by itself and, simultaneously, in interaction of all other 
replicable waves, fields, any other components among themselves in synthesis. 
Bearing in mind that any replicable states from a nucleus can be emanated by 
the nucleus as ogon', spirit, light, energy, subnuclearity, form, soderzhanie, field, 
time, space (however paradoxically it sounds, the wave functions of space), 
speeds, dimensions, vossoedinennost’ (among themselves), matrices of self-
organization (among themselves), these emanations as a kind of emanatings and 
organizing substance by this between themselves by each nuclear connection. In 
the corresponding minimal 16-ary emanating composition of everything in 
everything, every replication, emanating from the nucleus, can be in perspective 
of any of 16 kinds of organization of matter, from substance to Ogon'. 

In a corresponding way, we get 4096 basic replications of each nucleus of the 
physicality of Metagalaxy Fa with 16-ary level of expression of any replication by 
hierarchization of the corresponding qualities, properties, peculiarities and 
specification of these replications between themselves. Thus, we get the second 
type of scientific synthesis as fundamental property of matter where not just 
4096 replications are synthesized between themselves which are reunited by 
state of a nucleus emanating them and organizing the corresponding 
dimensionality, speed, space and time, but also the hierarchical quality of these 
replications from substance to ogon' in their various component in 4096 
variants. Each replicability can be either a substance, or emanation, or a matrix 
of self-organization, and so on, in any of their components. Each replicability can 
be either a substance or an emanation or a matrix of self-organization and so on, 
in any of their components. This creates a scientific synthesis of 4096 
replications in themselves, which are not just reunited but synthesized by their 
inner component of replicability of a nucleus and the 16-ary qualitative 
component of replicable properties of the first horizon of nuclei of physicality of 
Matter of Metagalaxy Fa of physical reality among themselves. 
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Primarily, having realizing the second level of scientific synthesis of 
replicability of nuclear components of physicality of Metagalaxy Fa, we naturally 
and consciously approach the third level of replicability as the third level of 
scientific synthesis when there are 16384 such variants of replicating 
emanations in organized expression of Metagalaxy Fa by 16384 High Whole 
Realities by the corresponding composition of nuclei between themselves. 
Obtaining the third type of scientific synthesis as 16384 synthesized replications 
inside every nuclear expression of each level of High Whole Reality of 
Metagalaxy Fa, from the scientific synthesis of replicated states of 4096 physical 
expressions of the nucleus of the first High Whole Reality with the 
corresponding variation from ivdivnost’ to rules of these expressions of 
replicability and hierarchization of replicability from ogon' to substance 
between themselves, up to 20479 replicable states of nuclei of the 16384th High 
Whole Reality, a topmost expression of Metagalaxy Fa as a whole, in mutual 
organization between themselves. The third scientific synthesis synthesizes 
16384 variants of replicable emanations of nuclei among themselves in creation 
of 16384 realities, on basis of the second scientific synthesis, of replicability of 
each nucleus in 16384 versions of each High Whole Reality of Metagalaxy Fa in 
mutual organization of a Human and Metagalaxy Fa. 

Maintaining the meaning that scientificity is “teach” possibilities of rules, 
methods, principles, beginnings, axioms, imperatives, laws, standards, measures, 
knowledges, constants, beauty, okskost', istinnost', overpassionarity, ivdivnost' 
of a human action in the surrounding matter and the action of surrounding 
matter in a Human by synthesis of 16384 variants of replicability of nuclear 
components of High Whole Realities and scientific synthesis of everything in 
everything between each other, every level of replicability of nuclei creates not 
only a High Whole Reality of Metagalaxy Fa but also a corresponding 
scientification of every Human in expression of Metagalaxy Fa. In accordance 
with the anthropic principle, Metagalaxy Fa creates each of us, individually, in 
imbibing of organization of ivdivnost', overpassionarity, istinnost', okskost', 
beauty, constants, knowledges, measure, standards, laws, imperatives, axioms, 
beginnings, principles, methods and rules by every Human himself, in the 
corresponding Initially Highest Reality of Metagalaxy Fa and possibilities to act 
by them. Thus, the third level of scientific synthesis implies the synthesis of 
16384 variants of replicability of stable High Whole Realities of Metagalaxy Fa 
by every Human, that leads us to the fourth level of the scientific synthesis of 
mutual organization of a Human and Metagalaxy Fa. 

The fourth level of scientific synthesis reveals the mutual-organization of a 
Human as such and Metagalaxy Fa between themselves in expression of the 
anthropic principle — the whole Metagalaxy Fa creates every human 
individually. This is possible in mutual reflection a Human and Metagalaxy Fa by 
expression of 4096 Particulars, 4096 Apparates, 4096 Systems and 4096 Parts 
of a Human, that in synthesis present 16384 expressions of Metagalaxy by 
16384 High Whole Realities according to the anthropic principle of interaction 
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of a Human by Metagalaxy Fa and Metagalaxy Fa by a Human. Accordingly, there 
is a selective impact of individual replicated influences and nuclearity states of 
different realities of Metagalaxy Fa on each Human individually-separately. 
There is a scientific synthesis of these replicated phenomena in each Human by 
Metagalaxy Fa. And in the reverse order, each Human by synthesis of replicable 
states of Metagalaxy Fa within himself, creates an unique ligature of standards, 
laws, imperatives, axioms, beginnings, principles, methods and rules at the first 
stage, and in expansion of this stage, a unique ligature of measure, knowledge, 
constants, beauty, okskost', istinnost', overpassionarity, ivdivnost' in expansion 
up to 16-ity in the second expressibility of these replicable properties. 
Emanating already into the Ivdivnost' of Metagalaxy Fa, as a whole, and into the 
matter of Metagalaxy Fa, in particular, these individually replicated expressions 
of own scientific synthesis, already influencing on Metagalaxy Fa by individual 
characteristics of scientific synthesis of replication inside every Human 
physically. Thus, creating at the fourth stage exactly that unicible, fundamental 
expression created by scientific synthesis of each human: 

 fundamental ivdivnost', 
 fundamental overpassionarity, 
 fundamental istinnost', 
 fundamental okskost', 
 fundamental beauty, 
 fundamental constant 
 fundamental knowledge 
 fundamental measures 
 fundamental standards 
 fundamental laws 
 fundamental imperatives, 
 fundamental axioms, 
 fundamental beginnings 
 fundamental principles 
 fundamental methods 
 fundamental rules inside every human between themselves. 

Thus, in mutual coordination of replicability of Metagalaxy Fa and a Human, 
there appears a fundamentality of state of Metagalaxy Fa and, simultaneously, a 
fundamentality of a Human in Metagalaxy Fa, in synthesis of mutual 
coordination of Metagalaxy Fa and a Human between themselves by unicible 
expression of fundamentality by every Human axiomatically. It happens as 
scientification of a Human by Metagalaxy Fa and scientification of Metagalaxy Fa 
from a Human that in synthesis gives an effect of scientificity as such in their 
appearance among themselves.  

By the fifth expression of unicity of scientific synthesis, the mutual 
coordination of replicability of natural stable states of Metagalaxy in forms of 
worlds, evolutions, natures of realities, spheres of replication, tsarstvos, stihiyas 
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and so on with fundamentality of a Human in replicability of basics of 
Metagalaxy by fundamental states are formed. For example, a physical body of a 
Human cannot help breathing, expressing a stihiya of air by himself, it has a 
certain water balance, expressing a stihiya of water by himself, has a certain 
tsarstvennost' of natural organization in the form of a human tsarstvo, and on 
the fifth level of fundamentality of Metagalaxy Fa and a Human by 
interconnected main characteristics of human and metagalactic component — a 
scientific synthesis of the fundamental properties of Metagalaxy Fa is born, that 
are expressed by any of 16384 High Whole Realities already as an external 
factor of Metagalaxy Fa and fundamental properties of every Human by 
Metagalaxy Fa in expression of corresponding states of ivdivnost' of Metagalaxy 
Fa by it, fundamentally. Scientific synthesis between fundamentality of external 
expression of Metagalaxy Fa and fundamentally internal state of each Human, 
between a Human and Metagalaxy Fa in synthesis of then is born by this. The 
scientific synthesis of fundamental basises of Metagalaxy and a Human bear the 
fifth phenomenon of scientific synthesis of unicity of every Human and 
Metagalaxy Fa between themselves. 

The sixth level of unicity of scientific synthesis is a phenomenon of separate 
organizations of Metagalaxy Fa in form of matter and ogon' as basic fundamental 
properties of expression, understood in human expression as “external” and 
“internal”. External — is the fundamental external expression of the 
corresponding reality in form of the organized nature of stable replications that 
have formed the corresponding form of the natural environment. And internal 
state of Metagalaxy by ogon' where internal state of a Human is entry by his 
ogon' into higher expressions of realities of stable forms of replicability of 
matter of Metagalaxy physically, with expression of higher quality of replication, 
higher quality of nuclear emanations, more extended hierarchization of these 
emanations adopting by a Human's body in this expression by himself. In mutual 
coordination of stable forms of external environment of Metagalaxy Fa and 
internal environment of a Human by Metagalaxy Fa, the sixth level of scientific 
synthesis of mutual coordination of Metagalaxy Fa and a Human is created. Thus, 
the stability between Metagalaxy Fa and each individual Human forming the 
unicity of Metagalaxy Fa physically is achieved by six factors. 

The seventh kind of scientific synthesis is characterized by the unicity of each 
Human by Metagalaxy Fa with forming of a sphere of ivdivnost' around every 
human's body as the highest nuclear emanating replicable state of Metagalaxy Fa 
where the sphere of ivdivnost' reflects individual laws of a Human by expression 
of a corresponding set of replications by a Human's body in organization of a 
stable environment around everyone by 16-ity of hierarchicizing nuclear 
components, by 16-ity of hierarchicizing states both from ogon' to substance of 
Metagalaxy Fa and of all kinds of replications in synthesis of them between each 
other, at the same time introducing characteristics of intranuclear peculiarities 
of ogneobraz state, researched by everyone, such as: nucleus, thread, discharge, 
strength, continuum, volume, shar, drop, spark, point-spark, point, element, 
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molecule, atom, particle and spin. And already by mutual coordination of 
ivdivnost' around the human's body as an elementary nucleus of synthesis of all 
realities among themselves, in the center of this nucleus a Human is always 
formed and transformed if to take the analogy that the sphere of the Initially 
Highest Home of Initially Highest Father around a Human is similar to a large 
nucleus of Metagalaxy Fa but reflects not the nuclearity of matter but the whole 
Metagalaxy Fa forming as an expression of the Initially Highest Home of the 
Initially Highest Father. Hence the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 
Father of each, formed around a Human's body, reflects the Initially Highest 
Home of Initially Highest Father as a whole and therefore unicibly the entire 
Metagalaxy Fa, revealing the nuclearity of ogneobraz states from nucleus to spin, 
from ogon' to substance, from ivdivo to rules in synthesis between each other by 
every Human. Thus, the scientific synthesis of unicity of every Human is formed 
by mutual coordination of: 
 nucleus of ogon' of Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father, 
 I esm' of spirit of overpassionarity, 
 imperio of light of istinnost', 
 versum of energy of oksost', 
 continuum of subnuclearity of beauty, 
 volume of form a constant, 
 shar of soderzhanie of knowledge, 
 drop of field of measure, 
 spark of time of standards, 
 points-sparks of space of laws, 
 points of speed of imperatives, 
 element of dimensionality of axioms, 
 molecule of vossoedinennost' of beginnings, 
 atom of matrixes of self-organizing of principles, 
 particle of emanations of methods, 
 spins of substances and rules 

mutually organized between each other by scientific synthesis of disclosure of 
the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father by nuclearity around a 
Human and direct expression of the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 
Father by Metagalaxy Fa. 

In existing of the first ternary 16-ary principle of scientific synthesis, 
integrated subsequently into the matrix of basic self-organization of a Human 
and Metagalaxy Fa between themselves ivdivno, 16×16 into 256 basic 
expressions of such self-organization among themselves and reflected in every 
Human by the corresponding 256-ity of his basic Parts, where 256-ity of basic 
Parts of a Human grows evolutionarily in sixteen types of 256-ities up to 4096 
expressions. In a corresponding way, the self-organization matrix increase the 
quality of these expressions by sixteen times, increasing the quality of Human’s 
metagalactic self-organization expression from the 256-ity of a Human of Planet 
Earth of Metagalaxy Fa (256-ity 16×16) to the 256-ity of Father of Initially 
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Highest Father of the 16th level of expression of matrix self-organization of 
Metagalaxy by each Human by the seventh scientific synthesis in creation by 
direct unicible mutual coordination of Metagalaxy Fa and a Human between 
themselves. And deploys expression of quantity and quality of Parts of a Human 
of the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father of each by depth of 
matrix self-organization in reverse mutual coordination with the Initially 
Highest Home of Initially Highest Father of Metagalaxy Fa as a whole in 
expression of the corresponding possibilities of everything in everything. 

At the eighth level of scientific synthesis, new expressions of Metagalaxy Fa 
and a Human are formed between Metagalaxy Fa and a Human in his unicity, 
where the previous seven levels substantiated novelty in the simplest 
expression from the sixteen 16-ities of typology of mutual coordination 
replication of a Human and Metagalaxy Fa between themselves by basic 16-ity of 
matrix of self-organization. And at the eighth level, new standards are formed 
where standards, laws, imperatives, axioms, beginnings, principles, methods and 
rules are updated by mutual coordination of Metagalaxy and a Human which are 
kept in stable connections and basic fundamental organizations and expanded 
due to base of mutual coordination of a Human and Metagalaxy Fa between 
themselves by anthropic principle until new expression of standards, laws, 
imperatives, axioms, beginnings, principles, methods and rules of new 
phenomena of Metagalaxy Fa and a Human between themselves in synthesis of 
them. Thus, there appears the eighth level of scientific synthesis not only of this 
8-ity expanded to 16-ity, taking into account the dimensionality of ivdivnost', but 
also of each 16-ity from sixteen, published in matrix of self-organization where 
there is a new scientific synthesis between Metagalaxy Fa and a Human in all 
256 minimally basic standard organizations of a Human and Metagalaxy Fa. 

At the eighth level of scientific synthesis, a standard set of these expressions 
is formed in sustainability of scientific synthesis between Metagalaxy Fa and a 
Human and by this we enter the ninth level of scientific synthesis of organization 
of a Human's life where, for an ordinary view of human beings, everything 
external is stable organized in each of 16384 High Whole Realities of Metagalaxy 
Fa. At the same time, in this stability, eight previous phenomena of scientific 
synthesis are formed where this sustainability is necessarily mutually 
coordinates with characteristics of mutual coordination of Metagalaxy Fa and a 
Human between themselves, in a corresponding way, saving the previous 
expression of a Human in all these expressions by the previous stage of 
organization which is called the epoch in a phenomenon of time. The previous 
phenomenon of mutual coordination of a Human is the epoch of Planet Earth 
when a Human was formed on Planet Earth in stable elementary expressions 
based on methodology of trinity of the previous epoch, in characteristics of 
matrix organization of 3×3 as basic characteristics of existence of a Human of 
Planet Earth of previous epochal properties. All scientific phenomena reflected 
this and developing the perspective of the next step, in expression of already 16-
ary matrix organization 4×4, starting from the three-dimensionality of 
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physicality of existence and possible physical four-dimensionality substantiated 
by quantum mechanics. Starting from these developments of four-dimensional 
quaternary, and bearing in mind that characteristics of dimension that we 
describe around by the environment, we take from the internal state of a Human 
as the basic three-dimensional mutual coordination of Planet Earth and internal 
characteristics of a Human by this, we understand that life stable interaction of 
Metagalaxy Fa and a Human among themselves as new epochal implementation 
of life is much more powerful, grandiose and wide than existence of nine-
dimensionality by Planet Earth 3×3. In this goloversum organization, where 
brain deciphers and perceives any phenomena by basic matrix of self-
organization awakened by it, and starting from the formed maximum in 16-ity 
4×4, we determined the vital coordination of perspective matrix of goloversum 
connections in 16×16 in its minimum expression in a perspective expression of 
256-ity of 16 variants in achievable nowadays variant of implementation of 
4096 Parts of a Human. The 4096-ity of matrix of self-organization of physical 
bases of replicability of matter of Metagalaxy Fa and a Human in organization of 
Initially Highest Reality of physicality of a Human by Metagalaxy Fa in new 
fundamental basics of metagalactic human existence is determined by the base 
of 64 genetic bases of a Human, in their matrix implementation as 64×64 we get 
the required 4096 necessary basic bases of implementation. That predetermines 
the stable position of a Human in Metagalaxy Fa by expression of exactly 4096 
Parts of organization of matter of Metagalaxy Fa by a Human. Thus, the ninth 
level of scientific synthesis transfers a Human from replicability and 
fundamental basics of material mutual-organization by Planet Earth in 
expression of the nine-dimensional 3×3 matrix in self-organization of them 
between each other into matrix self-organization of a Human by Metagalaxy Fa 
4096×4096 — the matrix of self-organization between Metagalaxy Fa and a 
Human. Where 4096 Parts of a Human deploys 4096 basic implementations of 
Metagalaxy Fa. Thus, we have 16 777 216 implementations of basic replicable 
mutual coordination of a Human and Metagalaxy between themselves by 
scientific synthesis in phenomenon of the basic matrix of self-organization of a 
Human's living level by Metagalaxy Fa and a new scale of epoch with expression 
of appropriate measures for 16 777 216 implementations against the 
coordination of nine measures and coordination of a Human of Planet Earth of a 
previous epochal existence. And this is just the beginning! It should be 
understood that during the development of a Human by Metagalaxy Fa, at the 
top of it, we reach 20 479 implementations of 16384 High Whole Realities of 
Metagalaxy Fa but in generalization of everything in everything in the Initially 
Highest Wholeness as a whole, we achieve 20 480 implementations of 
dimensional organization that assume 419 430 400 implementations of 
perspective replicability and qualitative assimilation of metagalactic bases by a 
Human in his life self-organization and, accordingly, 419 430 400 
implementations of scientific synthesis developing in each Human by 
Metagalaxy Fa as a unicible phenomenon of Metagalaxy Fa by anthropic 
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principle of life coordination of measures of the ninth horizon of scientific 
synthesis, the unicity of scientific synthesis of expression of Metagalaxy Fa and a 
Human among themselves. 

Bearing in mind nine levels of scientific synthesis, on the tenth level of 
horizon of knowledge of Metagalaxy Fa we can finally move from the scientific 
synthesis of Metagalaxy Fa and a Human, having recognized all nine levels of 
replicable interactions of Metagalaxy Fa and a Human in each other, and enter 
various kinds of scientific organizations of these replicated interactions, which 
in physical realization usually are called a science. In this replicability of 
expressions, by standard of 16-ity, we organize the first 16 basic sciences of 
various implementation, in a generalized manner, for revealing the 419 millions 
of replicable mutual coordinates of Metagalaxy Fa and a Human which are fixed 
on each Human by 16 levels of expression of these implementations and which 
we identify as the Science of Synthesis as such at the 16th level of Synthesis of 
everything in everything among themselves. 

Next, we reveal the Hierarchy of replicated mutual organizations, basics of 
Metagalaxy and a Human between themselves, separately in Metagalaxy Fa, 
separately in a Human, separately in each reality, separately in all types of 
nuclearity and separately in all system-forming hierarchical interactions and 
hierarchical interactions in a wholeness, in a whole between themselves. 
Forming a Science of Home by this. As well as the Science of Synthesis, they 
should be developed starting from zero expressions of these sciences in the 
modern scientific community. 

Further, respectively, we form the Science of a Human, since the basic mutual 
coordination by replication of Metagalaxy and Man causes stable scientific 
connections between themselves. And a new science about a Human is required 
taking into account organization not only of his biological properties known now 
in science and presented not by a science of a Human but by biology or anatomy 
of a human's physical body, but of his particular expressions with specifications 
of such knowledge as intellect, conscience, soul, physical body not in biological 
meaning but in some higher expression, let's say, the criticality of motion 
peculiarities of physical body, wholeness of them (this phenomenon was studied 
in the 1990s at Moscow State University), so on and so forth. With a lot of 
particular phenomena of a Human that are not strictly and only his biological 
organization that reflects more external environment of interaction with the 
physical High Whole Reality than the internal environment of Ogon' of 
Metagalaxy Fa as a whole and all High Whole Realities between themselves, in 
particular, that is necessary to be studied and implemented first of all. Here it is 
necessary simply to clarify that we don't know a Human both in general and in 
particular, don't study him and have the most primary and primitive approaches 
to his expression. So this is a new, perspective Science of a Human. The mutual 
coordination of 16384 expressions of Metagalaxy Fa by a Human and a Human 
by Metagalaxy Fa is the perspective of this scientific organization. 
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The new Science of Language of the 13th level joins not only all linguistic 
levels of interaction but also mathematical types of languages, technological 
types of languages, for example, in form of binarity of a computer language, and 
language of Metagalaxy as such with its expressionness and coding where all 
these data and replicated properties as such are recorded in all universality of 
their phenomenon. Among them is a sign language that was preliminary in 
relation to the language of words, and gestures as a bodily form or a posture is 
the primary factor of language as such. This science is also necessary as the 
recognition and deciphering of future languages of Metagalactic communication. 
Without synthesis and analysis of existing languages, we will hardly manage to 
recognize new ones. Bearing in mind that the 13th horizon of basic standard 
properties of Metagalaxy is Okskost’ where Oko carries a basic set of stable 
fundamental implementations and interactions, recognition of language of these 
implementations is a perspective aim of the new Science of Language. 

The Science of Mathematics is deployed by the 12th level of existence in 
development and working out of Synthes-beginnings and Basics of Creation that 
basically are necessarily mathematical. Having seen and developed a synthes-
beginning mathematical approach, we will greatly facilitate understanding and 
development of cosmic phenomena and recalling that there is a Standard of 
Beauty on the 12th horizon, as the top of expediency, we already enter the 
synthes-beginning, since mathematical formulas are checked by beauty of their 
organization in modern scientific knowledge. 

There is a new scientific direction on the 11th level that is called 
Psychodynamics where a psychic organization of a Human is researched and 
developed in its dynamic expression by Metagalaxy, both in their mutual 
organization between themselves and the environment between them, as a 
whole defined by psychodynamicity of properties, qualities, peculiarities, 
specifics, etalons and further of everything in everything. In addition, the Science 
of Psychodynamics should in future be engaged in developing specifics of a 
Human's action in various kinds of environments, which is quite a task for the 
multiple phenomena of Cosmos, including the safety of Human’s actions or being 
educated by them. Besides, an expression of each of 4096 Parts of a Human 
separately and in synthesis between different Parts, each of 4096 Systems of 
Parts of a Human separately and in synthesis between different systems of parts, 
each of 4096 Apparats of Systems of Parts of a Human separately and in 
synthesis between different apparates of systems of parts, each of 4096 
Particulars of Apparates of Systems of Parts of a Human separately and in 
synthesis between different particulars of apparates of systems of parts — this 
is the perspective of Psychodynamics. 

Biology is the 10th kind of science, it is the knowledge of life. And in 
expanded understanding, biology is not only of Human, of course, but all 
tsarstvos of nature and all biological components of Metagalaxy Fa including all 
realities, all worlds and all evolutions of Metagalaxy Fa. Today, we clearly do not 
notice that biological organisms, including viral and bacterial, are quite capable 
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and can be multi-real or synthes-world. For example, a Planet is also a biological 
implementation of a planetary organism, but now there is no such 
understanding with a corresponding Paradigm of macrobiological organisms 
and it is necessary to begin to deal with these processes already now. 

The ninth level of metagalactic scientific organization is Chemistry. In 
understanding that the chemistry of elementary particles, atoms and molecules, 
known today, at a corresponding level of multi-real metagalacticity will change 
its basic characteristics. What is the point? Let's take an elementary periodic 
table of Mendeleev with an appropriate valence levels as physicality, that is the 
first reality of metagalaxy, and simply imagine that the same periodic table of 
Mendeleev in the following form of dimensionality such as etherity forms 
another dimensional connections of a nucleus with another replicable properties 
among themselves. And we already have two periodic tables of Mendeleev. The 
first one physical, the other one etheric or of etherics as a kind of matter with 
another characteristics of materials on the same topic of valence states of nuclei 
between themselves. Taking an elementary 16-ary level view at physicality of 16 
kinds of material organization of new existence, we get 16 periodic tables of 
Mendeleev: a physical periodic table of Mendeleev, an etheric periodic table of 
Mendeleev, an astralic periodic table of Mendeleev, a mental periodic table of 
Mendeleev and so on up to an ivdivniy periodic table of Mendeleev. The 16 
periodic tables of Mendeleev with the same elements form the cube of 
Sozidaniya of 16-ary interaction of matrices between themselves, where atomic-
molecular bonds will act not only horizontally, by one table, but also vertically 
between material levels of different tables forming previously unknown 
connections and revealing new classes both materials and their properties and 
possibilities. At each next level in expansion of physical periodic table of 
Mendeleev, at least 16 new elements of each subsequent level will be added in 
expanding them and expressing the higher dimensional connections of their 
organization. Accordingly, 16 etheric elements are added on etherics, 32 astral 
elements on astralics, 64 elements on mentalics that are unknown to science 
today. At the appropriate level of existence, chemistry will lead to completely 
different kinds and materials including technique, technology and in perspective 
to a 16-ary level of organization of chemical bases. We take the periodic table of 
Mendeleev as elementary invariance of chemistry not considering other 
invariants of its development, but understanding, that basic invariants in 
chemistry, as such, are elementarily few — everything comes down to three or 
four invariants of chemical understanding in its base. And, on this basis, it is 
necessary to develop invariants of chemistry in its comprehension by 16-ary 
level of physicality of Metagalaxy. Understanding that a Human is minimum 256-
ary when we master 16 levels of physicality of chemical understanding, we'll be 
able to add 15 more such 16-ary levels where the 256-ity of connections will 
make to us completely another civilizational basis of chemical development of 
invariants of a Human of Metagalaxy Fa between themselves. 
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The Science of Physics begins to develop in a new format at the 8th level. 
Moreover, we scientifically expand Physics to 16 levels of matter: physics, 
etherics, astralics and further to Ivdivics where physics expands into 16 realities 
of physicality of a Human. The physical life of a Human is now not one horizon of 
physicality of external expression of reality but 16 horizons of external 
expression of reality in minimum expression. And accordingly, 16 levels of 
physical perception with 16 theories of physics where modern physics with 
classical physics of Newton, non-classical physics of relativity of Einstein and 
quantum mechanics of Niels Bohr is only the first horizon of Physics as Science. 
And we simply don’t have etherics which was once conceived by science as a 
unified field theory. Accordingly, from the second horizon of etherics to the 
sixteenth one of ivdivics, as the primary 16-arily-realities expression of 
physicality of a Human's existence, we just cannot comprehend today. And by 
this paradigm we introduce the basic expression of 16-ity of Physics, as a science 
as such, where we can comprehend only the first horizon, a little bit of 16. A little 
bit because at mutual coordination of replicated phenomena of 16 physicists of 
kinds of matter between themselves, our physics will reveal completely another 
implementation of development that will lead to other results of physical 
implementation, respectively. 

The new Science of Holomics unfolds on the 7th level. Today there is no such 
science. This new scientific direction begins to develop goloversum-holographic 
structure of a Human, Planet Earth and Metagalaxy. It is scientifically proven 
that the brain of every Human acts by a universal hologram naturally, reflecting 
and expressing specifics of the surrounding matter. Accordingly, forming 
updated scientific environment, we introduce a new state of matter — a 
hologram, a new fundamental interaction — holographicity and a new property 
of matter — holomnost based on all these interactions. Based on the scientific 
tradition, where the property of matter — physicality led to appearance of 
Science of Physics, and the property of matter — chemicality led to appearance 
of Science of Chemistry based on holography and goloversumnost', the property 
of matter -holomnost leads to appearance of Science of Holomics. 

The sixth science of metagalactic implementation by its replicability is 
Cosmos. Science of Cosmic Synthesis. First of all, it is a synthesis of different 
sciences in formation of Geosynthesis with the prefix of geo: geography, geology, 
geodesy and so on. And even without the prefix geo: climatology and many 
others that unite our knowledge and understanding about Planet. Geosynthesis 
becomes the basic scientific synthesis of formation of a new Science of Cosmic 
Synthesis. The interrelation of Planet and Cosmos in study of Cosmos for 
planetary existences of humanity in it is the task of the new science. It is in 
Synthesis, and only in Synthesis, we will be able to understand not only different 
processes of our Planet at a higher level of comprehension but also, we will be 
able to approach comprehension of other planets when settling in Cosmos or 
just mastering them. Because, understanding of planetary processes is a 
guarantee not only of security or survival, it is a guarantee of a successful 
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mission, which will involve not small resources, including human resources and 
life. There is another level of comprehension: with replicated metagalacticity of 
each human of planet, strengths of metagalaxy begin to act on the planet as 
hierarchically higher and more powerful in their phenomenon. Accordingly, the 
synthesis of planetary and metagalactic interactions will also become a new 
peculiarity of the Science of Cosmic Synthesis as such. 

At the 5th level, it is necessary to develop a new scientific phenomenon — 
Economic Synthesis where a Human becomes the main economic carrier and 
organizer of processes. Here we mean that Metagalaxy fixes on each Human and 
every Human fixes on Metagalaxy developing the unicity not only of Scientific 
Synthesis by this but also forming common economic interests and 
interconnections. But cosmos, as the environment of Metagalaxy Fa, and a 
Human, with his environ of expression, also forms stable connections of mutual 
coordination between Metagalaxy Fa and a Human forming such an element as 
Genesis of each Human in stable connections of Metagalaxy Fa and a Human 
with the corresponding understanding of Metagalaxy by level of own Genesis 
with expansion from the physicality of the first level existing today to the 16th 
level of consideration of Cosmos. And here a new economic reality is formed, 
which is not foreseen today but is being formed before our eyes by steady 
metagalactic replicability of knowledge about home — that is economy, in 
genesis of a new metagalactic home by economy of our planetary expression and 
future planetary expressions. 

At the 4th level there is a Science of Historical Synthesis where we should 
understand that history is not only the history of completed events of a human 
but also the history of obtaining knowledge, obtaining methods and methodics, 
obtaining cultural norms, rules, traditions, obtaining of development of 
corresponding kinds of arts, sciences, education, civilization, legislation. That is, 
developing history, not as a history of events sequentially defined in time where 
any political culture of the next epoch can destroy the entire system of historical 
ties of the previous epoch, but developing Historical Synthesis, as a type of 
histories, even of kinds and directions of sciences or of basic organizations, 
knowledge, methods, ivdivnost’ or of all kinds of passionarities among 
themselves. Not canceling the historicism of events as one of kinds of historical 
synthesis as such and expanding history to completely another horizon of 
implementation. Let us assume the Historical Synthesis of knowledge of all 
sciences among themselves as an unicible peculiarity of scientific synthesis 
where one can take real knowledge from, basic knowledge for any Human with a 
perspective of appropriate education, level of culture, scientificity for further 
revealing in civility, societiness and so on. We consider that the science of 
history, that exists now, in future should grow to a new science that presents a 
historical synthesis of everything in everything accumulated by each Human as a 
unit of Metagalactic expression and by the entire Metagalactic Nation of Planet 
Earth, uniting the Historical Synthesis of everything in everything by itself, that 
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will show completely another look at the history of a Human and humanity as a 
whole. 

At the third level of specifications of replication of Metagalaxy the Science of 
Technological Synthesis is revealed, where a Human is revealed metagalactically 
not only by the level of humanitarian development but also by the level of 
technological development in development of his own capabilities. Metagalactic 
exploration is a complicated technological process and a project that requires 
not only new coordination but also the most complex technological solutions in 
completely sometimes unimaginable and unique conditions of situational being. 
This is the only tuning of the whole technological organism of the Metagalactic 
Civilization of Earthlings both on Earth and by any advanced team in Cosmos. 
These are new technologies of multireal multidimensional metagalactic reality 
and, simultaneously, a synthesis of existing technologies in one civilizational 
space of existence of Earthlings. 

At the second level of scientific replication of Metagalaxy Fa the Public 
Synthesis appears. For every action of any Human, team, nation as a whole need 
potential. Its development and implementation are a complicated historically 
and biologically process, which historically is called passionarity. In addition, 
mastering of new kinds of matter of metagalaxy, new realities and dimensions, 
speeds and other possibilities — all requires, first of all, energy and potential of 
possibilities. Emanating replicating properties and peculiarities of each human 
create a kind of energopotentiality of his possibilities including as a researcher 
in science. Accordingly, the quality of increasing of energopotentiality is a major 
factor of perspectives of this researcher of a corresponding scientific 
organization, as well as in any other implementation of this Human in any areas 
of human activity, humanity in future. But energopotentiality is impossible on its 
own. A developed socially-public content is required. The Science of Public 
Synthesis studies it, forming the synthesis of politologycal, politically-
economical, social and other disciplines by a new discourse of metagalactic 
public synthesis of all-cosmic development and existence. 

And the very first phenomenon is the Science of Plan of Creation. Having in 
mind not religiousness of Plan of Creation as such, although it is clear that this 
term comes from the Plan of Creation of Initially Highest Father considered in 
the first part of the paradigm. There should just be a scientific discipline 
summarizing all plans of Human’s activity among themselves, planning the 
possible prospects of these planned decisions among themselves, taking into 
consideration those scientific specifications of the past when by certain 
computational abilities of humanity a consumption culture of a human and 
humanity was planned calculated by scientists of the Soviet Union and, in a 
certain sense, now used in certain specifications of state system. Therefore, the 
science of Plan of Creation means not only the emphasis on Creation as such, but 
also on planning of everything in everything, both in planning of scientific 
researches and in planning of activity of each Human. That is, Plan of Creation is 
a plan of free creative synthesis of various plans and everything in everything 
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between themselves, in planning of relevant either results or prospects, or any 
other components by this, and, accordingly, in application to any kind of science, 
to any kind of activity or any area of implementation of a human and humanity. 

Going further, from the 10th to the 13th horizon of Scientific synthesis, we 
reveal 16 basic sciences or scientific directions of activity as a whole, based on 
the fact that some of these areas are not sciences today but synthesize many 
scientific directions of activity among themselves which in basic expression 
specify the 16-ity of basic implementation of Metagalaxy Fa by a Human and 
create in scientific synthesis 16 sustainable scientific directions of organization 
of a Human and humanity of 16 kinds of scientific synthesis not by themselves as 
in previous 9 levels, but 16 kinds of scientific synthesis of each science 
mentioned above as such, specializing their peculiarities of expression of 
metagalacticity of a Human of Metagalaxy Fa both among themselves and by 
each individually in any expressions and possibilities described by simple 
"everything in everything".  

Proceeding from this, the 16-ity of scientific synthesis in 16 kinds of scientific 
synthesis and in organization of these specifications of 16 scientific syntheses, 
we create the Initially Highest Metagalactic Academy of Sciences of basic 16 
scientific syntheses of implementation of scientificity of synthesis as a 
fundamental property of Metagalaxies Fa both by each Human in unicible 
Scientific synthesis of Metagalaxy Fa and in synthesis of people among 
themselves with the relevant specifications of scientificity of the corresponding 
field of activity of scientists and researchers and corresponding results in 
civilization, nation, society as such. 

Based on this, the 11th level of Scientific Synthesis follows the 10th one, the 
level of Psychodynamicity of everything in everything in expression of both 
individual researchers and any phenomenon of scientific syntheses of 
Metagalaxy Fa and a Human as such, bearing in mind the growth of 
psychodynamic possibilities of each Human, let's suppose, by increase of speed 
with elementary comprehension of simple basic istina. There are historical facts 
that when first cars appeared, British citizens were outraged that at a very high 
speed of 15 km/h a corresponding technical vehicle passed by. Bearing in mind 
that on modern roads, cars rush from 150 to 200 km/h if necessary or 80-110 
km/h in basic condition of roads of the modern state of civility of humanity. And 
it is not perceived as a crazy speed no longer but is a natural particularity of a 
human and humanity. The 11th level of Scientific Synthesis of Metagalaxy and a 
Human between themselves is an increase of all and any characteristics of self-
organization qualitatively on any single level of properties, qualities, 
competencies, quantities, relations of everything in everything that is 
Psychodynamicity. This is a qualitative organization of Metagalaxy Fa and a 
Human among themselves, characterized by such general level as Sozidanie of 
new unicible peculiarities in a Human by Metagalaxy Fa and sozidanie by a 
Human in Metagalaxy Fa of new unicible peculiarities not characteristic for 
Matter of Metagalaxy in the past, let's suppose, by speed of a car as a technical 
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device. Accordingly, here appears a scientific synthesis already over the 
scientificity, although the science of psychodynamics is characteristic for science 
with corresponding psychodynamic properties of Scientific synthesis between 
themselves. 

The twelfth level is the Mathematicity of Metagalaxy as such, bearing in mind 
that a number manage matter but a Human also manage a number, managing 
matter by this. And this quality of scientific synthesis should be comprehended 
paradigmatically in expanding the paradigm in perspective.  

The language represents synthesis of all standards in Metagalaxy of a Human 
and a standard of a Human in Metagalaxy, in mutual coordination creates 
common safety of them in each other as a kind of mastering of external and 
internal environment in synthesis of them. Here a level of manageable efficiency 
or efficiency of managing arises, in different points of view, as a scientific 
synthesis of managing everything in everything by expression of Language of 
everything in everything. But it is precisely here where basics of Metagalactic 
Academy of Sciences are laid as all scientific comprehensions are built by a 
developed language and are fixed by it. The interaction of Language and Science, 
their mutual growth and mutual coordination are the perspectives of new 
Science of Language and Metagalactic Academy of Sciences (MAS) as a whole. 

The 14th scientific synthesis is a Human as such, in comprehension of depth 
of replicable interactions of Metagalaxy and a Human as such, physically by each 
and 16 multilevel 1024-ary variants in synthesis of them between themselves. 

At the 15th level there appears a scientific synthesis of Home, where, on the 
one hand, we comprehend scientific synthesis of hierarchized properties of 
Metagalaxy and a Human between themselves and, on the other hand, recalling 
the previous sections of paradigm, we enter the hierarchy of relations of the 
most developed Human Beings who manage the Matter of Metagalaxy. Where 
civilization of Planet Earth is a part of scientific synthesis of Home of upravitels 
of all Metagalaxy Fa as such, as one of types of civilizations of Metagalaxy Fa, 
reflecting corresponding replicating properties of Metagalaxy Fa. And here 
another scientific synthesis of hierarchization and Home arises, which at the 
present moment of unicity of our comprehended existence we can't comprehend 
but in perspective it will be revealed at appropriate interactions in hierarchical 
levels of managing and interaction of different civilizations of metagalactic 
phenomena of a Human between themselves and, maybe, other reasonable 
beings not necessarily of human type of tsarstvo implementation. Effects of 
Animal mind in Metagalaxy are implied where animals can be quite reasonable 
and even technically secured but being of tsarstvo not of a Human of animals. 
Accordingly, Metagalaxy is replicated by a Human but Metagalaxy is not 
replicated by an animal. From here other tsarstvennie characteristics of 
hierarchical interactions of Metagalaxy and the animal appears where 
replicability of interaction of all nuclei is focused on a Human and its individual 
peculiarity is directed on animal, corresponding to natural environment of 
implementation of basic foundations of the planet where this reasonable animal 
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originated, in the corresponding specification and hierarchization by this. The 
same is with the vegetable mind, the mushroom mind, the mineral mind, with 
the corresponding lowering levels of specifications of them among themselves. It 
should be understood that elements of individual Parts of a Human may arise in 
various tsarstvenniy states of Metagalaxy in perspective. And here it is already 
correlated with such new types of sciences and scientific synthesis as 
interplanetary, interspecific linguistics and any other sciences that will 
characterize the level of planetary state of humanity, the Solar System, the 
Galaxy, the Metagalaxy with cognition of respectively other living forms of 
development in Metagalaxy. In this sense, there is a hierarchization of the 
relevant peculiarities of scientific synthesis by this, there is no sense to 
comprehend it now as we see ourselves unicibly in Metagalaxy. But it is 
necessary to build perspectives by corresponding Science of Home. 

And the 16th level of scientific synthesis is Synthesis as such, where we 
express it and expressing synthesis, we penetrate with prasynthesis of Initially 
Highest Father, both a scientific expression and in direct specific by each Human, 
bearing in mind, that some sustainable scientific forms should in perspective be 
overcome by new generations of humans. For example, the so-called 
dilettantism, remembering that many individual great scientists who are now 
recognized as great scientists of our time, were quite officially declared to be 
dilettantes at time of their publications. Suppose even the Einstein's theory, not 
keeping in mind that it is perfect but simply bearing in mind that it is useful, at 
least by introducing such a category as relativity of everything in everything — 
he was perceived at that time by classical physics of the Newtonian school of 
perception as a complete dilettante in physics with such theory of physical 
relations. Therefore, in this case, the level of scientific synthesis and Synthesis as 
such is an expression of separate new specifications that we cannot see at the 
moment, not only in the scientific community but also in the environment of any 
talented Human in perspective who can reveal new synthesis, new look, new 
paradigm, new approach, new organization of everything in everything and 
introduce it both into the scientific synthesis of a Human and Humanity and 
show a new perspective of Metagalacticity which is not seen today. In this sense, 
the 16th level of ivdivnost’ or the 16th level of Synthesis as such act and the 
corresponding scientific specification of everything in everything by Synthesis as 
such. 

Thus, we see a unicity of scientific synthesis in these 16 levels of organization 
of scientific synthesis among themselves with specification in corresponding 16 
kinds of sciences as direct expressions of the unicity of scientific synthesis as 
such, and deployment of the corresponding Initially Highest Metagalactic 
Academy of Sciences in basic expression of this 16-ity of Sciences physically 
between themselves. Accordingly, in the terminology of unicity of scientific 
synthesis, "Initially Highest" reflects istinnost’ of terminological category of 
Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father where, thus, science sets a task 
to know: Initially as such but not only externally set in usual external forms and 
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properties as in most cases conscience is specified in philosophy today; The 
Highest as such, keeping in mind the law that the lower is included into the 
highest as a part; Metagalactic as such, implying the highest material 
organization known to a Human and Humanity for today and called Metagalaxy, 
where Metagalaxy is the highest form of organization of Matter, as such. 

Accordingly, the “Academy” assumes an effect of academicism of these 
phenomena as stable fundamental knowledge, relations, specifications by this 
level of paradigmatic implementation. "Sciences” is an expression of scientific 
synthesis in all mutual expressiveness of this paradigm in four phenomena of 
unicity among themselves. 

According to the results of the fourth phenomenon of unicity of scientific 
synthesis, we consider that there is a special cluster of nuclei in Metagalaxy Fa 
that can be called an elementary nucleus carrying an effect of scientific 
synthesis, where these nuclei interpenetrate between any nuclei of any realities 
by corresponding dimensional organizations of hierarchical levels of 16384 High 
Whole Realities. And there are elementary nuclei of Whole Synthesis of 
Metagalaxy Fa as such determined by us as the 20480th dimension, one step 
higher than all previous 16384 dimensions, concentrated by itself and 
concentrating this dimensional phenomenon as the elementary nucleus with 
specifications of entire wholeness of Metagalaxy by this nucleus itself as the 
Initially Highest Wholeness Fa beyond and more, moreover or para (outside) of 
these 16384 High Whole Realities as such where elementary nuclei are imbibed 
by the appropriate level of podgotovka by appropriate level of trained Human 
directly reflecting all kinds of wholeness of Metagalactic impact on him, bearing 
in mind that elementary nuclei appears in every Human when overcoming the 
barrier of at least 50 percent implementation of Metagalactic replications, that 
is, on the 8193rd expression, where 50 percent are 8192 replicable expressions 
of nuclei plus one. This is from standard laws of Metagalaxy for elementary 
nuclei. Thus, elementary nuclei are all-penetrating by all Metagalaxy Fa at any 
realities of hierarchizating specifications of nuclei and carry everything in 
everything all Whole Metagalactic that we currently describe in some extent 
paradigmatic or simply describe paradigmatically basing on the state of current 
level of knowledge, philosophy and specification of possibility of human and 
humanity as a whole. 

Thus, the elementary nucleus carries everything in everything, all direct 
Metagalactic expression and basing on which, we could reveal the corresponding 
Metagalactic Paradigm of everything in everything by ourselves. 

And the elementary nucleus is a direct expression of unicity of scientific 
synthesis by entire Metagalaxy, as main fundamental expression of Metagalaxy 
as a whole and passing into any necessary nuclei of any realities of any 
dimensional speed specifications if necessary, replacing them for continuity of 
Metagalaxy Fa as a whole, with reflection of this wholeness by every elementary 
nucleus in particular as a unicity, in specifications of entire scientific synthesis of 
Metagalaxy as the fundamentality of Metagalaxy Fa as such as a whole. Bearing 
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in mind that the elementary nucleus, possibly, is a coordination of Metagalaxy Fa 
as a whole and the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father with a 
corresponding Ogon' with hierarchization of the Whole by these elementary 
nuclei of the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father in particular and 
entering of Metagalaxy Fa as such into Initially Highest Wholeness of 
Metagalaxies or Initially Highest Metagalaxy as expression of other Metagalaxies 
of another forms of living between themselves. Taking into consideration that 
our Metagalaxy, in basic of paradigmic expression laid down by us, is the 
18384th level for today in our cognition of Initially Highest Wholeness. And this 
elementary nucleus reflects all these specifics by itself, revealing possibilities of 
a Human from pressure of each separate reality and, simultaneously, 
synthesizing these realities among themselves by a corresponding expression of 
Initially Highest Wholeness as such. 

Summarizing four types of paradigm interactions as four sections of the 
general, special, particular and unicible in synthesis of them between each other, 
we form the final conclusion of a new Paradigm of Science, scientificity of a 
Human and Scientific Approach of Humanity as a whole with specifications of 
the Highest Being, who reached in his previous variant the highest development 
of a Human by Himself — Initially Highest Father emanating prasynthesness by 
Himself that is formed into the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father 
by corresponding spheres of specifications, hierarchized by corresponding 
expressions of High Whole Realities by wholeness of Initially Highest Wholeness 
and inside of which there are thickenings of all foundations of Matter, resulting 
in their mutual organization by Metagalaxy Fa with splashing out of 
corresponding Ogon' in organization of corresponding nuclei by synthesis of 
everything in everything replicated between each other by all basic 
characteristics by each of us. Synthesis of this reveals ivdivniy expression of 
Scientificity in hierarchized expression of Scientificity of everything in 
everything, showing Ognenniy expression of Scientificity by internal Human and 
Metagalactic factor of development of everything in everything, with Material 
organization of external factors of Human and Metagalactic development of 
everything in everything. Bearing in mind that for a Human external 
organization is the physicality of the environment of Planet Earth but for 
Metagalaxy it is an expanded concept of externality as external by 16384 High 
Whole Realities, many of which for a Human are internal and each of them for 
Metagalaxy is external, where the internal is Ogon' of a higher level than that 
external real that Metagalaxy Fa expresses by itself, that hierarchizes an 
expression of Ogon' and Matter between them and expresses the Initially 
Highest Home of Initially Highest Father as a whole in its physical 
implementation by each of us. 

Thus, the new Paradigm of Science of Initially Highest Father and Scientificity 
of a Human and Humanity affects new areas of implementation not only of 
external physical organization of a Human that is one of 16164 of Metagalaxy Fa 
but reveals 16384 external organizations of perspective development of a 
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Human by Metagalaxy Fa, understanding the hugeness of Cosmos and 
Metagalaxy Fa by this; the perspective of 16384 internal organizations by Ogon' 
in increasingly higher expression of a Human of Metagalaxy Fa by this, 
corresponding specifications; hierarchization of this among themselves of 
everything in everything described in paradigm by such category as 
replicability; ivdivnost’ of everything in everything as sphere of Home of Father 
that organizes and maintains by prasynthesness the stability of these 
expressions in synthesis of them among themselves and the corresponding self-
organizing and self-organized revealing of all factors among themselves in 
synthesis, where the central inter-relationship of these expressions is mutual 
coordination, mutual replicability of Initially Highest Father and a Human as 
such, grown up in perspective of one of all into Initially Highest Father and 
forming in search of this, of one of all, hierarchized expression of managing of all 
in all of Hierarchy of Highest Human Beings maximum ready by all this 
physically by everything in everything mentioned above in this Paradigm. 

In this final elementary obraz in reflection of the elementary nucleus of 
unicity of scientific synthesis, in this Paradigm it is necessary to put the first 
point, bearing in mind, that these paradigmatic foundations are based on a 
modern, wise, perhaps, more or less deep perception of external and inner 
reality, and the wholeness in synthesis and will expand in perspective by 
corresponding expression of such perspectives of Sciences as Plan of Creation in 
base of its physicality and Sciences of Synthesis at top of physicality or not 
physicality of it, in synthesis between each other as synthesis of Plan of Creation 
or Plan of Creation of Synthesis of everything in everything with expansion of 
paradigmatic bases and saturation of this Paradigm with new phenomena, 
views, specifications, peculiarities an so on of everything in everything in the 
perspective of scientific development by new Metagalactic epoch. 

According to specifics of habits of the previous time, we fix this point as 
Amen but in scientific comprehension of its expression by language peculiarities 
of specifications of Metagalaxy Fa. 

Thus, four parts of basic paradigm phenomena are considered with minimal 
quaternity of comprehension of everything in everything and we introduce this 
Paradigm into Science, Scientific Synthesis and Scientific Research as such. 

Amen.
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METAGALACTIC SCHEMES 

1. Stages of the Hierarchy of Life of a Human of Planet 

Earth 

Scheme 1 

In the period of his biological evolution, a Human passes through five stages 
of material biological organization. It is not a secret for anybody that different 
types of matter have different organization of molecules, atoms and other 
specifics of development possibilities. And the higher the quality of the 
organization of the Matter of which a Human consists of, the higher his 
possibilities in the surrounding world. In addition, at each of the stages, own 
Position of the Observer of a Human is organized that fixes the stability of this 
particular material organization of a Human and includes the Anthropic 
Principle of implementation, according to his own achievements in own material 
organization of each Human. It is clear that the base is the Planetary 
Organization of the possibilities. The fourth stage of the Metagalaxy of base 
forms is reflected in specifics of a Human's organization: from the Basic 
Metagalaxy to the Metagalaxy of a Human that can give different views at 
specifications of a Human's expression as such. The pinnacle of natural 
development for today is the material organization of the Metagalaxy Fa.  
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2. Plan-Spheres of Planet Earth 

Scheme 2 

Along with the known spheres of the organization of Planet Earth 
(Atmosphere, Biosphere and assumed others), Planet Earth also implements 
organization of Plan-Spheres called in simple terms the Plans of Life of Planet 
Earth. These seven spheres are distinguished by different dimensional 
organization of Matter and lower types of dimensional organizations of Matter 
are embedded into the higher ones as a part, growing the quality and quantity of 
active Matter of the Planet. With a certain preparation, first of all, by the Scale of 
Thought and the Scale of Perception, this can be seen firsthand quite physically. 
And as well as the atmosphere (we don’t see it, but we breathe it), so with the 
Plan-Spheres, we don’t see them but we are organized by their processes, for 
example, we sleep. And this is a third of life. 

Let's pay attention to such a peculiarity of names as: the Atmosphere and the 
fifth Atmic Plan-Sphere. Perhaps the formation of the Atmosphere is 
accomplished by the Atmic Plan of Life, where all parameters and conditions of 
its existence are laid. Realizing at the same time that the Plan-Sphere is an 
internal organization of Life of the Planet and the Atmosphere is external. And 
only in their mutual intersection the Wholeness of the Atmic expression of 
Planet Earth and a Human as a whole are formed. As defined scientifically, Plan-
Spheres don't extend beyond the 100-kilometer belt of the Life of Planet Earth, 
as presented on the scheme. 
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3. Material organization of the Hierarchy of Life of the 

Planet Earth 

Scheme 3 

The multilevel Matter, known from the old days, only now finds reasonable 
understanding in Science. Due perception comes that the inner world of a 
Human is not a game of incomprehensible forces and phenomena but a clear 
naturally organized process called the Plans of Life. The most significant thing in 
this issue is that hierarchization of the inner Life of a Human is determined by 
the Metagalactic Paradigm, in which there are many realities of different 
dimensional organization and direction that are included in one High Whole 
Reality of Metagalaxy. The same is on our Planet. Plan is a derivative of the 
Planet. And the organization of Plans is the perception of the Planetary Position 
of the Observer. Each Plan of Life has its own dimensionally expressed 
organization that forms the corresponding natural phenomena and 
organizations. With a proper development of the quality of life of a Human, he 
needs to master these dimensional expressions by his own physical 
organization, mastering the matter of the Planet and managing it. But before this 
mastering, each Plan lives in its own organization of natural and life possibilities, 
as layers of realities permeating each other. The transition of the quality of life 
from Planetary physicality into the next, Solar physicality is shown on the 
scheme of the Plans of the Solar system. There are formations on individual 
Plans that existed in previous centuries by efforts of collectives of people. Here it 
is necessary to clarify that the Plan matter is sufficiently plastic and has its own 
particularities and reactions to the inner world of a Human that leads to 
individual organizations that implement a sustainable existence with the 
corresponding organization of the inner world. When going into the next level of 
the Planetary organization of life, these forms are usually destroyed. The same 
goes on now when the Planet Earth goes out of the Solar and Galactic types of 
organization of matter and goes into the metagalactic level of organization and 
managing of matter. Just by reaching the necessary evolutionary state to enter 
the planetary organization of metagalactic matter. In parallel with it and 
independently of it, a Human should do the same as the highest representative 
of its biological organization, confirming by it the quality of its natural 
organization by self-organizing processes of metagalaxy. 

So, this scheme is a historical precedent for the beginning of the process of 
the metagalactic phenomenon of a Human and the Planet. But it is very useful for 
beginners who still have the Planetary Position of the Observer and only start 
the process of expression of the Metagalactic one. When going into the Solar 
Physical Organization, three Planets of the Planet are compactified into the usual 
physical life, but when going into the Galactic Physical Organization of life 
already all seven Plans of Life of Planet Earth are compactified into the ordinary 
life of each Human. Then a Human and a Planet transfers into the Metagalactic 
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realities of Life. In this sense, a Human is a carrier of specific Matter 
hierarchically compactifying by himself its level organizations in improving the 
quality and depth of specifics of a phenomenon. 
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4. Plan-Spheres of the Solar System 

Scheme 4 

When going into the Position of the Observer of the Solar system, we enter 
solar physicality that synthesizes three Plans of Planet Earth into one physical 
phenomenon of the Solar system. If to take into account that together with the 
etheric layer of the Solar System, that is Ognenniy World for the Planet, we enter 
into the Physical World of the Solar System, then this is actually a 
compactification of all seven Plans of Planets Earth into a new expression of the 
World. At the same time, this process takes place not somewhere in the Solar 
System, but completely somewhere here, in the physical expression of Planet 
Earth. 

Purpose and Meaning of the question is increasing the quality and variability 
of the highest biological life of Planet Earth — a Human. We consider that this is 
a new level of biological evolution when standards of the bodily life of a human 
are well-established and now his stability to the diversity of dimensional 
interactions of the Cosmos is increasing.  

The Solar Position of the Observer is the perception and application of solar 
plans-spheres in the ordinary life of a Human. And we present it on the scheme.  
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5. Material organization of the Hierarchy of Life of the 

Solar System 

Scheme 5 

A less known scheme because of lack of a Solar Position of the Observer both 
in science and in planetary humanity is the organization of the multi-level life of 
the Solar system. It is here that we see the next level of physical organization of 
life. According to some saved texts, exactly Jesus Christ’s had such level of life, 
for what he was also called the Solar Son, in memory of which the cross with the 
sun in the center of the crossbars is saved in temples. But it is the religiosity of 
this topic that prevents and prevented scientists to enter into a deep awareness 
of solar problems. However, religious and political influences had a significant 
place in previous historical periods. 

But it is time to move forward, what we are doing by presenting this scheme. 
In fact, it is a transition and entry into the Solar biosphere of life. We already face 
it, for example, talking in a narrow circle with some cosmonauts. They noted 
some visions that accompanied them in flight. And as long flights go on the verge 
of the boundaries of the Planet and the Solar System, mutually intersecting at 
these heights, there is a certain understanding that they are beginning to see 
specifics of the Solar organization of life. There is an attempt of formation of the 
Solar Position of the Observer. But preparation is absent.  
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6. Material organization of the Hierarchy of Life of the 

Galaxy 

Scheme 6  

Following the Cosmic Logic, further, in mastering cosmic biological evolution, 
known to us in abbreviated form as metagalactic, we wil necessarily develop the  
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Galactic Position of the Observer. Shallow-thinking people will say: why do we 
actually need this? Two very simple answers: all plans — spheres of the Solar 
System are compactified by the physical world of the Galaxy (see the scheme), 
and the higher manage the lower one that will lead not only to development but 
to the active usage of Solar system resources. The scheme shows the galactic 
organization of Life and its reciprocity with the planetary and solar. 

7. Material organization of the Hierarchy of Life of the 

Metagalaxy 

Scheme 7  

Metagalaxy is the fourth type of mastered matter which fully corresponds to 
the fourth Tsarstvo of a Human by the laws of hierarchical coordination of 
everything in everything. That is, this is real Human Matter, although in our 
perception this is not as obvious as in metagalaxy, but not knowing the Law does 
not exempt from responsibility of its implementation. As in the previous 
Planetary, Solar and Galactic variants of matter, the Metagalactic one forms the 
compactification of the Galactic matter into the physical world of a Human. 
Naturally, together with the Solar and Planetary world physical perception. This 
allows you to see the principles, including technical movement throughout the 
galaxy and to organize the process of metagalactic settlements of a Human and 
Humanity throughout the entire metagalaxy, that is, in many galaxies outside 
our Milky Way Galaxy. At the same time, this raises the quality of the substance 
and substances formed by a human's body in his dimensional mastering of 
various kinds of matter. Metagalaxy rebuilds a Human from only external 
expansion of the development of space territories into the quality of a Human 
himself by concentration of internal expansion during these masterings. This is a 
new process in biological evolution, which we studied on the phenomena of 
ancient people, but did not come across ourselves. It is clear that when 
transferring into such a high Matter, the quality of opportunities and internal 
expansion of a Human is simply necessary. 

There is one more standard of the Metagalaxy that directly affects our 
planetary life: there is a quaternary law of managing in Metagalaxy as well as a 
ternary one in the galaxy. According to the Quaternary Law, the Metagalaxy, as 
the fourth organization of matter, governs the first organization of matter — the 
Planet and planetary conditions of life. Accordingly, in order to master all the 
principles of planetary life, its stihiyas, spheres, magmatic and nuclear states of 
nature, we need the Metagalactic Position of the Observer. If to consider that 
“the whole Metagalaxy creates each of us”, then it is the direct influence of 
evolutionary metagalactic forces in direct life of each Human and his 
organizational opportunities. The beginning of this Way is this Scheme. 
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8. Worlds of the Metagalaxy Fa 

Scheme 8 

As in the previous schemes, the organization of the worlds is very, very 
important. Just because the world is an organization of a Human's being in this 
Matter. Let it be of different levels and ot always accepted by contemporaries, all 
the same, the influence of the worlds on the organization of a Human and on 
every Human is tremendous! It is the worlds that form the internal specifics of 
development and begin the implementation of the process of compactification of 
Plans, Presences and Realities of Life into one whole by each Human. But the 
worlds of Metagalaxy Fa are so large-scale and grandiose that apart from the 
general scheme of their expression, in new principles of specification, we can 
neither show nor master them yet. But the first step is the hardest! Note that at 
the new hierarchical stage of the organization of Matter there are not three but 
four worlds. 
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9. Evolutions of the Metagalaxy Fa 

Scheme 9 

One of the fundamental natural principles is Evolution. But in metagalaxy 
evolution is not one, as it used to be on the Planet Earth, but there are sixteen.   
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Just because the Hierarchical development of biological life is fixed in stages in 
Standards of the Metagalaxy Fa, from evolution to evolution. As our 
predecessors said: “Without awareness of Hierarchy, you will not enter a new 
epoch!” And one of the types of awareness is evolutionary. It is clear why there 
was only one first evolution on the Planet before — the Metagalactic one. The 
planet was going and developing by the phenomenon of metagalactic tendencies. 
And if “the whole Metagalaxy creates every Human,” then until the full 
biologically developed Human able to become physically unicible and self-
sustained, there was enough the first evolution of metagalactic being on the 
Planet. Now, by entering into the metagalactic processes of the material 
organization of being on the Planet Earth, there become unfolding sixteen 
evolutions of Metagalaxy Fa on the Planet Earth. Besides, each of them has 1024 
realities of concentration of its main capabilities with specifications of the 
structure of Metagalaxy Fa, including besides them, all lower expressions of 
realities as a part, and thus forming 16 evolutionary processes physically. At the 
same time, the name of all 16 evolutions corresponds to the sixteen basic names 
of the hierarchical organization of a Human in his growth and development. 
Evolutions, in fact, organize the necessary strengths and capabilities in 
expression of this or that specific of a Human. 

10. The matrix of Self-organization of the Metagalaxy 

Fa 

Scheme 10 

This Matrix shows mutually-organizing relation between Realities or 
Presence of the Metagalaxy Fa between themselves or Parts and Systems of a 
Human of Metagalaxy Fa among themselves, or Systems and Apparats of a 
Human of Metagalaxy Fa among themselves. Where main phenomena (Realities, 
Parts or Systems) are placed in the vertical and phenomena included into them 
as a part — horizontally (Presences, Systems and Apparats). Thus, we not just 
show coordination of them between each other, but also form the cells of mutual 
organization between the nearest phenomena influencing on each other. The 
matrix of self-organization is in itself universal and can include different 
phenomena of Metagalaxy Fa or a Human of Metagalaxy Fa. 
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11. The matrix of Vossoedinennost’ of the Metagalaxy 

Fa 

Scheme 11 

Here we already see very those cells of metagalactic mutual organization of 
everything in everything where the content of metagalactic expressions is fixed. 
At the same time, the digital analogue is divided into 4096-ity in expression of 
both Worlds of Metagalaxy Fa and mutual organization of Parts, Systems, 
Apparats and Particulars of a Human of Metagalaxy Fa. Simultaneously, this 
Matrix is fundamental for Goloversum of a human's brain and is the basic 
evolutionary component of its development. Goloversum self-organization of 
specifics of the human brain implies an orientation at the maximally high matrix 
organization of everything in everything by cells of encoding and storing of 
informational and other tendencies. And, metagalactically, this Matrix shows the 
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degree of basic Vossoedinennost’ (reunion) of metagalactic processes in their 
mastering by Goloversum of head brain of a human biologically. 

 

12. The structure of the Initially Highest Wholeness  

Scheme 12  

Metagalaxy Fa is included into the Initially Highest Wholeness of the Initially 
Highest Home of Initially Highest Father as a Part, in synthesis with all other 
metagalaxies of other formations and forming among themselves in synthesis 
the common reality of existences — the Initially Highest Wholeness (IHW). 

The IHW consists of high whole realities, each of which forms its own 
Metagalaxy in formation of higher biological beings of this metagalactic 
formation, that is the Anthropic Principle of Metagalaxy. For the Metagalaxy Fa a 
Human of Planet Earth became this Highest Anthropic expression. This will 
allow to go beyond the Metagalaxy Fa and form clearer lines of development in 
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the Metagalaxy itself both by each Human and by the entire Metagalactic 
Civilization of the Human of Planet Earth. Scheme of this is published below. 
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13. Politics of Initially Highest Father of a Human 

development 

Scheme 13 

The Politics of Initially Highest Father is a growth of a Human in mastering of 
these or other possibilities in Creation of the surrounding Matter and its further 
formation. The scheme summarizes various approaches in this or that 
organization of a Human in this or that environment, showing general 
materially-organizational growth of a Human. 
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Русско-английский словарь терминологии  

Russian-English vocabulary of terminology 

Изначально Вышестоящий Отец (ИВО) — Initially Highest Father (IHF)  
Изначально Вышестоящий Дом Изначально Вышестоящего Отца 

(ИВДИВО) — Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest Father (IHHIHF) 
Изначально Вышестоящая Иерархия Изначально Вышестоящего Отца 

— Initially Highest Hierarchy of Initially Highest Father 
Аватары Иерархии ИВО — Avatars of Hierarchy of Initially Highest Father 
Аватары Синтеза — Avatars of Synthesis 
Синтез — Synthesis 
Синтезность — Synthesness 
Прасинтезность — Prasynthesness  
Прасинтез — Prasynthesis 
Поядающий Огонь — Poyadayushiy Ogon’ 
Праматерия — Pramatter 
 
Изначально Вышестоящая Цельность (ИВЦ) — Initially Highest 

Wholeness (IHW) 
Высокая Цельность (ВЦ) — High Wholeness (HW) 
Высокая Цельность Изначально Вышестоящей Цельности Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца (ВЦ ИВЦ ИВО) — High Wholeness of Initially Highest 
Wholeness of Initially Highest Father (HW IHW IHF) 

Высокая Цельная Реальность (ВЦР) — High Whole Reality (HWR) 
Вышестоящая Изначально Вышестоящая Реальность (ВИВР) — Highest 

Initially Highest Reality (HIHR) 
Изначально Вышестоящая Реальность (ИВР) — Initially Highest Reality 

(IHR) 
Вышестоящая Реальность (ВР) — Highest Reality (HR) 
Реальность — Reality 
Вышестоящее Высокое Цельное Присутствие (ВВЦП) — Highest High 

Whole Presence (HHWP) 
Высокое Цельное Присутствие (ВЦП) — High Whole Presence (HWP)  
Вышестоящее Изначально Вышестоящее Присутствие (ВИВП) — 

Highest Initially Highest Presence (HIHP) 
Изначально Вышестоящее Присутствие (ИВП) — Initially Highest 

Presence (IHP) 
Вышестоящее Присутствие (ВП) — Highest Presence (HP) 
Присутствие (П) — Presence (P) 
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Вышестоящий План — Highest Plan  
План — Plan 

16-ца ИВО — 16-ity of IHF 

16. Синтез — Synthesis 
15. Воля — Volya 
14. Мудрость — Wisdom 
13. Любовь — Love 
12. Творение — Creation 
11. Созидание — Sozidanie 
10. Репликация — Replication 
9. Жизнь — Life 
8. Воскрешение — Voskreshenie 
7. Пробуждение — Probuzhdenie 
6. Генезис — Genesis 
5. Человечность — Humaneness 
4. Служение — Sluzhenie 
3. Вершение –Vershenie 
2. Практика — Practice 
1. Могущество — Mogushestvo  

16-ца ИВО — 16-ity of IHF 

16. Огонь — Ogon’ 
15. Дух — Spirit 
14. Свет — Light 
13. Энергия — Energy 
12. Субъядерность — Subnuclearity 
11. Форма — Form 
10. Содержание — Soderzhanie 
9. Поле — Field 
8. Время — Time 
7. Пространство — Space 
6. Скорость — Speed 
5. Мерность — Dimension  
4. Воссоединённость — Vossoedinennost’ 
3. Самоорганизация — Self-organization 
2. Эманации — Emanations 
1. Вещество — Substance 

16-ца Частностей ИВО — 16-ity of Particulars of IHF  

1. Движение — Motion 
2. Ощущение — Feel 
3. Чувство — Sense  
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4. Мысль — Thought 
5. Смысл — Meaning 
6. Суть — Gist 
7. Идея — Idea 
8. Право — Right 
9. Мощь — Mosh’ 
10. Параметод — Paramethod 
11. Основа — Basis 
12. Синтезначало — Synthes-beginning 
13. Взгляд — Glance 
14. Имперация — Imperation  
15. Я Есмь — I Esm’ 
16. Условие — Condition 
 

16-ца Огнеобразов — 16-ity of Ogneobrazes 

16. Ядро — Nucleus  
15. Есмь — Esm’ 
14. Империо — Imperio 
13. Версум — Versum 
12. Континуум — Continuum 
11. Объём — Volume 
10. Шар — Shar 
9. Капля — Drop 
8. Искра — Spark 
7. Точка — Искра — Point-spark 
6. Точка — Point 
5. Элемент — Element 
4. Молекула — Molecule 
3. Атом — Atom 
2. Частица — Particle 
1. Спин — Spin 
 

16-ца ИВО — 16-ity of IHF 

16. Ивдивность — Ivdivnost 
15. Сверхпассионарность — Overpassionarity 
14. Истинность — Istinnost’ 
13. Окскость — Okskost’ 
12. Красота — Beauty 
11. Константа — Сonstant 
10. Знание — Knowledge 
9. Мера — Measure 
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8. Стандарт — Standard 
7. Закон — Law 
6. Императив — Imperative 
5. Аксиома — Axiom 
4. Начало — Beginning 
3. Принцип — Principle 
2. Метод — Method 
1. Правило — Rule 
 

16-ца Метагалактик ИВО — 16-ity of Metagalaxies of Initially Highest 

Father 

16. Метагалактика Фа — Metagalaxy Fa 
15. Планета Земля — Planet Earth  
14. Физичность Человека — Physicality of a Human  
13. Синтезметагалактикa — Synthesmetagalaxy 
12. Начальная Метагалактика — Initial Metagalaxy 
11. Основная Метагалактика — Basic Metagalaxy 
10. Параметагалактика — Parametagalaxy 
9. Суперметагалактика — Supermetagalaxy 
8. Аматическая Метагалактика — Amatic Metagalaxy  
7. Атмическая Метагалактика — Atmic Metagalaxy 
6. Буддическая Метагалактика — Buddhic Metagalaxy  
5. Причинная Метагалактика — Cause Metagalaxy 
4. Ментальная Метагалактика — Mental Metagalaxy 
3. Астрейная Метагалактика — Astreic Metagalaxy 
2. Эфирная Метагалактика — Etheric Metagalaxy 
1. Физическая Метагалактика — Physical Metagalaxy 
 

16-ца Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 16-ity of Initially Highest 

Father 

16. Отец Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Father of Initially Highest 
Father 

15. Аватар ИВО — Avatar of Initially Highest Father 
14. Владыка ИВО — Vladyka of Initially Highest Father 
13. Учитель ИВО — Teacher of Initially Highest Father 
12. Ипостась ИВО — Ipostas’ of Initially Highest Father 
11. Служащий ИВО — Sluzhashiy of Initially Highest Father 
10. Посвящённый ИВО — Posvyashenniy of Initially Highest Father 
9. Человек ИВО — Human of Initially Highest Father 
8. Человек Метагалактики Фа ИВО — Human of Metagalaxy Fa of 

Initially Highest Father 
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7. Человек Планеты Земля ИВО — Human of Planet Earth of Initially 
Highest Father 

6. Человек-Творец Физичности ИВО — Human-Creator of Physicality of 
Initially Highest Father 

5. Человек Иерархизации ИВО — Human of Hierarchization of Initially 
Highest Father 

4. Человек Полномочий Совершенств ИВО — Human of Polnomochiy 
Sovershenstv of Initially Highest Father 

3. Человек Синтезности ИВО — Human of Synthesness of Initially 
Highest Father 

2. Человек Творящего Синтеза ИВО — Human of Creating Synthesis of 
Initially Highest Father 

1. Человек Плана Творения ИВО — Human of Plan of Creation of Initially 
Highest Father 

 
Аватар Метагалактики Фа — Avatar of Metagalaxy Fa 
Владыка Плана Творения — Vladyka of Plan of Creation 
Ипостась Плана Творения — Ipostas of Plan of Creation 
Учитель Мг Фа — Teacher of Metagalaxy Fa 
Служащий Мг Фа — Sluzhashiy of Metagalaxy Fa 
Человек ИВДИВО — Human of the Initially Highest Home of Initially Highest 

Father 

16 Мг Эволюций Изначально Вышестоящей Цельности Изначально 

Вышестоящего — 16 Metagalactic Evolutions of the Initially Highest 

Wholeness of Initially Highest Father 

16. Father 
15. Avatar 
14. Vladyka 
13. Teacher 
12. Ipostas’ 
11. Sluzhashiy 
10. Posvyashenniy 
9. Human of Initially Highest Father 
8. Human of Metagalaxy Fa of Initially Highest Father 
7. Human of Planet Earth of Initially Highest Father 
6. Human-Creator of Physicality of Initially Highest Father 
5. Human of Hierarchization of Initially Highest Father 
4. Human of Polnomochiy Sovershenstv of Initially Highest Father 
3. Human of Synthesness of Initially Highest Father 
2. Human of Creating Synthesis of Initially Highest Father 
1. Metagalaxy 
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Реализации ИВО — Realizations of Initially Highest Father 

 Посвящение — Posvyashenie 
 Статус — Status 
 Творящий синтез — Creating Synthesis 
 Синтезность — Synthesness 
 Полномочия совершенств — Polnomochiya Sovershenstv 
 Иерархизация — Hierarchization 
 Ивдивость — Ivdivost’ 
 Должностная компетенция ИВО — Dolzhnostnaya Competence of 

Initially Highest Father  

16 видов организации Материи — 16 types of organization of Matter 

1. Физика — Physics 
2. Эфирика — Etherics 
3. Астралика — Astralics 
4. Менталика — Mentalics 
5. Причинника — Causics 
6. Буддика — Buddhics 
7. Атмика — Atmics 
8. Аматика — Amatics 
9. Мощика — Moshics 
10. Нитика — Nitics 
11. Матика — Matics 
12. Фатика — Fatics 
13. Октика — Oktics 
14. Имтика — Imtics 
15. Ятика — Yatics 
16. Идивика — Idivics 

Виды Наук — Kinds of Sciences 

16. Наука Синтеза — Science of Synthesis 
15.  Наука Дома — Science of Home 
14.  Наука Человека — Science of a Human 
13.  Наука Языка — Science of Language 
12.  Наука Математики — Science of Mathematics 
11.  Наука Психодинамики — Science of Psychodynamics 
10.  Наука Биология — Science of Biology 
9.  Наука Химия — Science of Chemistry 
8.  Наука Физика — Science of Physics 
7.  Наука Голомика — Science of Holomics 
6.  Наука Космического Синтеза — Science of Cosmic Synthesis  
5.  Экономический Синтез — Economic Synthesis 
4.  Наука Исторического Синтеза — Science of Historical Synthesis 
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3.  Наука Технологического Синтеза — Science of Technological 
Synthesis 

2.  Общественный Синтез — Public Synthesis 
1.  Наука Плана Творения — Science of Plan of Creation 

16-ца взаимокоординации Научного Синтеза — 16-ity of mutual 

coordination of Scientific Synthesis 

16.  Ядро огня ИВДИВО — Nucleus of ogon' of Initially Highest Home of 
Initially Highest Father 

15.  Я-есмь духа сверхпассионарности — I esm' spirit of overpassionarity 
14.  Империо света истинности — Imperio of light of istinnost' 
13.  Версум энергии окскости — Versum of energy of oksost' 
12.  Континуум субъядерности красоты — Continuum of subnuclearity of 

beauty 
11.  Объем формы константы — Volume of form a constant 
10.  Шар содержания знания — Shar of soderzhanie of knowledge 
9.  Капля поля меры — Drop of field of measure 
8.  Искра времени стандартов — Spark of time of standards 
7.  Точка-искра пространства законов — Point-spark of space of laws 
6.  Точка скорости императивов — Point of speed of imperatives 
5.  Элемент мерности аксиом — Element of dimensionality of axioms 
4.  Молекула воссоединённости начал — Molecule of vossoedinennost' 

of beginnings 
3.  Атом матриц самоорганизации принципов — Atom of matrixes of 

self-organizing of principles 
2.  Частица эманаций методов — Particle of emanations of methods 
1.  Спин веществ и правил — Spins of substances and rules 

4-ца — 4-ity 

Часть — Part 
Система — System 
Аппарат — Apparat  
Частность — Particular  
 
Образ Отца — Obraz of Father 
Слово Отца — Word of Father 
Размышление — Razmishlenie 
Столп — Stolp 
Стлпность — Stolpnost’  
Мощь — Mosh’ 
Мочьность — Mochnost' 
Нить Синтеза — Thread of Synthesis 
Нитевидный — threadlike 
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Униграмма — Unigram 
Униграмность — unigramness 
Униграмный — unigramic 
Ум — Wits 
Вера — Vera 
Интеллект — Intellect 
Интеллектуальность — Intellectuality 
Пассионарность — passionarity 
Сознание — Conscience 
Сознательный — Сonscious 
Сознательность — Сonsciousness 
Головерсум — Goloversum 
Головерсумность — goloversumnost' 
Мышление — Mishlenie 
Сердце — Heart 
Разум — Razum 
Монада — Monad 
Око — Oko 
Окский — Okskiy 
Окскость — Okskost 
Истина — Istina 
Истинность — Istinnost’ 
Образ — Obraz 
Подобие — Podobie 
Образ и Подобие ИВО — Obraz and Podobie of Initially Highest Father 
 
Материальная организация Иерархии Жизни Планеты Земля — Material 
organization of the Hierarchy of Life of the Planet Earth 
Материальная организация Иерархии Жизни Солнечной системы — 
Material organization of the Hierarchy of Life of the Solar System 
Материальная организации Иерархии Жизни Галактики — Material 
Organization of the Hierarchy of Life of the Galaxy 
Материальная организация Иерархии Жизни Метагалактики — Material 
Organization of the Hierarchy of Life of the Metagalaxy 
 
Планета Земля — Planet Earth 
Солнечная система — Solar System  
Галактика — Galaxy 
Метагалактика — Metagalaxy 
Метагалактика Фа — Metagalaxy Fa 
Метагалактики базовых форм — Metagalaxies of base forms 
Миры Планеты — Worlds of the Planet 
Миры Солнечной системы — Worlds of the Solar System 
Миры Галактики — Worlds of the Galaxy 
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Миры Метагалактики — Worlds of the Metagalaxy 
Физический Мир — Physical World 
Тонкий Мир — Subtle World 
Метагалактический Мир — Metagalactic World 
Синтезный Мир — Synthesis World 
Физическое Мировое тело — Physical World Body 
Тонкое Мировое тело — Subtle World Body 
Метагалактическое Мировое тело — Metagalactic World Body 
Синтезное Мировое тело — Synthesis World Body 

 Метагалактка — Metagalaxy 
o Метагалактики — Metagalaxies 
o Метагалактический — Metagalactic 
o Метагалактичность — Metagalacticity 

 Астрал — Astral 
o Астральный — Astral 
o Астральность — Аstrality 
o Астрея — Astreya 
o Астрейный — Astreic, Astrey 
o Астрейность — Аstreity 
o Звёздный — star, stella 

 Универсум — Universum 
o Универсумность — universumness 
o Универсумный — Universumic 

 Суперверсум — Superversum 
o Суперверсумность — superversumness  
o Суперверсумный — superversumic 

 Мультиверсум — Multiversum 
o Мультиверсумность — Multiversumness 
o Мультиверсумный — Multiversumic 

 Суперметагалактика — Supermetagalaxy 
o Суперметагалактичность — Supermetagalacticity 
o Суперметагалактический — Supermetagalactic 

 Параметагалактика — Parametagalaxy 
o Параметагалактичность — Parametagalaсticity 
o Параметагалактический — Parametagalaсtic 

 Супергалактика — Supergalaxy 
o Супергалактичность — Supergalacticity 
o Супергалактический, Супергалактичный — Supergalactic 

 Галактика — Galaxy 
o Галактичность — Galacticity 
o Галактический — Galactic 

 Аматичность –amaticity 
o Аматика — Amatics 
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o Аматический — amatic  
o Матрица — matrix 
o Матричный — matrix 
o Матричность — matrixity 
o Аматическая матрица — amatic matrix 

 Основа — Basis 
o Основная — Basic 
o Основность — Basicity  

План–Сферы Планеты Земля — Plan-Spheres of Planet Earth 

Анупадический план — Anupadic plan 
Монадический план — Monadic plan 
Атмический план — Atmic plan 
Буддический план — Buddhic plan 
Ментальный план — Mental plan 
Астральный план — Astral plan 
Физический план — Physical plan 
 
Мерность — dimension, dimensionality 

 Трёхмерный — three-dimensional — трёхмерный 
 Трёхмерность — three-dimensionality  
 Многомерность — multidimensionality 

-ричность, -рица, -ричный, -рично 

а) — ричность — ity  

* Троичность, троица «3-ца» — trinity. 

* Четырёхричность, четверица «4-ричность» — quaternity. 

b) — ричный — ary  

* троичный — ternary 

* четверичный — quaternary 

с) — рично — arily 

Пример:  

16384-ричный Человек — 16384-ary Human 

16384-ричность Человека — 16384-ity of a Human 

4096-ца Частей — 4096-ity of Parts 

64-рично — 64-arily 

Общее — Common 

Особенное — Special 

Единичное — Unicible 
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Частное — Particular 

 

Аннигилирующий — Annihilating 

Аннигиляция — Annihilation 

Антропность — Anthropness 

Антропный — Anthropic 

Аппарат Ассоциатики — Apparat of Associatics 

Аппарат Логики — Apparat of Logics 

Ассоциативно — associatively 

Бытиё — Being 

Вершить — to vershit' 

Вещественный — substantial 

Вещество — Substance 

Внутрителесно/ный — inside-bodily 

Выразимость — expressibility 

Высший Манас — Higher Manas 

Выявление — eduction 

Выявлять — to educe 

Геосинтез — Geosynthesis 

Голограмма — hologram 

Голографичность — holographicity 

Голографичный — holographic 

Голомность — Holomnost’ 

Дом Души — Home of Soul 

Дом Отца Планеты Земля — Home of Father of Planet Earth 

Живая Материя — Living Matter 

Живая субстанция — Living substance 

Запись — record, fixation 

Ивдивность — Ivdivnost’ 
Иерархизировать — to hierarchize 

Иерархизируемость — hierarchizability 

Иерархизируемый — hierarchicizing 

Иерархичность — Hierarchicity 

Куб Созидания — Cube of Sozidanie 

Лотос Духа Человека — Lotus of Spirit of a Human 

Магнит — Magnet 

Магнитность — Magneticity 

Матрица Воссоединенности Метагалактики Фа — The matrix of 

Vossoedinennost’ of the Metagalaxy Fa 
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Матрица Самоорганизации Метагалактики Фа — The matrix of Self-

organization of the Metagalaxy Fa 

Матрицы Самоорганизации — Matrices of Self-organization (MS) 

Матрицы Творения — Matrices of Creation 

Насыщать — to saturate 

Насыщенность — saturation 

Научность — Scientificity 

Начала Творения — Beginnings of Creation 

Небесный Иерусалим Планеты — Heavenly Jerusalem of the Planet 

Неживая Материя — Non-living Matter 

Неотчуждённость — Neotchuzhdennost’ 

Нижестоящее входит в вышестоящее, как часть — The lower is included into 

the highest as a part 

Низший Манас — Lower Manas 

Огненность — Ognennost’ 

Огненный — Ognenniy  

Оседающий Огонь Поядающего Огня — Settling Ogon’ of Poyadayushiy Ogon' 

Парадигмальность — Paradigmality 

Парадигмальный — Paradigmatic 

Первичный Метагалактический Синтез — Primary Metagalactic Synthesis 

Пережигать — to overburn 

Пламенность — Plamennost’ 

Пламя — Plamya 

План Творения — Plan of Creation 

Планетарная Энергия Человека — Planetary Energy of a Human 

Планетарный — planetary 

Планетарный Дух — Planetary Spirit 

Планетарный Свет Человека — Planetary Light of a Human 

Планетрность — Planetarity 

Подготовка — Podgotovka 

Познай себя и ты познаешь Мир — Know yourself and you will know the 

World 

Политика Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Politics of Initially Highest 

Father  

Права Созидания — Rights of Sozidaniya 

Проникать — to penetrate 

Просветление — Prosvetlenie 

Прослойка — Interlayer 

Психодинамика — Psychodynamics 
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Психодинамичность — psychodynamicity 

Развёртывание — deployment, deploy 

Развёртывать — to deploy, to unfold 

Разряд — Discharge 

Разрядность — Dischargity 

Рай Планеты — Paradise of the Planet 

Расшифровка –Deciphering 

Расшифровывать — to decipher 

Редуцируемость — Reducibility 

Редуцируемый — reducible 

Репликация — Replication 

Реплицируемость — replicability 

Реплицируемый — replicable 

Сверхпассионарность — Overpassionarity 

Сгусток — clot 

Сгущать — to thicken 

Cгущение — thickening 

Сила — strength 

Синтезная Материя — Synthesis Matter 

Синтезфизичность — Synthes-physicality 

Синтезфизический — synthes-physical 

Слой — layer 

Содержательность — Soderzhatelnost’ 

Созидаемость — Sozidaemost’ 

Созидательность — Sozidatelnost’ 

Стихийность — Stihiynost’ 

Стихия — Stihiya  

Стрктура — structure 

Структурность, структурированность — structuredness 

Субстанциональность — Substantiality 

Субъядерность — subnuclearity 

Субъядерный — subnuclear 

Существо — а being 

Сциентизм — Scientism 

Творимость — Creatability 

Творимый — Creatable 

Телесность — Bodiness  

Телесный — Bodily 

Управитель — Upravitel’ 
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Усваивать, усвоить –to imbibe 

Усилять — to strengthen 

Установка — setting 

Устойчиво — sustainably 

Устойчивость — sustainability 

Устойчивый — sustainable 

Утончённость, изысканность, изящество — refinement 

Утончённый — refined 

Учение — Uchenie 

Физическая Жизнь Человека — Physical Life of a Human  

Физичность — Physicality 

Физичный, физический — physical 

Царственность — Tsarstvennost' 

Царство –Tsarstvo  

Центровка — Centering 

Шуньята — Shunyata 

Экополис Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — Ecopolis of Initially Highest 

Father 

Энергопотенциальность — Energopotentiality 

Эталон — Etalon 

Эталонность — Etalonnost’ 

Эталонный — Etalon 

Эфирная прослойка — Etheric interlayer 

Эфирность — ethereality 

Ядерная решетка — nuclear lattice 

Ядерный — nuclear  

Ядра — nuclei 

Ядро — nucleus  

Ядро Огня — Nucleus of Ogon' 

Ядро Синтеза — Nucleus of Synthesis 
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Тезаурус — Thesaurus 

1. Изначально Вышестоящий Отец — Initially 

Highest Father 

Изначально Вышестоящий Отец есмь высокоорганизованное существо, 
являющий Омегу Источника Жизни с Образом и Подобием организации 
Человека, владеюще-управляющий видами Высокой Цельной, Высоко 
Цельно Реальной, Вышестояще Изначально Вышестояще Реальной, 
Изначально Вышестояще Реальной, Вышестояще Реальной, Реальной, 
Вышестояще Присутственной, Присутственной, Вышестояще Плановой, 
Плановой, любого иного Огня и любой иной Материи собою. 

Initially Highest Father is a highly organized being, expressing the Omega of 
the Source of Living with Obraz and Podobie of organization of a Human, owning 
and managing types of High Whole, High Whole Real, Highest Initially Highest 
Real, Initially Highest Real, Highest Real, Real, Highest Presence, Presence, 
Highest Plan, Plan and any other Ogon' and any other Matter by Himself. 

2. Изначально Вышестоящий Дом Изначально 

Вышестоящего Отца — The Initially Highest 

Home of Initially Highest Father  

Видимые ядра в центре Метагалактики, Галактики и иных 
организационных явлений Космоса, есть центровка мерностно 
выраженных уровневых сфер эманирующих состояний и выражений 
Изначально Вышестоящего Отца в их явлении в окружающую среду 
горизонтом материального явления. Синтез сфер мерностно 
организованной Материи с ядерной центровкой фиксации явления 
называется Изначально Вышестоящим Домом Изначально Вышестоящего 
Отца. 

Синтез 16384 сфер Высоких Цельностей Изначально Вышестоящей 
Цельности, актуализируемых Изначально Вышестоящим Отцом 
формирует Изначально Вышестоящий Дом Изначально Вышестоящего 
Отца.  

The visible nuclei in the center of the Metagalaxy, the Galaxy and other 
organizational phenomena of Cosmos are the centering of the dimensionally 
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expressed level spheres of emanating states and expressions of the Initially 
Highest Father in their action into the environment by the horizon of the 
material phenomenon. Synthesis of spheres of dimensionally organized Matter 
with nuclear centering of the phenomenon fixation is called the Initially Highest 
Home of Initially Highest Father.  

The synthesis of 16384 spheres of High Wholeness of the Initially Highest 
Wholeness being actualized by Initially Highest Father forms the Initially 
Highest Home of Initially Highest Father. 

3. Вселенная Изначально Вышестоящего Отца — 

Universe of Initially Highest Father 

Вселенная Изначально Вышестоящего Отца Есмь организованное 
явление Физичности Природы Изначально Вышестоящего Отца Синтезно, 
всего во всём, в выражении внутренних и внешних форм Жизни 
Метагалактики в целом с Синтезом ракурса Позиции Наблюдателя 
участника вселенской организации реальности звёздно-
метагалактическими взаимодействиями метагалактической ткани жизни. 
Вселенная является предтечей и базовой природно-космической 
организацией Физичности Человека 

Universe of Initially Highest Father is an organized phenomenon of 
Physicality of Nature of Initially Highest Father Synthesisly, of everything in 
everything, in expression of internal and external forms of Life of Metagalaxy as 
a whole with Synthesis of a specific of Position of the Observer of the participant 
of the universe organization of the reality by star-metagalactic interactions of 
the metagalactic cloth of life. The Universe is a forerunner and the basic natural-
cosmic organization of Physicality of a Human. 

4. Шуньята — Shunyata 

Синтез ядер различных сфер организации Материи мерностью, 
скоростью, пространством и временем называется Шуньятой. Шуньята это 
синтез ядер Высоких Цельных Реальностей Метагалактики Фа.  

«Вся Метагалактика созидает нас». Мы должны быть в центровке 
Метагалактики. Главное в Шуньяте — Человек. 
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The synthesis of the nuclei of different spheres of the organization of Matter 
by dimension, speed, space and time is called Shunyata. Shunyata is the 
synthesis of nuclei of High Whole Realities of the Metagalaxy Fa.  

"The whole Metagalaxy creates us." We must be in the centering of the 
Metagalaxy. The main point in Shunyata is a Human. 
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